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0. Preface 
Cardinals of the form 2m are said to i ? ,ve,~, and those of the form 
m 2 are said to be square. In the terminology of E!lentuck [41 cardinals 
m which are equal to their own squares~ i.e. nt 2 -'~ m are called idem- 
potent and those m for which 2 m = m, are ,said to be idemmultiple. It is 
well known that the Axiom of Choice implies the idemmultiplicity and 
idempotency of all infinite cardinals. Moreover, 7arski [21 ] has shown 
that the Axiom of Choice and the seemingly much restricted assumption 
that all infinite cardinals are idempotent are in fact equivalent. It was 
natural to ask if the weaker assumption that ail infinite cardinals are 
idemmultiple, which we call the idemmultiple hy?mthesis, also implies 
AC (AC is short for the Ax.lom of Choice). This question was raised by 
Tarski [21] in 1924. The problem has since been raised on a number of 
occasions [10, 12] and has up till now remained unsettled. 
Significant results concerning even cardinal~ in the ab:ence of AC 
were obtained by Bernstein [ 1 ], who showed that 
(Vnl,n) (2~I~ = 2n-+ m =H) ; 
this was improved upon by Sierpifiski [ 16, 18], who showed that 
(Vm,n) (2m~<2n~l -  <u) .  
In [22], Tarski proved the more general cancellation laws 
(Vk< ~0 ) (Vm, n) (kin = kn-~ m =n) . 
It has been shown by Sierpifiski [ 19] that there are interesting theorems 
in mathematics proved with the use of AC that can be proven for sets 
with idemmultiple cardinality without choice. 
Recently, work has been done by Halper and Howard [ 5 ] concerning 
various characterizations of idemmuitiple cardinals, where it w~s also 
shown that certain strengthenings of the idemmultiple hypothesis imply 
the Axiom of Choice. They have also shown, independently of th .: 
author's work [6], that in set theory allowing ureIements, the idemmul- 
fiple hypothesis does not imply AC. 
In this work it is shown that the idemmultiple hypothesis together 
with the ordinary axioms of set theory do not imply AC, provided that 
set theory is consistent. This is done by constructing a standard model 
N of ZF + "-IAC in which every infinite cardinal is idemmultiple. The 
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Axiom of Choice is strongly violated in this model; it is shown that not 
even for a countable set of disjoint countable sets of reals does a choice 
set generally exist. On the other hand, various weak choice axioms hold 
in the model. Specifically, the axiom of order (denoted O) and the n 0- 
multiple choice axiom, i.e., for u'very set x of disjoint sets there is a 
multiple choice fu1~ction F such that for all y E .~ F(.v) _c_ y and 
IF(y)I < n o (denoted N0-multiple choice) are shown to hold in N. Thus 
Con(ZF) ~, Con(ZF + -'1AC + (V m >I n 0) (2m = m) 
+ O + N0-multiple choice). 
This also solves a problem raised by Azriel L~vy whether 
Con(ZF) ~- Con(Z ~ + -1AC + N0-multiple choice) 
(see also [91). 
0.10. Def'mition. Let m, n, l be infinite cardinals; then 
(i) n isa 1-successor of m iff(Vi) (m < 1 < n-,, I = u), 
(ii) 11 is a 2-successor of m iff (Vl) ( m < 1 ~ t ~ n), 
(iii) It is a 3-successor of miff  (Vt) (1< n -* n ~< m). 
It has been show~a by Tarski [ 231 that every cardinal has a 1-succes- 
sor. L~vy has shown (see Truss [24]) that if every weU-ordered set has 
a 2-successor, then the Axiom of Choice holds. Tarski and Truss have in- 
depende~atly proven [24] that if every cardinal has a 3-successor, then 
for all infinite cardinals m, 2 nt = m. The question arises if the reverse 
implication is tr,~'e. The answer to this is negative, for it can be shown 
that in N there are cardinals that do not have a 3-successor. Thus the 
universal exis:ence of  3-successors is not equivalent to the idemmultiple 
hypothesis in ZF. The proof of this will be given in a~other paper. 
The model N is constructed by employing an iterated forcing tech- 
nique. Although iterated forcing is not new [20], the particular method 
developed here, wlaere the iteration is telescoped into a single Cohen 
extension, is of interest in itself. The particular kinds of innovations 
involved in the notion of a condition are, as far as we know, new in the 
literature, and we hope may be instructive to the reader. It is also hoped 
that methods imilar to the one applied here, dealing with cardinalities 
in models, will be applicable in obtaining new results in the area of car- 
dinal arithmetic without the Axiom of Choice. ~. 
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1. Introduction 
§l 
,'tn analysis of the problem and a preliminary outline of the construc- 
tion will now be given. 
Consider a set A and a univalent function f mapping A onto A X 2. 
Such an/ imposes a partition on A and induces upon the components 
an almost ree-like structure, conceived in the follewing manner. Let 
[,, f be defined on A as follows: i f / (a)  = (b, 8), ~ ~ 2, then f(a) = ~ and 
jC(a) = b. Finite iterations of these functions are defined by 
/°(a) = a,  fin(a) =.~n- l (a ) )  ; 
. f l (a j=f (a ) ,  fm÷l(a)= f(fm(a)) , m >~ O . 
Two dements a,b ~ A are/-equivalent if/fc.r some c and m,n ~ O, 
?re(a) = c =)~n(b). This is clearly an equivalence relation, aenoted =-/, 
anti the set of  equivalence classes in A of -/. is denoted by R/.. r ~ Rf is 
0 ~raeaX said to contain a circuit if, ~or somea ~ r and m > , j  ~ ) = a. rn > 0 
is said to be the length of the circuit if m > 0 is minimal~ for which 
?re(a) = a; and the elements 
71 (a), ?2(a) .... , ?m(a) = a = fC°(a) 
are said to be the circuit elements. An r ~ R f  ca,a contain at most one 
circuit because if a, b ~ r belong to different circuits, then for no n ~ 0 
does ?n(a) = b or ?n(b) = a, hence a ~/- b; a ct~i~tradiction. A relation "¢r 
is defined on r E R f  as follows: 
a ,b~r ,  a ,~rb i f f fo rsomen~ O, fn(b) =a.  
I f r  ~ R[ does not contain a circuit, then (r, "or) is a tree-like partially 
ordered set without a root; and i f r  contains a circuit, then (r, '4r) is a 
tree-like structure with a circuit at its base. (See Fig. 2.) If (r, ,4 r) 
does not contain a circuit, it is called a non-rigid tree (see Fig. !). A 
circuit is called symmetric if there is a non-trivial permutation ~" of  the 
circuit dements preserving the relation [ restricted to the circuit ele- 
ments. In this case lr is is extendible to an automorphism of the struc- 
ture (r, ~r) preserving f. In Fig. 2, there is an example of  a symmetric 
circuit; on the other hand, i f / (a) = (b, 1), f(b) = (a, 0) in the figure, 
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Fig. 2, A component with a symmetric circuit of length 2. 
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then the elements of the circuit (hence all elements o i r )  are definable 
in terms off.  
Further insight is gained by considering the following notion: to each 
a E r, a real [al[ ~ 2 w is associated by 
[a][ 0l) = fn+!(a) ,  n E 6o. 
(Henceforth reals are always thought of as sequences of O's and 1 's.) 
It is clearly seen that if r contains a circuit, ther~ for every a ~ r, [a]f 
is a periodic real. I f r  does not contain a circuit, t~,en, for all a ~ r, [a][ 
is either periodic or non-periodic, depending upon the nature of f  r. (See 
Fig. 3.) 
(b, 1 ), O) / 
/ 
/ 
/ 
b~ 
(c, 1) / .  (c, 0) 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Ce 
/ 
(d, 1) T ,, (d,O) 
/ 
d~/ /  
0 
~ Vn > O)~fn(a) = . .  
Fig. 3. A tree with associated periodic reals. 
Clearly the components r ERf  are infinite and countable, l fA is l, on- 
well-orderable, then Rf must be infinite. In a universe where all infinite 
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sets are idemmultiple, R/- also decomposes into countable quivalence 
classes via a univalent function g mapping Rf  X 2 onto Rf. Hence Rf  con- 
tains countable subsets. 
In view of  this analysis, it was naturally conceived that a countable set 
of primitive structures (r, "Or' fr) should be adjoined to a standard model 
M of ZF +V = L for a proper choice of r and fr' in the hope of obtaining 
a desired model. 
Now if (r, f )  is adjoined to M, where f is a generic function mapping r 
onto rX 2 in such a way that (r, ~r  ) is a non-rigid tree, then since the 
reals [a]p  a ~ r, are generic, we would have 
[a l /=[b l f  iff a=b;  
therefore the structure (r. f )  is entirely reflected in {[a~f I a E r}, which 
will henceforth be referred to as a tail. 
As w~s brought out in the above analysis, tails and related notions are 
basic in this work and the following notation and conventions concern- 
ing them will be adopted. 
1.10. Definition. Let a ~ 2 w, 1 < ~o, t E 2t; then by slashl(a) we denote 
the real b ~ 2 ~ fol which b(n) = a(l+n) for all n < w. By appendt(a) 
we denote the real b ~ 2 °~ such that 
I t(n) for all n < l 
b(n)= [a(n- l )  fo rn>~l .  
1.20. Definit ion Let a ~ 2w; the tail of  a, denoted K(a), is the set 
{x I (3l, m < ~)  (slash/(x) = zlashm(a))} . 
it is immediate that: 
1.30. Lemma. For any a, b ~ 2 ¢~, K(a) = K(b) or K(a) n K(b) = O. 
For non-periodic reals a there is a natural tree-like partial ordering 
of K(a) def'med as follows: 
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1.40. Definition. For b, c ~ K(a), a a non-periodic real, 
b ~ c iff (:tl < ~)  (slasht(c) = b) .  
§l 
Reals generic over a model M are always pon-periodic. Henceforth we 
will be concerned only with non-periodic reals and ',he term "real" will 
always mean a non-periodic element of 2 ~ unless othetwi,," 'ate& 
it is immediate from Definition 1.20 that: 
1.50. Lemma. For any a, b ~ K, where K is a tail, there are I, m < co, 
t ~ 2 m such that 
b = appendt(slasht(a)). 
Moreover, i f  l is minimal, then 1, t are unique. 
Note that the operation of interchanging a f lare  number of zero's 
and one's in ~ real a is obtained by an operation appendt(slasht(a)) for 
appropriate ~, l. 
Ttre following basic fact concerning tails is an obvious result of  the 
preceding definitions. 
1.60. Lemma. f f  K is a tail, then there exists a univalent function f
mapping K× 2 ortto K, definable from K. 
Prot, i. 7 .~ every x ~ K, 8 < 2, set t~ = ((0, 5)} ~ 2 ~ , and define 
f(x, 8) = appendt~ (x).  
Clearly f i!s onto, since 
f(slash 1 (x), x(0)) = x ; 
that f is one-one is immeaiate. 
In proving that all infinite cardinals in N are idemmultiple, ssential 
use was mzde of the following more general fact. 
A set s included in a tail K is said to be dense in K if for all x ~ K 
there is a y ~ s such that x ,.¢ y. In Lemma 9.44 we prove: 
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l, emma. I f  s is dense in the tail K, then there exists a univalent function 
fs mapping sX 2 onto s, definable frgm s (t?ot f rom elements o f  s). 
1.70, Notation. (i) We shall employ vector notation: a sequence b 1 ..... b n 
will be denoted by b'; and if the length of the sequence is relevant, we 
write 
(ii) If b i E 2 to, 1 < i < n, the tail o f  b is defined as 
K(b 1 ) X K(b 2) X ... X K(bn) , 
and is denoted by K(b). 
(iii) l f f  is a function or a general bit "relation, we denote the 
domain of f by dom if) and the range o. nag(/). 
1.80. Definition. A set x is said to be idemmultiple i fx is equinumerous 
tox×2.  
We return to our original motivation, and consider a Cohen extension 
N o = M[J] ~- M of a standard countable model M of ZF +V = L, where 
J is an enumeration of a countable set of tails, 
J= {(i, K(ai))l  iE  ¢o} , 
a i being ger,~rJc over M. It is easily forced that 
K(a l) c~ K(a]) = ~, i :k ] 
(Lemma 4.71), ant: that there is no choice function ir~ N e for the set 
{J(i) I i ~ ~o} (Lemma 5.50). 
Some reflection shows that not only isD = Ll{J(i) I ~ co} idem- 
multiple in N o , but that also all ini'mite subsets of D are idemmultiple 
(this can be seen by first observing that all subsets of D which are not 
definable from reals ai, i.e. only from J and ordinals, are open in the 
relative product opology of (0,1 }, and that basic open sets are idem 
multiple). Although this fact is in some sense encouraging, the following 
partitions of D in N o are observed to be of non-idemmultiple cardinality 
i nN  0. 
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1.90. Examples. (a) For a tail K and an element x ~ K, define the layer 
of x as 
{y I y ~ K, (31 ~ 60) (slashi(x) = s lasht(y)) ) .  
The layer o fx  is denoted by lr(x). 
The set of layers B(K) of a tail K is a part it icn, ant, there is a natural 
ordering of  ty~,e 60* + 60 o f  B(K) defined by 
lr(x)~< lr(y) i f f  (:t11,i x ~ 60) (l I < lz, slasht~(x) = slasht2(y)) 
x, yEK .  
It can be shown that {B(J(i) I i 6 60} is not idemmultiple in N O (Lem- 
ma 5.51). 
(b) l f r  1, r 2 ~ B(K), r 1 = lr(x), r 2 = lr0,) and .,~lashil(x) = slash/20,), 
then Il 1 - 121 is called the distance between r1 , r 2 . It is easily seen that 
the definition is independent of the choice of ,he elements x ~ r I , 
y E r 2. For 1 < m ~ 60 and x E K, defi~,e Bin(x) to be the union of  layers 
r ~ B(K) whose distance from lr(x) is a multiple of  m, i.e., 
Bm(x ) = LI {rl (3n ~ 60) (distance (r, I t (x))= n,m)} . 
Set BIn(K) = {Bin(x) [ x E k) .  It is clear that B,:z(K) is a partit ion and 
that IBm(K)I = m. It can be shown that Bm(J(t)) has no ordering in N O 
definable from J and ordinals. Moreover IJi~o~ (Bm(J(i)) } is not idem- 
multiple in N O for every m > 1. 
(c) The following partit ions are worth keepirlg in mind. Assume X c__ 60 
and x ~ K; set 
hx(x) = {y I y E K, lr(x) = lr(y), 
(Vi E w) (y(i) 4: x(i) -~ i E k)}, 
and define Hx(K) = {hx(x) I x ~ K}.  It is clear that Hx(K) is a partit ion 
of  K. It can be shown that O(Hx(J(i)) I i ~ w)  is not  idemmult iple in 
N 0 for every non-finite ;k. 
Although these examples are o f  a very p~,rticular kind, it turns out 
that partitions of  D are fundamental  in understanding the nature of  all 
cardinals in N O and in subsequent models. F rom one of  our main lemmas 
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(9.30) it will follow that all sets in N o can be decor lposed in N o into a 
well-ordered sequer, ce of sets of disjoint subsets each of which is 
definably equinumerc~us to a tail partition of some K(ai). The analysis 
of cardinalities in De following models by the reduction to the .-',,tudy of 
~',ch well-ordered s~tuences is an important element in this work. 
The next step of lhe construction is to make cardinals of N o idem- 
multiple in an extension N 1 ~_ N O of N o while retaining "7 AC. Yhis is 
done by adjoining, for every reasonably symmetric partition H of a tail 
K(ai), a univalent generic function Xn mapping H into a set of tails, and 
onto if H is infinite. Since the partitions H can be of a very varied nature, 
the choice of the fulletions XH in order to avoid AC is fairly intricate. A
general discussion of this problem can be found in Definition 2.50(e). 
By observing partitions of the type H~ (Example 1.90(c)) it is easily 
seen ~hat, since new reals have been adjoined, there are new partitions 
of D in N l which c~n be shown to be non-idemmultiple in N 1 . 
The general plan is now clear; we, come to consider a tower of models 
M c_C_ N O % .,. q N~ c N+I  ~ .... 
where Na+ 1 is design~cl to make cardinals of Na idemmultiple in N+ 1 
while retaining "1AC. Tills is accomplished by adjoining functions Xn 
mapping tail partitions H into a set of tails in a specified manner to 
avoid AC. That it suffices to consider partitions of the original tails only 
at each stage follows from the fact that partitions of the new tails induce, 
via the correspondiaag functions Xa, equivalent partitions of the original 
tails. The question aaow is, what happens at limit stages? The fact that 
new reals evolve a c~aatable imit stages, via certain sequences of func- 
tions X n, which inchtce new partitions of the type Hx(K), forces us to 
consider iterations of length K ~ M such that ~ is not cof'mal with co in 
N .  One of our key lernmas will tell us that the cof'mality of cardinals 
is retained in N~ ~nal that any partition in N~O of a tail K is already ob- 
tained at some cotl~table (~ stage. From this we will be able to derive 
our main result, that all infinite cardinals in N~¢~O are idemmultiple. 
. . . [ . 
The mare themes of this work culminate in Sectmns 8, 9 and 10. The 
reader interested in ~btaining an early apprehension of our method of 
proof is advise6 to l~roeeed to these sections rapidly, omitting as many 
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proofs in ~e f'~t reading as feasible. Especialiy straightforward and 
uninteresting proofs (for instance those which are involved in the rank- 
ing of the ramified languages) appear starred (i,e. ProofS). Sections 6
and 7 are quite standard. In Section 5 the symmetry properties of the 
models are studied. Sections 3 and 4 an occupied with the various 
aspects of our iteration technique. Sectiol, 2 deals with the basic notions 
involved in the model construction. Here the notion of a condition is 
most pertinent, embodying the main ideas behind the construction of
the model and its properties. 
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2. Construction of the model N 
13 
2.10. Definition. Let ZF be the set theory formulated in the applied 
first order predicate calculus (without equali :y) with ~ as its only extra- 
logical primitive symbol, and consisting of tl~e axioms of extensionality, 
union, power set, infinity, replacement and foundation. Equa!jty is 
taken as a def'med relation and u = o always stands for the formula 
(Vo) (w ~ u ,-* w E o). The language of ZF will be referred to as the 
language of  set theoly. 
As is usually done in obtaining independence r sults, we will adopt 
additional axioms which provide us with a standard countable model 
of ZF +V = L. As remarked by Cohen [2], this could be avoided in a 
variety of ways yielding pure syntactic arguments, but would involve 
an unnatural and inconveaient exposition. Thus we will operate in the 
context of an enriched ,,et theory ZFM similar to Lb, vy[ I 1 ]. 
2.11. Definition. The language of ZFM is like the language of set theory 
but has an additional individual constant M. The axioms of ZFM are 
those of ZF, including all instances of the axiom scheme of replacement 
which contain the symbol M, together with the following additional 
axioms: 
(a) M is denumerable. 
(b) M is transitive, i.e. (Vu, o) (u E o ^  o E M -* u E M). 
(c) ¢(M) for ew y theorem ~o of ZF, 
where ~o CM) is the formula obtained from ~ by relativizing the quantifiers 
of ~o to M in the usual way. 
(d) M satisfies the axiom of constructibility. 
Although the langqaage of set theory has ~ as its only extralogical 
symbol, in practice we use an extended language which is obtained 
from the primitive language by introduction of new symbols for defined 
relations, operations, pecial variables, etc. Commonly used symbols 
ha~'ing their usual meaning here will be employed without being expli- 
citly detined. The resulting language will be referred to as t;~e xtended 
language of  set theory, 
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(2.12) a, fl, h,,~,~,,/~,~,~,~',rwilldenoteordinal.' inM. 
In the sequel we shall deal with certain designated ¢ bjects and their 
l~ropert~es, defined in the extended language of set the ory, which are 
absolute with respect o M (and with respect o transi ive models in 
general). In particular, the definitions of syntax and f,~rcing will be seen 
to be definable in M and absolute. We do not intend ~lving an exhaustive 
list ef  all absoluteness properties implicit in this work, since the relevant 
facts can ea.~ily be established by standard procedures with which the 
reader is assJ.med to be acquainted, (see L6~, [ 11 ] ard Halpern-L~vy 
[7] for dctails). However, the reader should convince himself of the 
absoluteness facts pointed out in this work 
As previously explained, the model N is conceived as being obtained 
from M by adding generic objects dealing with elementary tail partitions 
in RIM) consecutive stages. Thus the ramified local language Z? which 
will be associated with the model N is also conceived in corresponding 
stages. Besides the ordinary ingredients of a ramified language, there will 
be sets of constants ~,  a < b~ g), to denote the gene,:ic functions Xe 
added up to and including the a th stage, and sets of constants 9a for 
denoting elements la, 13 ~< a. Each la will collect all the generic objects 
added up to and including stage r, in such a manner that enumerations 
of these objects can be derived. 'Fhe tcst~ction of Z~ to the constants in 
9C u 9 yields a language ~ which wil: eventually be associated with 
an a th stage model M[ / ]  (i.e. the univer ;e obta!aed from M by adjoin- 
ing /and  its transitive closure). M[ / ]  will also be denoted by Na. 
"Ihere will also be setsPa of conditions cgncerning the ath stage generic 
objects; and weak forcing relations I[- a between conditions p ~ P~ and 
sentences ~o of the language .12 a which, as usual, will resemble the defi- 
nition of truth. Aldaough the language Z? wilt be the part of ~ restricted 
to constants of 9C a u g~, 9C and thus ,~,  Pa and lt--~ will actually be 
defined in terms of Z~, Pa, and IHa, 13 < a, yielding a complicated recur- 
sire definition of everything concerned. The process is cumulative in the 
sense that 
l C--l, , 
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However, since the interpretation of terms and statements will vary from 
model to model, the corresponding forcing relations will not extend each 
other. On the other hand, relativized statements will retain their meanings 
in different models and this will be expressed via the forcing relations in 
the following way: i fp ~ Pa and ~p is a sentence of ~ , /~ a, then 
p It-- a ~0 iff p ll-~ ~ (Na), 
where ¢(Na) is the relativization of ~o to Na = M[lt3] which is definable in 
from I~. 
The sets 9C, 9 ,  2 , ,P  and It--,, a ~< ~1 (M), are to be defined by in- 
duction on a; and assuming 9C~, 9~, /i?a, Pa and II--t3 defined for/~ < o.,, 
we first describe the language 2a on the basis of 9C, ~ to be defined 
below. 
2.20. Definition (A)~ The primitive symbol,.; of ~? which are common to 
all the languages are chosen in M, and have their usual denotation i  the 
extended language of set theory and meta-language. These symbols are: 
(a) Standard symbols:  
-1 = (0, 0) (negation), 
^ = (0, 1) (conjunction), 
V = (0, 2) (universal quantifier), 
= (0, 3) (membership), 
) = <0,4) (bracket), 
( = (0, 5) (bracket), 
v i = ( 1, i) (v i are called variables and we will denote arbitrary variables 
by the letters u, o, w, u 1 , o I , w], ... with the understanding that differ- 
ent letters tand for ,Astinct variable~ 
V.~ = <2, 7), 7 an ordinal in M (restricted universal quantification), 
) t  = (3, 7), 7 an ordinal in M (restricted abstraction operators); , 
= <4, s) for every set s inM. 
(These symbols will be referred tc as set constants.) 
(b) Special cons tantz, predicates and operation symbols: 
(1) Individual constants a i = ~5, i), i < 60, which are to denote 
independent Cohen-generic reals added at the first stage. These constants 
are called generic-real-constants, b I , b 2 . . . .  will denote arbitrary generic- 
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real-constants, with the understanding that different letters tand fol 
distinct constants. 
(2) As pointed out in Lemma 1.50, every real y in a tail K(x) can 
be obtained from x by a composition of two elementary operations, i.e., 
y = appendt(slashl(X)) for scme choice of L t: and i f / i s  assumed mihi- 
i:qai, then L i are unique, Th ~s the following one place functional con- 
stants will suffice for our pu'poses: 
(t't)O(.)=(8, t, l) ,  tE2  n, n , l<w,  
and will denote the operation appendt(slasht(-)). If t = O, we write 
to(. ) instead of (°,t)0(.); and similarly if l = 0, tO(. ) stands for tt, °)0(-). 
Let F denote the set of all these constants, i.e., 
l"=((8,  t , / ) l t~2 n, l ,n<o~}. 
Clearly P ~ M. Eleme:ats of P will be denoted by 0, 01 , 02 .... , where it 
is again understood tLat different symbols denote distinct constants. 
(3) K(.) = (9, 0) is a one place lhnctional const~,~t for the tail 
operation (see Definition 1.20). 
(4) in order to facilitate relativization of terms and formulas to 
the 7 th stage model, unary predicate symbols N( .  ) = ( 10, 30, 7 < ~M) 
are introduced, Thi~ enables us to avoid formalization of syntax and its 
semantics in the languages at an early stage of the work. Note that a 
language ~a, a < ~M) will contain Mso the symbols Nt~(.) for/~ > a. 
These predicate constants however will turn out ~o be t.ivial in N (i.e. 
vacuously fulfilled) as will be seen trom the ferciLg~ defi,ition. 
(B) Besides the symbols common to all languages described in (A), 
each language /2  will have two sets of special individual constants 9C 
and ~3. ~ = ( I~ I/3 ~< a ), where I# = ( 11,/3). I0 will denote an enumer- 
ation of the tails K(ai), i E ~;  and lt3, 0 < ~ < a, will denote functions 
the effect of which will be to enumerate the geneIic functions assigned 
to the constants of ~Xa. 9C is yet to be defined below. 
2.21. Definition. Certain finite sequences of primLrive symbols of Z? 
Ot 
a=e known as local formulas and terms ef Z?. These aotions are simul- 
taneously defined by induction together with a ran. ng jbnction, rnka 
on tel ms as follows: 
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(a) Variables and i~adividual constants of ~¢, are terms of  ~ .  
(b) If  o is a variable or a term of 29, then K(o)  and 0(o) are terms 
of  ~ for a l l0~F.  
0t 
(c) If o and r are vz~riables or terms of Z?, then o ~ I" and N(o)  are 
local formulas of Z?~, a ~ ~ 10u3 . 
(d) If  SO and ff are local formulas of .t?, so are (,p), ^ ~0~b, 7~o, and 
(V a o) (¢), provided that if the variable o in the range of the quantifier 
occurs in an abstraction term, then a < w+ 1. 
(e )  Abst rac t ion  te rms are defined in such a way that free variables 
are allowed to occur in them. The purpose of this is to enable us to 
speak conveniently about the elementary tail partitions in the language 
o For instance, if o(a t , ..., a n)  is a term o f /2  a , then we want to have 
a simple term in ~?~ for 
{(x I . . . .  , x n ) I (x  I , .... x n ) E K (a l  , ..., an) ,  and 
N o(x 1, ..., x . )  = o(a , ..., a.)}. 
This is easily done if we allow for the term o(v  1 , ..., v n)  (see Definition 
2.30 below). Noting the limited purpose for allowing free variables to 
occur in abstraction terms, we decide upon a bound for the abstraction 
operator by treating the variables as of  level ¢o. Thus we derive: 
If ~w,  v 1 , ..., v n) is a local formula of ~a where w is a free variable 
occurring in so, and "t is an ordinal inM such that: 
(i) so contains no occurrence of a .symbol Va, ~ > 7; 
(ii) so contains no occurrence of a term o with rnka(o) >/7; 
(iii) if~0 contains free variables other than w, then 7 > w; 
then ()t~ w) (~o) is an abst ract ion  term.  
Terms containing ~'=ee variables will be cailed var iable  terms,  other- 
wise they are called constant  te rms.  
( f )  The  rank  a of terms of a2 a will be defined considering variables 
as terms of rank zero. 
(i) mka(a i) = w, i ~ to; 
rnka(0(o)) = max(w, rnk~(o)), 0 ~ P; 
rnka(K(o)) = max(w + 1, rnk~(o) + 1); 
(ii) rnk~()i, t u) (SO) = ~/; 
(iii) for every o ~ 9~ a, rnka(o) = to-2; 
for every o ~ go, rnk(o)= (~)CM) ;  
(iv) for every s ~ M, rnk~(~) = the set  rank  ors  = Rank(s); where 
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the set rank is def'med as usual, i.e. First define R(#) by induction, 
R(p)= u 
7<# 
(where :9 (x) denotes the power set of x) then Rank(x) is taken to be 
the least 13 for which x c R03), That Rank(x) exists is a consequence f 
the axiom of foundation 
The reason that r. ,k is indexed is because these functions will be 
extended to include fom,.ulas in their domain, and as wL' be ,een, we 
may have rnk (¢) 4= mk0(¢),/~ 4= a. With regard to terms, however, we 
obviously have: 
2.22. Lemma. l f  o is a te,,m o f  ~?~, t3 < a, then ink (o )  = rnk0(c). 
Thus with regard to term ranking we may drop the index. 
2.23. Definition. The notion of a global formula of Z? is defined as 
follows: 
(i) If o, r are constant terms c.f J.~, then o E r and N~(o) are globa~ 
formulas; 
(ii) if~, ff are global formulas of Z?, then so are (¢), ^ ~o~k, q~ and 
(Vv) (¢), provided that the variables v that occur in the range of the 
quantifier (Vv) do not occur free in abstractior, terms. Both local and 
global formulas are referred to, simply, as formulas. ~. formula without 
free variables i  called a sentence, or a statement. 
2.231. Ngtation. The set of formulas of Z? is denote~ bv ~,  and the 
set of terms of ~ is denoted by ~.  We also denote 
The set of cor~stant terms in Z? a is denoted by 5rc a, and the set of sen- 
tences in .~  is denoted by 5 rc . 
ot 
2.24. Notation and terminology. The following abbreviations relating 
to other standard logical symbols will be used throughout this work, 
^ ff stands for ^  ¢~b. (Note that by this definition, brackets could have 
been do~le away with altogether, see L6vy [9].) 
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For  any integer m a~d formulas ~o, ~k, ~o I , ..., era' 
~o 1 v ... v ~Orn is an abbreviation for -l(-l~p I ^ ... ^  -I~Om) 
(compound disjunction); 
~o-* ~ is an abbreviation for -'l(~o ^  7~)  (intplication); 
¢ "~, ~k is an abbreviation for ~o -~ ~k ^  ¢J -* ~o 
(bi-impli~:ation); 
(3~p) abbreviates -I(Vv) (-'l~o) (existential quantif ication); 
(3.~ v) (~o) abbreviates 7(V. r v) (-q~o) (restricted existential 
quantif ication). 
2.241. Compound conjunct ion and disjunction will be abbreviated as 
follows: if~ol, ..., ~o m are formulas, then 
m m 
A ~Oi=~O1A...A~Orn , V ~i=~OlV.. .V~Ora. 
i=1 i=1 
As in the language of  set theory,  equality is taken as an abbreviation~ 
thus if o and ~- a~ germs br variables, then o = ¢ is an abbreviation for 
the formula (Vv) (v ~ o ~ v ~ r). 
2.25. Convention. (a) We also use a boanded equality abbreviat ion as 
in Easton [ 3 ], L~vy [ 11 ]. I f  a, r are terms or variables, then o --- r 
stands for the ranked formula 
(V. / v) (v ~ o ~ v ~ r) where 3, = max(rnk(o) ,  rnk( r ) ) .  
(b) I f¢  is a local forr,.ula, then (>Iv) (~o) stands for the terms 
(~!. r v)(~o) where "y is the smallest ordinal such that ()t. t v)(~o) is ~ well 
def ir  ~.d term. More generally, if~0 is a formula, then by (No)(~o) we 
denote the term ()1. r v) (~') where 3' is the smallest ordinal such that if 
~' is obtained from ~ by  bounding its unrestricted quantif iers with % 
then (>t. r v) (~o') is a wel! defined term. 
(c) Henceforth,  o ~ ~, o ~ r, and o ~- r stand for 7 (o  ~ r), 7 (o  = r), 
and "7(o ~ r) respectively. 
2.26. Designation and abbreviation of terms ha £ for elementary notions. 
I f  r I , ..., ~'n are terms or variables, then ~r 1 , ..., rn~ denotes the term 
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(:>tw) (w ~ r 1 v ... v w ~- %) .  
The term for the ordered pair is defined by 
( ' / ' I ,T2 i=~(TI},  iTl , ' r2}} • 
The n-tuple is defined by induction; hence assuming it defined for 
2 < m < n, define 
~r I .... , q i=  ~rl,..., %_1~, %i. 
For intersection, union and difference we define 
oh r=C~w)(w~ o^ we r) , 
o~ r=(~w)(w~ o v w~ r) , 
Oo = (>lw) (3u)  (u ~ o ^ w ~ u) , 
o- - r=(~w)(w~ o^ w~ r)  , 
o d_ r = (Vw) (w ~ o -~ w ~ r ) ,  
where o and r are terms or vat'aMes. 
2.27. Notation. Let o be a term of .t?. On many occasiens we will need 
to display the real-constants occurring in o. This is do, Je as foUows: we 
write 
0 = o(ahl,  ..., ahn) 
where ah~, ..., ahn are all the real-constants occurring in o in crder of 
increasing index,  (and where possibly n = 0). To make our r atation less 
cumbersome we employ vector notation. I fx  1 . . . .  , x n is ~t finite sequence, 
we write simply ~n or even ~ when no confusion is p,,ssible. Also f,~r 
example, ~](x --In) denotes Xl, I ..... Xl,n(X ~ . . . .  ,xln). If the x's have a com- 
pound index, say xh~, ..., Xhn, we write sinlply g~ (or 2h) to denok  it. 
Thus conforming to this notation we write o = °(~h )" 
2.271. f, g, h, and the corresponding superscript letters will denote 
finite sets of integers; but these letters with subscript index will denote 
inte~lers. We make: ~ further convention that if w > i > 1, then h i > h i. 
Thus when we write h = (h 1 . . . .  , h n }, the h i increase with increasing 
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index; and when we write ~t h, h is identical with the set of indices. The 
sequence 
01 (aht) , ..., O n(ahn) , 0 i E P , 
is denoted by if- ~ or 0.  an when no confusion is possible. The sole 
exception to this usage of vector notation is ~ which stands for 
PXPX ... xP, n times and O~ i ~ is written instead ofO i E P, 1 < ian .  
If o = o(a h ), then o(0) stands for the term obtained from o by exchang- 
ing every occurrence ofahi by the variable vi, 1 < i < n. Also o(0- a h) 
denote; the term obtained from o by replacing everywhere a i with 
0t(%), I ~ i < n. (Note that we get legitimate terms.) In formulas, 
blocks of quantifiers of the form (Vv I ) (Vv 2) ... (Vo n) and 
(Vv  1) (Vo  1) ... (V~v n) will be denoted by V-o n and V~o n respectively; 
similarly for existential quantifiers. 
2.3. Elementary tail partitions. Let o(a h) = o(b) e ~7~, (b denotes a n , 
recall Definition 2.20(b)(1)); then in N~,, o will determine an equiv- 
alence ~elation °E o on ;'f(~) by 
01"baEog2"~ iff N a~ o(O: ' .b}=o(O2.b) .  
This equivalence relation induces a partition aH o of K(b) as recalled 
from the introduction. Such a partition is called an elementary tail 
partition. We now define terms in /~a which will denote the elemen- 
tary tail partitions and related notions that play a central role in this 
work - the intuitive content of which can be clearly seen. 
2.30. Definition. Terr: s for the compound elementary tail operations 
are: 
^ w ~ ~v I ..... v.i)). 
= ~c.  then the term for aEo is Let 0%,) o(~) ~.  4, 
& = (:~w) (3~÷~v} ( 3,~+~u} (<'v') ~ £(G) ~ ~ e K(~) 
^ o{~)~- o(o} 
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For any g e F_ the equivalence class in K(~) of i -  ~ with respect o E o 
is denoted in ~° a by the term H~ (0. b), where 
Ha(~ n) = ()4w) (3~+1 v) (o (~)~ a(i~) A (O~e ~'(b) ^  w ~ (O)). 
The set of equivalence classes of ~E o will be denoted in ~a by the term 
H o = ()iw) (3,o+1 u) (w ~ Ho(ff) ^  .if) E K(b?). 
The functions a+l× o to be added at the a + 1 th stage will map K(~ h) 
into a set of generic tails such in a way that if 
ano(Y,)=*no(Y), 
then a+l " ×a(£), a+1×ofy)have the same tail, and 
a+lxo(£)=a+lxo(y) ill aHo(£)=a~i(P). 
2.31. Remark. Observe that no goneric real constar.ts occur in any of 
the above defined formulas! 
2.4. ~(a' prelude and def'mitiov~. Every a in ~'~ will determine an ele- 
mentary tail partition in Na; ho~vever, there will be many terms yielging 
the same partition. All the elementary tail partitions in N are included 
in a set in N~,, while all the terms of ~ form a class in M, (ariel in N ). 
In order that the 9(~ be sets haM, we will not supply symbols ):: ~ 9C0+ l 
pertaining directly to the terms of ~70' but to asso,:iated objects relating 
to the Boolean universe associated with N .  These objects will comprise 
a set in M and will sufficiently encode all elementmy tail partitions to 
be encountered in Na. 
We are assuming the existence of G 0, P0 and I~, # < a, where the 
elements of Pa are finite pieces of information and if'-0 is a certain weak 
forcing relation between sentences ¢ of &?a and conditions p ~ P0' 
having the usual interpretation; i.e. p It--~ ~ is understood as: "¢ is true 
in all - ,,~ls N 0 realizing/20 where the generic objec;s are compatible 
with p". 
2.4~'. Definition. (a) p ~ P~ is said to be a minimal~ condition for the 
sentence ~o if p It- 0 ~o, and for no q c p does q if-'0 ~o. 
(l~) it~ol[~ ={P I P is minimal 0 for ~o}, ~o a sentence of .0 .  
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II~oll# contains only the essential information i volved in the truth o f  
~o in a model. It will be shown in Lemma 6.10 beIow that I1~o1! 0 E M is i 
always countable in M. This important point will enable us to show that 
our process terminates in ~ ~M) ~ages. r 
I1~0110 can also be viewed as the Boolean value of ~o in the complete 
Boolean algebra ssociated with P~. In N O, o(b) ~ 9"~ determines the 
equivalence r lation Eo un K(l;), while, in the ~sociated Boolean uni- 
verse, o determines a/I-Boolean equivalence r lation on K(~) which, 
roughly ~eaking, is 
{<(01 "b, 02"/~), II°(01" ~) = 0(02" b)ll~> I O 1 , 02 ~ V-} • 
The important thing here is that there is a set in M consisting of all these 
Boolean equiv.,lento relations; and that for ,all o(b), r(~) E 5r~ with the 
same Boolean equivalence r lation, we shall have OH. = #H r. Aside from 
this idea, the Boolean universe and corresponding otions will not inter- 
est us; we now de.qne the notions with which we will actually be con- 
corned. 
m 
2.41. Definition. (a) For e(b) ~ ~'~, 13< a and 0 l, 02 ~ P set: 
m 
[+O, 01 ,02]  = (/3, ({01 - b, 02. b}: 11o(01 •b) = o(02 • b)ll#)), 
[-o, 01,02] = </3, ({01" b, 02 • b }, Iio(01 • b)~- o(0°2 -b)ll#>>, 
[o, 01,021 =<[+o,O~,O2], [-o, 0~, 02]>; 
(b) s# o = ([o, 0 t , 02: ! ~ 1' 02 ~ P } (this is the/3-Boolean relation); 
(c)s  = {sO o t o = o(b)} ;  
(d ) :  = I = Us{s }" 
Note that we may have sg = s~, o ~ z, and that s o is seen to be a set 
in M once it is known that Pa is a set in M and 11- 8 is definable in M, 
/3<~. 
The following facts will be easily proven, though they comprise pa~ 
of our induction hypothesis needed in the definition of a condition; 
they will show that the s#. sufficiently encode the °H o, fl < a, in M. 
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2.42. Induction hypothesis assumptions. For all ~ < ,/: I? 
o = o(~) = a(~)  ~ ~a' • ' 
then 0 I~a H o ~ 11.  If 0 E F, then 
0 I~-~ H~(~. 5) ~- e J~-  ~) ; 
p I~ no(5~. ~) ~- n(5: .  ~) 
iff 
iff 
I~-~ H(~x.  b) ~- H~(~ 2• ~); 
p I~-a UoCl" b) ~ Ho(0: • b) 
p I~-a H(~.  ~) ~ H~(~ 2. ~). 
2.43. Definition of/3+ 1 indices,/3<a. A fl+ 1-inaex i~ a triple e = (h, g, s) 
where s ~- sa~, k, = (h I , ..., h n ) is a finite set of in~egers~ and g c h. 
Note that s contains the unique ordinal fl in it, determining the stage 
o f  the index, (J + 1. 
2.44. Definition of 9C. Let 9~ = 0. I fa  is a limit ordinal, we define 
9C = IJa< 9C~. I fa  = g+l ,  let 9C~ be the set of  symbols Xe = (12,e) for 
every ~ + 1-index e, and set ~ = ixa u iX*. 
That 9C is a set in M results from the fact that the set of ~ + I indices 
is a set in M. The cardinality and set rank of ixa depend on those of the 
~;et o f f /+ l  indices/~ < 0t and will be determined beiow. 
Let eg = (h, g~ s), where s = s~ ~ s~ for some 0(6) ~ 5r~ (b = ~,~); then 
IJgc_ h Zeg will be a function defined on an elementary tail such that if 
(2.45) Xeg = {<x, y)  l y ~ rng(Xeg),x = (~'h I Z'h ~ dom(Xeg)'Zeg(Zh )= y ))' 
then U.ch ~o will be a univalent function mapping CH o into a set of 
~eneric tails such that H o (O 1 • b ), tlo (O 2 • 6) are mapped into different 
t~ls if 
Ho(01, b) :/: Ha(02. b ) . 
C,ther requirements on ~e will also be necessary and will be clear from 
*.he following definition o~ a condition. The particular o chosen for 
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which s = s~ is irrelevapt as can be seen from 2.42./~ will be 
( (e, Z e) I e a/~ + 1-index, 3 < a } u I0, 
and I 0 will be [(L K(ai)))ic=~. Since the set of indices is well-ordered in
M, we will be able to derive in N,  a we!l-ordering of all the ~e, e a 3 + 1- 
index. 
2.5. Conditions 
2.50. Definition of P~, the set of ot th stage conditions. P~ is defined by 
induction assuming ~,  P#, II--a and their properties which were speci- 
fied in 2.42 for/~ < a. Elements of Pa are finite sets consisting of finite 
sequences called preconditions, that fulf'fll the specific requirements 
listed below, The preconditions are of three types: 
: (i) triples of the form (i,], 5), i,/< co, 5 < 2, (to assert hat aifJ) = 5); 
(ii) quadruples of the form (e, O,/, 5) where e is a/~ + l-index,/3 < a, 
0~ F , /<  ~,  5 < 2, (to assert hat Xe(O-_~)(]) = 5); 
(iii) quintuples of the form (e, 01 , 11 , 02 , l 2) where e is a/~+ 1-index, 
3 < a, 01 , 02 ~ P and l l, 12 < co, (to assert hat 
slasb/t (~e(01" b)) = slash/2(Ze(02 • b ) ) ,  
thereby giving Xe(01- b) and Ze(02" b) the same taft). 
Type (i) preconditions are referred to as O-stage preconditions, and 
those of types (ii) and (iii) are referred to as/3 + 1- stage preconditions. 
2.51. I fp is a set of preconditions, then ~-r wi!l denote the set of all 
-},'-stage preconditions inp for "r'< 7. If e and 0 occur in a precondition 
of p, we say that p mentions Xe(0.b), (where 5 = ~,, and h is the first 
component of e). 
Conditions p ~ P0 a~e t'mite sets of preconditions of type (i) fu!fiUing 
the sole requirement that for no i, ] < 60 are both (i, 1, 0) and (L/, 1 ) in p. 
I fa  > 0 is a limit ordinal, we define P,  = IJ#<aP ~. 
If a = 3 + 1 is a successor ordinal, then Pa+I is defined as follows: 
P ~ P#+l iff it is a finite set of 3,-stage preconditions, 3,< a, full'filing the 
following list of requirements: 
(a) i~ t3 is a condition of P#. (Thus for the rest of the definition we 
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may be concerned only with a + 1-stage preconditions ofp.)  
(b) p does not contain botlt (e, 0,], O) and (e, 0",], 1 ). 
(c)  (1) If (e, 01, ll , 02 ,12 ) ~ p and fo~ some O < k< w, 6< 2, 
(e, 0-1 , l 1 +k, ~ ) ~ p, then also (e, 02, l~ + ~c, ~5 ) 6 P. (Thus it is clear that 
(e, 01 , l I , 02,12) means 
slashh(ge(O 1 • ~)) - slashi2(Ze(~ 2 •/;)~, 
and in fact it will be seen that such a p actually forces that statement.) 
(2) Ifp contains (e, 61,11, 02,12) and (e, 01, r;~:' 02, m2), then 
l 1 - - I  2 = m I - -  m 2 . 
If otherwise, then these two "clauses" combined would mean that 
two different slashings of Xe(01 • b) yield the same real, i.e. Xe(01 "b) 
is eventually periodic; but it is essential that it be generic.) 
(3) If(e, 01,11, 02,12) E p, and (e, 02, m2,03,  m3~ E p, then 
(e, 01,11+m2 - k, 02, m3+12--k)~ P 
tbr some k such that k >t min(m 2 , 12). 
(This is a "transitivity" reqchement establishing the fight relations 
between ge(02-b) and ge(03-b).) With regard to transitivity it is also 
necessary that ,  
(4) if (e, 01,11,02,12 ) ~ P, then (e, 02,12, 01, !1 ) ~- P" 
For the rest of the definition assume = (h, g, s) where a h = b and 
s =-s~ for o(b) ~ 5r#. Because of assumptions in 2.42 the r~articular 
re:~resentative, chosen from the class of terms r (:- 5rt~ for w.hich s ~r = s 
will not affect the definition. 
2.52. By q Ila ~o we mean "e, It--# ~0 or q I~ "-I~a", in which case we say 
that q decides ~p. 
In the last two clauses (d), (e), we deal with the domain H a of ~t e, 
(see (2.45)). 
(d) If Xe(01 • b) and Xe(0  2 • b) are mentioned by p, then 
t38 I1~ Ha(O 1 "b) ~- Ha(O2"b) ; 
and if (e, 0: ,  l 1 , 02, 12) ~ P, then: 
(1) I f~ ~ I1-# Ho(O 1 • b) ~ Ho(O 2 • b), then either l I ¢ /2  or l I --: 12 ; 
and for some ] < I r ~i < 2, 
<e, Ol,j, 5>~p, <e, O2 , J , l -6 )~p;  
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(2) I fb a 1t- a Ho(01 • ~) ~ Ho(~" 2• b), then l1 = 12 ;moreover 
(e, 01, O, 02,0) ~ p, (0 is the identity element of I~). (Note that from 
this requirement it follows that (e, 01, i, 5) E P ,=, (e J2, i, 5) ~ P, 
i < o0, 6 < 2; and by the transitivity requirement it a~o follows th~.t 
for all ~* ~ I TM, 
<e, 01, II, if*" l*~ ~ p ** <e, 0"2, 12,0",/*> E P.) 
(3) If Xe(~l • b) znd Xe(02" b) are mentioned by P, then for some 
l l ,12, <e, O l , l l ,02 ,12)~P.  
In (d) we stipulated when an arbitrary precondition of the form 
(e,/~1, ll, ~2,12 ) can or cannot be added to a condition. 
(e) The final requirement on conditions is designed to avoid choice 
in N by making sure that certain "nearly g-definable" elements of OH o 
are not mapped by ~e into the same tail as the "non-nearly g-def'mable" 
elements. The idea behind requirement (e) is best conveyed by the fol- 
lowing example. 
2.53. Example. Assume that a model has been realized without further 
restrictions on the conditions. A sequence of generic functions ((i, Zi>}iE~o 
is then foreseen to exist in N 1 ~_ N o, yielding a choice function on 
(K(a i )} i~ o = {lo (i) l i E to} 
in N 1 . (It should be clear that if there is a choice fanction for (K(ai)}i~,~, 
then we have choice in the model.) 
Let oi(a i) ~ 5' 5 , i ~ ~,  be the terms: 
(~,,., u) ((u E K(a i) ^ u ~ a i ^ ~6, ()~ ~ u) 
v (u r= K(ai) ^ (6, i ") r= u ^ (0, i i ~ at)) .  
The term oi(a i) induces apartition Hoi on K(a i) = lo (i), i ~ ¢o, such that 
x E Hoi iff either 
x = {y  ly  E K(ai)  ^ y(O)= O} , 
or x = {y} with y E K(a i) and y(O) = 1. Denote the component 
(y  I y ~ K(a~) ^  y(0)  = 0} 
by r r Then r i is definable. Let h i = ( i }, and g/= 0. Set 
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ei = (h i, gi, SOl) " 
Since [Hail = l'~ 0 , Ze i will map Hal onto a tail. Now, to choose canonical 
elements from each I0 (.~), i ~ o;, (in N l ), set t = t.O, 1 )a  21 and define 
the sets: 
o --! 
(Xei) (appendt(~ei(r i)))  E Hoi 
(see Fig. 4). Each such component is a singleton containing an element 
of K(ai); therefore a choice function would exist in N l , since an enumer- 
ation of Xei can  be obtained from 11 . 
lo ( i  ) = K(a i )  
l)¢z)) 
r,. 
Fig. 4. 
The same situation would arise if we had con,:~dered the following 
slightly more involved partitions of K(a,): 
H i = ({y)  [ x t:_ K(ai)  , x(0) = 0} 
u (y i for some z ~ B 2 (K(ai)), y = {x I x E z, x(0) = 1 }}, 
(se~, Ex~mrJle 1.90 for definition of B 2 (K(ai))). In/'/i there are no 
definable l,~ment,~; but there are elements belonging to finite definable 
sets. These ~lemei:t~ we c~l nearly definable. By ,:onsidering the latter 
component~, we can agair, show the existence of a choice function for 
{K(ai)}i~.o by an argume-,¢ similar to that of the previous example. In 
these examples, choice could be avoided either by mapping the nearly 
definable components o fH  o into a separate tail, or by mapping the 
cGmponents of H a with definable lements into a separate ta~l. It turns 
out that this idea works also in the general case; but we will have to deal 
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with a more refined concept, called nearly (-l)-definable where I is an 
i_nteger. A set x ~ N o will be nearly (-/)-definable 0, if for some f'mite 
set of integers h* with l q~ h*, there is an element ~ ~ K(~ h,) such that 
x is deft^abler3 from ~ by a formula of .~  in which real constants do not 
occur. A formulation of this and related notions is given in Definition 
4.80 below. What is ac~lally needed for requirement (e) is a formulation 
of this notion via forcing. This would seem to be complicated because it
demands dealing with i'afinitely many formulas; but it is really quite 
simple. 
c is a constant term; we say that 2.54. Assume q ~ Pa, and that ~" ~ q'~ 
q forcesa r to be nearly (-1)-definablea if for some constant term 
p ~ ~ and some limited formula ~u 1 ..... u m, o) of ~a without real 
constants, and some h such that l ~ h, we have 
q i~t~ (3!o) (~ah, v) ^  "p is finite" ^  z ~ p n ~0(~ h,p)) 
((3!O) (~(o)) stands for "there exists a unique o such that ~(v)"; and 
"r is finite" stands for some formula saying that there exists an integer 
i and a univalent mapping of r onto i.) We say that "q jbrcesa r to be 
not nearly (-l)-definablea" if there is no q* ~- q such that q* forcest3 r 
to be nearly (-/)-definable a. 
Finally, requirement (e) can be expressed as follow~: 
2.55. Assume that e = (h, g, s), and that Xe(0- ~h) is mentioned by p; 
then if I ~ g, ~t~ forc, s o H, (0(-ah)) to be nearly (-l)-definablea, nd if 
l ~ h-g,  then ~a forcest~ Ha(O. ah) to be not nearly (-/)-definable 0. 
2.551. Remark. Observe that if eg = (h, g, s), g c__ h are/3 + 1 indices, then 
setting Xs = Uh~g Xeg, we will have 
o o (° )=0,  g*~g** ,  g*,g**Ch d m(Xeg,)n dom leg,, 
dora (~ s) = dom (Uh~g ieg) = OHo • 
i s is actually the function needed. The reason the functions ~e z are 
taken as primitives is because the notion of nearly (-/)-definable is not 
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easily expressed in the lanv~uag¢, To express this notion a formalization 
cf  syntax and satisfaction is needed in the language, which is delayed to 
a later part of  the work. The distinction of the functions leg, g C_ h, at 
the outset sidesteps the process, as can be clearly seen in Section 4. 
We now add the last of the induction hypotileses nee~ied to complete 
the definition. 
2.56. Additional induction hypotheses. For/3 < ~, we assume: 
(a) Y0 u 9"~ c_ M, 
(b)P~ ~ R(M)(~o./3) = R(¢o./3) c~M ~ M, 
(c) i fe is a/3+ 1-index, then Rank(e) ~ ¢0(/3+ I ). 
2.57. Corollary. I re is a/3+ 1-index, [3 < ~, then we ,Ire assuming that 
rnk (~)~< o~(/3+1) < ~M) /3< "),~; a . 
2.6. Forcing. We precede the inductive definition of  t[--,, by extending 
the function rnk  to include formulas. As usual the ranking has to 
account for the levels of constructibility, length of formulas and minor 
technicalities. In our case the situation is slightly more involved becau~ 
of the predicate N~.(-); therefore, the ranking will have to also account 
for the stages to which terms and formulas are rela~ivized. 
2.60. Definition. The relativization of formulas and tenr.s of Z? to N, t 
is defined by induction on length as follows: 
(a) If o is a variable or an individual constant, then (o) ('vO = o. (Note 
that no provision has been made to exclude constants Xe, i o, where e is 
a fl + 1-index,/3 I> 3,. Those cases will not cause any difficulties.) 
(b) (o ~ r) (N~) = (o) (N't) E (~') (N'r), and (No(o)) (N~t) = No((o) (N'r)) 
where o, r are tel~ns or variables; 
(~b t A 1~2 )(N'r) = (~i)(N~/) A (~/2)(N3') , ("] ~t) (N'r) = "](I]/) (N't), 
((~))(~v~) = (~)(~) ,  (vv) (~) (~)  = (Vu) (N(o)  -, (~)(,v~)), 
(V; o) (,P) (N'r) = (Vxo) (N~(o) -~ (ff)(N't)), XeM.  
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(c) 
(K(r))(N)) = K((r)(N~ )), (O(r)) (Nr) = 0((r(N~)), 0 ~ P; 
(:~xv) ())(N)) = O~v) (N)(v) ^  (¢j)(N~)). 
Note that since 3 is defined in terms of V, we have 
(3 v) (ff)(~'~) = (av) (N(v)  A "I-I(~0) (N))) 
instead of the usual (3o) (N)(v)  ^  (~)(N'r)); similarly for the restricted 
existential quantifier. 
The stage, and order a of terms, quantifiers and formulas are now 
defined by induction. 
2.61. Definition. (a) Let o be a term of /~?, and let 3' b,~ the m~mmal 
ordinal for which o ~ cJ. t
(i) If abstraction symbols and quantifiers do not occur in o, then 
stgc,(o) = 3"; otherwise, 
(ii) i fo  is not of the fo_qn 0-) (Na),/~< or, then stga(:0 = or; otherwise, 
(iii) assume that 
o = (... (f)(Na~)) (N°~)...)(Nan), 
where ~" is such that for no p and ~ is r = (p) (Na); then 
stga(o) - max (min(fli), 3'). 
l~ i~n 
(b) The stage of a quantifier in a formula is defined as follows: Let 
~0 = (Vxo) (if). If ~k is not of the form Na(v) -, ~k*, then stg.,(fVxo), ~p) 
is a; otherwise assume 
where for no/3, ~k** is ~* = Na(v) -, ~**;  then 
stg~((V~v),~o) = mi:l (fli). 
l~ i~n 
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2.6101. l.emma. (a) The stage o f  the terms, ~, s ~ M; ai, O(ai), K(ai), 
and I o is zero, i ~ to, 0 ~_ I'. 
(b) stg,, (I 0) = 13, [3 < a, ~nd stga (×~) = B + 1, i f  e is a [3 + 1 -index, [3 < a. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition. 
2.6102. Remark. Our definition of the stage a of a term ~s som~,~'hat 
artificial, since we are demanding a uniform relati~ization o! '~,, quanti- 
tiers. The natural thing to do would be to define by mdu~dcm the stage 
of a formula ~0 as the maximum of the stages of the quaatifiers and the 
terms occurring in ~p, and define t:he stage of an abstraction term 
tr = ()lxo) (¢1), as follows: 
if for no ~ and if* is ~0 = No(v) ^  ~b*, then stga(a) = a; 
otherwise let 
-- N0, ^ N0,  (o) ^ ... ^ N0, ,(o) ^ 
who, re for no/3 and ~O** is ~O* = N0(o) A if**, then take 
stg,(o) = max( min (~i), stg~(~*)) 
l~Oi~n 
The definition we gave is simpler, and a more refined notion will not 
be necessary. 
We now define the order  of terms, quantifiers and formulas. 
2.6103. Definition. (a) I f r  ~ '.~, then 
ord  (r) = (stga(r), rnk(r)) .  
(b) If~o = (Vxv) ff ~ 5r, then orda((V~ o), ~o) = (~,ga((Vxv), ~o), k) 
and is said to be the order  o f ( ray)  in ~o. (~n unranked quantifier is 
to have no order.) 
(c) Let --< be the left-lexicographic well-ordering of all pairs of o;di- 
nals; we then define the order~ of a ranked formula ,p ~ ~ as follows: 
oral (~o) is the 1east (~., r/) such that (~,, 7/) ~ ordc,(~T) for all o ~ 7 a 
occurring in ~o and 
(X, n) ~ ord~((V.lv), (V.tv) (~k)) 
for all well formed parts (Vvv)@) of ~o. 
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2.6104, Remark. The stage and order a of an existential quantifier are 
taken to be those of the universal quantifier in the corresponding expanded 
forms. 
2.611. Definition. For all local formulas ~o~ ~a define: 
mka(~o) --- (orda(~0), i(~o), l(~o)) 
where ,;(~o) and l(~o) are integers uch that 
(a) i(~o) < 2, and i(~o) = ;J if orda(~o) = (k, n + 1 ), and 
(i) ord,.(~0) is larger than the order a of quantifiers occurring in ~o; 
(ii) ~o does not contain subformulas Of the form o ~ r where 
either /= rnkc,(o) ~, mka(r) ,  or (k, ~) = orda(o) ~ ord,~(r); 
(iii) no subformula of the form Nv(o) occurs in ~0 other than in 
an abstraction term; otherwise i(~o) = 1. 
(b) l(~0) is the length of ~o, where individual constants and abstraction 
terms are considered to be of length one; the predicates N v ( . )  and func- 
tion symbols K(.  ), 0(. ) are also of length one. (Thus, for example, 
O(()l~v) (~o)) is of length 2.) 
2.62. I.emma. The class of all mka(~o), ~o~ 5r, is left-l'exicographically 
well-ordered, (i.e. from left to right). 
2.621. Denote this ordering by ~.  
2.622. Remark. Note that .~,, is not a well-founded relation, where a 
well-founded relation is defined as follows. 
2.623. Definition. (a) A binary relation (A,R) is said to be left (right) 
narrow, if for any a ~ A the class of all x ~ A such that x R a (a R x) 
is a set. 
(b) A binary relation (A, R) is said to be well-founded if
(i) for all B c_ A there is an x ~ B such that for no y ~ B does 
y R x hold (i.e., there are no infinite R-descending sequences); 
(ii) R is left narrow. 
However, in order to define I1-~ it will only be necessary to resort to 
a subrelation o f -~,  which will be shown in Lemma 2.65 to be well- 
founded. 
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A bounded equality relation will now be defined between constant 
terms that takes into account he stage of the terms as well as the rank. 
2.63. Definition. if o,r ~ 5 rc , then tr ~ r denotes 'd~e set Lence 
(V ,u)  e o u r ) ) ,  
where X = max (rnk(o), rnk(r)) and 3, = max (stga ~r)). 
2.631. In Definition 2.63, note that the order a of the quantifier in 
a ~ r equals max(ord (o), ord (r)); thus 
ord~(o g r) = (% X+I ) .  
On the other hand note that 
o rda(o~ r) = (a, X+I)  
(i.e. a possibly large increase of order a ove-" old a (o), ord (r)), where 
a ~ r = (Vxu) (u ~ o ~ u ~ r), which i:~ the foirnula customarily used 
(see Condition 2.25(a) and [11 ]). 
2.632. In the following definition we will be using terms like (~L ai[)(No) 
instead of simply the term (], ai[. This is becz~use <'.7, ai) is not of  stage 0 
while ], a i and ((], aii)(lVo) are. Clearly ((], ai3)~No) will be equal to 
(], ai~ ~ E No, and it will follow from Lemma 3 02 that 0 forces~ the 
equality. 
2.64. Definition. The weak forcing relation It--~, between p ~ Pa and 
sentences ff ~ 5rca is defined by induction on rnk~(~k) as follows: 
(a) p IF-~ o ~ g', where ~ is a set constant iff 
(V r2p) (3q2r ) (3 t~s) [q l~ aogt ]  . 
(b) p It--a o ~ a i iff 
(Vr ~ p) (3q ~ r) (3 i<  w) (36 < 2)[q 1i- 4 o ~ ((], ~)(~vo) 
and (i,/', ~)~ q].  
(c) p l[--~ o ~ (t, t)o(r) ' where t E 2 m iff 
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(Vr 3 p) (3q ~- r) (3k < ~)  (38 < 2)[q I1-~ o ~ ((k, ~)(~Vo), 
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where either k < m and t(k) = 8, 
ork~>m, /=k- re+land  
(d) p Ib-~ o ~ K(r) iff 
(Vr ~_ p) (3q --2 r) (30 ~ P) [q I,~ o ~ 0(r)] . 
(e) p It--~ o E Xe, e = (h,g, s), iff 
(Vr ~ p) (3q ~- r) (3~ n ~ r n) (3t < ~)  (38 < 2) 
[q ID a o ~ (((0. ~h), (i, ~)i) (N0) and (e, ~n, l,/)) E q].  
(f) p II--= o ~ I~, ~ < a, iff either 
(i)/3 = 0 and (Vr D__ p) (3q ~_ r) (3i < 6o)[q It-~ o ~ ((i, g(ai)'))(No) ], 
or  
(ii) 0 </~ and (Vr D_ p) (3q D__ r) (3Xe E ~Xa) [q [I- a a ~ ((~, 7¢~e'))(ND ]. 
(g) p It-a N.t(o), iff stga(o) < g, or stga(o) > 3' and 
(Vr D__ p) (3q D _ r) (3r  E 5r~) [stga(r) < 7, ink(r) < rnk(o) + ~ ~m. 2 
and q It-~ a ~. r] .  
(Note that possibly rnk(r) > rnk(o). Also note that for all 3, t> t~ and 
o E ~c a, we will have O I~-~ N~(o), (since stg~(o) < 7).) 
(h) p It-- a (~o) iff p I1--, ~. 
(i) p It-- a ~o 1 ^  ~o 2 i f fp l~a ~01 and p It- a ~o 2. 
( j)p I1-~ 7~0 i f f7(3q _D. p) [q  ii-- a ~o]. 
(k) p II--~ (W x o)(~o(o)) iff 
(Vo ~ 5rc) [ink (a) < X and ord (o) < orda((Vxv), (Vxv) (~o)) 
implies p II--~ ¢(0)]. 
(1) p II--~ o ~ r, where r = (>lxU) (~u)) ,  mk(tr) < k and ord=(o) < ord=(r), 
iff p It--,, ~a(o). 
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(m) p 11-~ o ~ r, where r is an abstraction term and either rnk(o) ~ rnk(r)~ 
or orda(o) ~ ord~(r), iff 
(~'r ~ p) (3q ~_ r) (~p ~ ~rc [rnk (~) < ink(r), ord (p) < ord~(r), 
andql~-  ao~ p^p~' ] .  
2.65. Lemma. I~-~ ~ P ~ X 5rcc, is a well-defined relat'on. 
Proof. It first has to be shown that II-- a is being defined with respect o 
a well-founded relation in M (see Definition 2.623). Ta see this, observe 
that the class of all pairs 
<<(~1 '/~l), i l ,  li >, ((a2,32), i2,12~ 
in .~ (see 2.621) such that 
~1,0~2 ~< ~;~M), /~1 < /32 + ~ M)'2 
* It is ~mediate ly  suffices for our definition. Denote tiffs class by -~a. 
seen that .~* is well-founded in M. 
2.651. In this respect it will be convenient to have the following well- 
founded order: (a I , 31 ) -¢ * (or 2 ,/32 ) iff either a 1 = a 2 and 31 < 32 , or 
"2. a 1 < a 2 and/~1 < 32 + 
Henceforth, we will generally write ord (o) -¢* ord (r) instead of 
orda(o) < ord~(z) (stga(o)< stga(r)) and rnk(o)< mk(.r) + S ~'~-2. 
The proof that Definition 2.64 is recursive amouats to a direct check 
of the different cases in the forcing definition. 
(a) If ord~(o)< ord~ (D, then also rnk(o)< rnk(J), because stG(D = 0; 
therefore we obtain a reduction in ord (~k). Otherwise there is a reduc- 
tion of i(~) with no increase of ord,~(~k), (see Remark 2.631). 
(b) stg,~ (a i) = 0; thus, if orda(o) < ord,~(ai), then there is a reduction 
in orda(~b), (since we a!so have stg~ ((<], ~))(go~ = 0); and if ord~(o) i> 
ord~,(ai), then there is a reduction in i(~k) without an i.ncrease in ord~(~) 
(see also Definition 2.21 (f)). 
(c) If o rda(o)< ord~((t't)o(r)), then, since co ~ rnk(Ct't)O(r)), we 
have orda(o ;:~ ((k, 6))tNo)) < orda(o E (t'l)o(r)); otherwise there is a 
reduction in i(~) with no increase in orda(~k). With regard to the 
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remaining formula, consider the following cases: if ink(r) < 6o, then 
orda(((/' 5))( 0: ~ T)< orda(o~ (t'i)O(r)), 
(since also stg~ (O(r)) = stga(r)); if rnk(r) ~ co, then, regardless of 
orda(o), we have 
ord.(( 'L C r)< ordo(o 
3 = I((?L iJ)) (No) ~ r) ~ l(o E (t't)o(r)) = 4 .  
These are all the possibilities. 
(d) If orda(o)< orda(K(r)) and rnk(o)< rnk(K(r)), then there is 
a reduction in orda(~) (see Definitions 2.21(0 and 2.61 l(ii)); other- 
wise, there is a reduction in i(g0. 
(e) If ord, (o)< orda(x e ) and rnk(o)< rnk(× e), then there is a reduc- 
tion in the order  of the formula; otherwise there is a reduction in i(~k) 
with no increase of orda(~k), (see Definition 2.2 l(f)). 
(f) Case (i) is seen by considerations analogous to those of (e). To see 
case (ii), observe that 
mk(b)~ o~.fl< }~] < rnk(la), 
(by 2.56), and stga(I a) =/~; thus, if orda(o) < ord, (I a) and rnk(o) < 
mk(I a), there is a reduction of ord a (~k); otherwise there is a reduction 
of i(¢). 
(g) There is no increase in orda(~); but there is a reduction ofi(~). 
(h), (i) and (j) involve a direct reduction of length with no increase 
of the other parameter ~ 
(k) Here we also hav~ a reduction in length. Observe that our restric- 
tions inhibit an increase of ord(~b); moreover the value of i(~) does not 
increase. 
(1) In this case there is air immediate r duction of orda(~b). 
(m) Here we have ar immediate r duction of i(~) while orda(ff) 
remains constant. 
2.66. Definitit, n. II- a is extended to include global sentences, by induc- 
tion on the length of formulas as follows: 
(a)p IHa (Vu) (~(u)) iff (Vo ~ ~'c a) [p 11-, ~o)].  
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(b)p  ID a ¢~, ~ i f fp  ID a ~andp ID a ft. 
( c )p  It-- a q~¢ i f f - l (3q ~p)  [q I[-- a ~]. 
(d) p I}--,, (~o) i f fp  iD a ~o. 
We have considered all ways of generating lobai senten;es from 
atomic sentences, and since all cases involve a reduction in length we 
h ave: 
2.67, Lemma. ID a c__ Pa × 5re is a well-defined relation on Pa × ~7¢~ " 
The following basic forcing lemmas are immediate from the def'mi- 
tion, (see [2]). 
2.68. l .emma p 1t-~ ¢ and p ~ q ~ Pa imply q ll-a ~o. 
2.69. l.emma. For all p ~ P a and ~o ~ 5 re, p I~'- a ~o A q¢.  
2.70. Lemma. For all p ~- Pa and ~0 ~ ~ca, either p i[-.a -1¢ or there 
exists q D__ p, q ID a tp. 
2.71. Definition. I fp  ID a ~ or p I~ a "q~p, we say p decides o ~0 and write 
It is easily shown that our various induction hypotheses hold for 
= a. The following lemma shows that those of 2:~2 hold; however 
we delay the proof  till we have all elementary ',em,qas concerning 
forcing~, needed. (All the lemnias that will be needed in the p too f  will 
follow from the forcing definition for f ixed ~; i.e. not from other 
lemmas dealt with which concern all ordinals < ~ iM). Therefore no 
circularity arises.) 
2.72. l.emma. I f  e = a(b), r(b) ~ 7c a, and sa~ = sao' th:.n 0 ID a Ho = H r; 
and ifO 1 , 05 , 0 ~ F, then 
o Iba Ho(O. b) "- H (O. b), 
p I -a Ho(O . b)=Ho(O:, b) 
p ]I--,~ Ho(O 1 " b) :/: Ho(O 2 • b) 
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2.721. Convention. On many occasions throughout this paper, when 
dealing with an a + l-inde:- e = (h, g, s), we will have to refer to some 
o ~ orc such that s = ~.  In view of Lemma 2.72 it will be irrelevant 
which a is chosen, and te fix things we shall always assume that a i~ 
the first term oforca, according to the canonic ¢onstructible well-orde:ing 
of M, such that s = ~.  
The hypotheses in 2.56 are now verified for 13 = ,~. 
2.73. l .emma. (a) or~ u ~, c_C_ M, 
(b )p  a c_ R(M)(co .a )e  M, 
(c) i f  e is an a+ 1-index, lhen Rank(e)< co(a+l).  
Proof. I fa  is a limit ordinal, then, since 
#<a 
it follows from the induction hypothesis and the definition of £~ (X 
Also, 
e~ = aOPa c_ a<~U R(~)(co • 13) = a<~U (R(co • #) n M) 
= ( O R(co" [3)) n M = R(co.  a) n M = RM(co • ~) .  
#<a 
theft 
If a is a successor ordinal, then by assumption 2.56(c) all a-indices 
constitute a set in M; hence ~Xa ~ M. It follows that all primitive sym- 
bols of Za and all fini ~e strings of  symbols are. in M. Therefore 
O r u 5/" c_ M, and Pc, ~ M. Since for an a-index e we are assuming ~X 
e ~ Rt~(co  • a), ic follows that also 
P~, E R(M)(co • a) = R(co" a) nM , 
(because co.a is a limit ordinal). It now has to be shown that if e is an 
a+ 1-index, then Rank(e) < co(a+ 1). This is seen as follows: first it is 
observed that 1t- a is absolute, since tl-,e definition of  II--a above could 
be given in the extended language of set theory by a formula 
l'I(w, w', u, v) 
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suc~a that for all x,y ~ M, 
II(M)(gC au  9a,P a x ,y )  iff xEP~ vE$ rc 
is a ranked formula, and x [l--~ y, (where II ~t'~) is the relativization of 11 
to M). (A detailed proof of this is a routine matter and is omitted here; 
see L6vy [ 11 ].) The notion of a "minimal condition for ,~o" is obviously 
absolute, and, since It-~, is absolute, it follows thai 
I1~011~ = II~oll(a M) ~ M ; 
moreover we have 
P,~ ~ IIs011,, c__ R(M)(¢o. a).  
Also [-+.a, 01 , 0 2 ]a' [o, 01 , 0 2 ]a, s~, a + l-indices, symbols of 9fa+ l, 
and P+I  are absolute and are easily seen to be in 
R(M)(¢o • a + oo) = R(M)(oa(a + 1 )) .  
Hence, Rank(e) ~ 60. (~ + 1) for an a + I-index, as was to be shown. 
The definition of A?, Po,, II--a together with all auxiliary terms and 
notions has been completed for a ~ R~M). 
Reasoning along the lines of Lemma 2.73, we can devise a formal 
proof of the standard absoluteness lemmas needed to show the exis- 
tence of a generic model for ZF. We state these lemmas wi*hout proof 
which run along standard lines up to obvious details. 
2.74. Lemma. (a) There is a formula ll(w, u, u) of  the extended language 
o f  set theory such that for  all z ,x ,y  ~ M, II(M)(z, x, y)  i f f  z is ,m ordinal, 
z <~ ~M) ,x  E Pz' Y is a localsentcnce o f  2 z andx  I~-z y. 
(b) For every global sentence ¢(u 1 , ..., u m) o f  ~ ,  a ~ ~ ~) ,  not con- 
raining constants, there is a formula 
I I , (u 1 . . . .  ,u  m,v ,w)  
J 
in the M-language such that fop" all terms o I , .... o m ~ .2 . and x ~ M, 
M satisfies 
rko(o I ..... o,., x)  i f f  x It-,, ..., %, ) .  
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The following lemmas are well known from the theory of forcing 
(L6vy [ 111) and will be u~ed frequently in the sequel. 
2.75. Lemma. (a) p ll--a SO v 4 i f f  (qr D p) (3q ~ r) [q It- a ~o or q I~-, ~k]. 
(b)p It-- a SO", 4 i f f  (Vr ~ p) (3q D r) [q II-- a -lsoorq I~- a ~]. 
(c) p I~-~ SO ~ 4 implies [p I~-~ SO if f  p I~-~ 41. 
(d) p I~= (3u) (9(u)) i f f  (Vr D p) (:lq D_D_ r) (3o E 12a) [q It- a SO(o)]. 
(e) p t~-,~ (:lxu)(SO) i f f  (Vr ~ p) (:lq ~_ r) (:!o E ~o=) 
[rnk(o) < X, ord,,(o) < ord=(Zlxu, 3xuso), 
q II-a q~o)]. 
(f) p I~  -I"7qso iff  p II-- x 7SO. (It will be shown that even p It--~ SO 
il l p II--= 77SO.) 
2.76. Lemma. For all p a ~ P, SO,~k ~ ~Tca, if  p I1~, soand p II~ 4, then: 
(a) p II a "q~o,/~ ! l  SO ^  4,P  I1~ SOv 4,  P I1~ SO-+ 4, P 11 a SO*-* 4; 
(b) ptt-- a ~o v 4 if] [p It- a SO or p II--~ 4], 
(c) p I~-~ so*-, ~k i f f  [p It-= SOiffp I1-~ 41. 
If C is an n-ary sentential connective of the language of set theory 
(i.e. an operation which is an iteration of the primitive sentential con- 
nectives (hence any of tl:~  aforementioned sentential connectives)), 
and 6" is the corresponding sentential connective of Z?, then: 
2.77. Lemma. (a)p I1= SOl, 1 < i<  n, implies p I1= ~7(SO 1 , ..., SOn) and 
p &so , .... so,) 0 f  c(p 
(b) l f  C(~P 1 , ..., apn) i a tautology for all d~l , ..., #Pn' then for all 
SOl, ..., son, % a sentence of  ~?=, 1 < i< n, 
o &sol, ..., so,). 
Since we have defined a weak forcing relation, we also have the 
following lemma: 
2.78. Lemma. p 11-- a SO i f f  p I~  "q-lso, a < ~M) 
Proof. The equivalence p It-= -lso iff tl-= -1-q-lso was Lmmediate from the 
i 
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forcing definition. The present equivalence follows by induction on 
rnka(~). Clearly p It-~ ~ impliesp [t-¢, 77~0 and it remains to prove that 
p [b,~ 77~o imr~ies p Ib-~ ~o. We consider the different cases in Defini- 
tion 2.54. 
(a) ~ = a ~ ~, ~ a ,~et constant, then p It-~, 77~p hnplies 
(Vp' ~_ p) Op" ~ p') [p " Ib~ ~] ; 
hence let r _~ p imply (3p' ~- r) (p' l~-~ a ~ ~) implies 
(3q~p' ) (3s 'Es ) [q [~ ~'~ o], qD_r3__p, 
therefore p I~ o ~ ~. 
(b) If~o = a ~ a i and p I1--~ 77¢  as before let r ~ p, then 
(3p' D r) [p' It-~ o E ai] ; 
implies 
(3q -~ p') (3 /< ~)  (36 < 2) [q It-- a o ~ (i], 6>)(No) 
and (i,j, 6)~ q] 
implies 
(Wrap)  (:lq D_ r) (3 j< ¢o) (36 < 2) [q I~ a o~ (('], $[)(No) 
and(/,/, 6)~ q/ 
implies 
PI[--~ aEa  i . 
All cases (a) through (g) are shown in a completely analegous manner. 
Case (h) is trivial. 
(i) ~o= ~1 ^  ~b2 andp I~ 77~oimplies 
(Vr_  p) (3q D__ r) [q II-~ ~k I ^ ~2 ]
implies q I[--= ~b I and q t~-~ ~k 2 , therefore 
P I~, 77~b~ and p I~,~ 77~b2; 
by the induction hypothesis we get 
Pit-  a ~k 1 and pit-- a ~b 2 implies p l~,  ¢1 t, ff2. 
(j) If~o = 7ff andp It--, 77~0, then by Lemma 2.75(0 
P I~-,, 777  ~k implies p II--~ 7 ~.  
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(k) lf~o = (Vxv)(if(u)) and p I1-~ q"l~o, then 
(Vr ~ p) (3q ~ r) 
(Vo such that rnk(o) < ;k and ord,(o) < ord=(Vx, o,~o)) 
[q It-= ¢(o)1, 
i.e., p If-= "1-1¢~(0), and by the induction hypothesis p It-,~ ~k(o). We 
have shown that for all o ~ 5r a with ink(o) < X and ord= (~r) < 
orda(Vxo, ~o) that p ll--= fifo); therefore p II--= (V~.u)(if(u)). 
(I) ~o = a E r, where z = (~lxu) (~b(u)), rnk(o) < X, and ozd=(a) < 
ord=(r); then p it-= "1-1~o implies 
(Vr _~ p) (3q ~ r) [q It-= ¢(o)] ; 
which implies p It-= -1-1 ~k(o), and by the induction hypothesis 
p It--= ~k(o); which impliesp It-= a E r. 
(m) This case is shown in a manner analogous to case (a). 
For arbitrary sentences of ~?= the proof proceeds by induction on 
length of formulas in a manner similar to that used in the corresponding 
local cases. 
2.79. Corollary. I f  p tl-/- a ~p, then (3q ~ p)  (q II-- 5 -1~). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.78, p IbLa ~o iffp I~= "1"-1~o; hence there is a q ~ p 
such that q It- a -1~0 as required. 
2.80. Lemma. For all o , r c 5r c 
(a) 0 It-= a = o, 
(b) p It-= o = z implies p It-~ r = o, 
(c) p It-= p = o ^ o = r implies p It- a p = r, 
(d)p It-= o=r i f fp lF -= o ~- r, (see L~vy [11]). 
2.801.  Lemma.  (a) 0 It-- a o ~. o, 
(b) p ib a o ~ r implies p I~- a r ~ o, 
(c) 0 ll-- a Nt~(o), for  all o such that stga(o) < ~1. 
(d) p II-- a Nt~(o)implies that p l~- a N~(o)  for  all 7 >I [L 
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These are immediate from the definition. The transitivity of  g is shown 
in Lemma 2.811. 
2.81. Lemma. l f  p IP- e e ~, then for atl r D p there is some q D_ r and 
some o' e 9" c such that 
Ot 
rnk(o') < rnk(r), ord~(o') < ord,(r) ,  
q It-~ o '~ e^o 'e  r .  
Proof. If  rnk(o) < rnk(~') and ord (o) <ord  (r), take o' = o; otherwise 
consider the different r. If r is an individual constant, then the result 
follows immediately from Definition 2.50 (cases (a), (b), (e) and (D). 
If r is an abstraction term, then the result is an immediate consequence 
of case (m) of  Definition 2.50. There remain cases (c) ~ ' l  (d). Consider 
first case (c), i.e., 
p I~'c~ 0 ~ (t ' l )o(o),  t ~. 2 m . 
Let r 2 p; then for some q - r and k < ~,  5 < 2, 
The result now follows from the fact that 
rnk(((/~, 6i) (No)) <co ~< rnk((t' l)O(p)). 
Case (d) is also similar, for i fp  IP-,~ o e K(p) and fo~ some q ~ r ~ p, 
0 e P, q IP-a o ~ O(p), the;a q I1-,~ O(p) e K(p); and since rnk(0(p)) < 
rnk(K(p)), (see Definition 2.21 (D), and stg~ (O(p)) = stg~ (K(p)),  the 
result also ~'ollows in this ca.~e. 
2.811. Lemma. 
(a) p Ib-~ o ~ r ^ r ~ p implies p l~- a cr ~ p. 
(b) p Ib-~ o e r ^ o " implies [h a p e ~p p r. 
(c) p ik-~ o 6 7" ^  1" ~ p implies p IP-~ o E p, 
(d) p IP-~ No(o) ^ o ~ r implies p l~-~ No(r). 
(e) p Ib-~ ~a)  ^  o ~ r implies p It--,, ~r ) .  
Proof*. We prove this lemma by a multiple induction on 
max(orda(o), ordc,(r), ord (p), orda(~p)) = (/~, ~). 
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(a) Assuming 
p tt- , (wE 
^ (Vnv)(N (v) -* (v E r v E p)), 
where 
X = max(rnk(o), ink(r)), r /= max(ink(r),  mkr(p)), 
"t = max/stga(a), stg~(r)),  ~ = max(stg~(r), stga(p)) ,  
it has to be shown that o ~ p. Let r, a' be such that mk(o'~ < )~, 
orda(o') < ('r,)~), r ~- p and r 1~,, o' ~ o. Let r" ~ r be such that 
r II a 0' E r and r' ' E 0 ' U a o p. By Lemma 2.8 l(c), r It- a N~(o); hence 
r' 1~ a o' E r. I f r /~  )~ and #~ 3', we immediately getr '  II-a a' E p. If not, 
then by Lemma 2.81 there exists a o" ~ fr~ with mk(o ) . rnk(p), 
ord (a" )< orda(p) and r" ~ r' such that 
r"][-  O"~a O'^ Ct"Er, 
Then r" 1t-~ N0(o"). We can also assume that r" I]~ ,~" E p; therefore 
r" tk-~ o" E I" implies 
r" lt- o" p ^ o" o' . 
l fp  is an abstraction term, say p = ()l~w) (~(w)), then we have 
r" II-,~ ~(a') ^ o" ~ o'; 
and since max(orda(a'), ordc,(o"), orda(~(a"))) < (/a,/~), -I¢e have by 
the induction hypothesis that r" II-- a ~(o'); which implies r" II- a o' e p. 
Ifp is an individual constan~ say p = a i, then r" It.- a a" e p; imph~s 
that, for some j < oJ, 5 < 2, q ~_ r", that 
Thus since max(orda(o'), orda(c"), orda((Q; li))(No)))< (l.t, ~), we have 
by the induction hypothesis that 
which implies that q 11-- a or' ~ p. Similarly for the other individual and 
function constants. By a symmetric argument we can show that if 
p c r g r' I1-, o' e p, ~en for some q ~_ r', q 11- a o' ~ o. Thus 
p II- a o g p has been shown. 
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(b) is now obtained by a direct application of (a). 
(c) Let 
p It- e ~ r ^ (V~u) (N(u)  -~ (u E r ~ u E /9) ) ,  
where X = max(rnk(r), rnk(/9)), 3' = max(stg~(r), stg. (#)), and let 
p' 3 p. Then by Lemma 2,81 for o' w~th mk(o ' )< rnk(.c), or Jc,(o')< 
orda(r) ~ (3', X) and some r -~ p', we have 
rib-o` a~ o' A a '~ r. 
Let q ~ r be such that q IIo` o' ~/9, then since 
a' q It-o` N~(a') A a' ~ r implies q II--o` o' E/9 A O ~ ; 
by (b) we now have q It-o, a ~/9, We have shown that for all p'  ~ p, 
there exists q ~ p' such that q It-. o E/9, i.e., p It-. -1-1o ~ O; therefore 
by Lemma 2.78 p It-. a ~ O as required. 
(d) I fp It- a N~(o) A O g r, and r ~_ p, then for some q ~ r and # E 7 c 
with 
ord,.(O) ~< * ordo`(o), stg.(/9) ~</3, 
we have q It-. o g./9 A O g r, (see Definition 2.64(g)). By (a) we now 
have q It-~, r g/9. thus p It-~ No(r). 
(e) is shown by induction on the length of ¢. For ~o an atomic formula 
the result follows from (b), (c) and (d); thus we consider only the fol- 
lowing cases: 
(i) Assume p It- a 7~(0)  A O g r; i fp I[--o  `-q 4(r), then for some 
q - P, q It-~ ~k(r); hence by the induction hypothesis q If-. 4(o); a 
contradiction. 
(ii)p It--. 41(o) A 42(0) A O g r, (where o may possibly not occur 
in 41 or 42), iff 
p I!-. 41 (a) A a g r p IF-o` 02(a)  A a g r 
and, by the induction hypothesis 
P i t - .  41(r) and plt-~ 42(r) iff plt-o` ~t ( r )  A42(r). 
(iii) p It--a (Vxu) (4(u, o)) A 0 g r. (u obviously does not occur in o). 
iff for all O E 5 re with rnk(o) < a, 
ord.(o) < ordo`(V~u, (V~.u) (4)). p It-. q~(p.o) Aog.  r. 
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By the induction hypothesis, p I~a O(p, r); which implies p II--~ (Vxu) [~(u,r)],  
as required. The case ¢ = (~(o)) is trivial. 
2.8111. Lemma. p It-- a 0 g r implies p 1~-~ K(o) g K(r )and  p It--~ 0(o )g  0(r), 
for all 0 ~ I'. 
Proof*, Assume p Ib- a (Vtt:)(Nn(u) -~ (u E o ~ u ~ r)), where 
/~ = max(rnk(o), rnk(r)), r/= max(stg~(o), stg~(r)). 
We must show that 
(V~.u) (N,~(u) --, (u ~ 0(o) ~ u ~ O(r))), 
where 
~* = max(co, ~) = max(rnk(0(o)), mk(0(¢))), 
r/= max(stg~(a), stga(¢)), 
0( . )  = ( t 'O0( . )~ r .  
Denote the latter formula bv ~o. Let O ~ 5re be such that rnk(p) < ~*, 
and ord,(p) < orda(Vt,u,  0). Let r ~ p be such that r tt--~ O ~ 0(0) ai,,d 
r II~ P E 0(r). By Lemma 2.76(c) we have to show that 
r lt-  ap~0(o)  iff r l~=pE0( r ) ,  
(since stga(p) < r/, r It--~ Nn(p), by Lemma 2.801(c)). Assume 
r [b~a p ~ 0(r); then by Lemma 2.79 there is an r' ~_ r such that 
r' I~-~ P ~ O(r). By Definition 2.64(c), for any r" D__ r', there is a q ~ r" 
such that 
q 1~--~ p ~ (i]¢, ~)) (NO) 
where either k < m and t(k) = 6, or k >i m and q [~ ( (k - re+l ,  ~')(Wo) ~ 0. 
If k < m, t(k) = 5 we have a contradiction to r' I1-~ p q~ O(r). Thus 
assume 
q It- a ( (k - rn+l ,  ~)(No) e o ^ p g (~k, $[)(No). 
Now q It-~ ~ r; hence by Lemma 2.81 l(c), 
q I1-. ( (k - rn+l ,  5i) (~/o) e ~ h p ~ ((k, 5i) (No) , 
which implies r II--a p ~ 0(r); this is a contradiction, since r c_ r' It-~ p ~ 0( r ) .  
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We now show that p I1-- o K(o) ~ K(r),  i.e. 
p ll-_ (V t ,u ) (Nn(u)~ (u E K(o)~"  u ~ K(r))) ,  
where 
~* = max(rnk(K(o)) , ' rnk(K(r))  = max(w+ 1,/j + 1). 
Thus we mu,~,t show, for all r ~ p and O • 7c such that ~'k(o) </~*, 
stga(P) < '7 and r U~ P E K(o), r IIe p ~ K(r), that 
r I~-apEK(a)  iff r l P~pEK( r ) .  
Now, assume that r' D r, then by Definition 2.64, r' i[- a p ~ K(o)  implies 
that for some 0 ~ F, q :3_ r', q I~ a 0 g. 0(o). By the first part o f  this 
lemma q It- a 0(o) ~a 0(r); thus by Lemma 2.81 l(a) 
q lt-,~P ~ O(r) implies r II-- p ~ K(r), 
as required. The reverse direction is shown symmetrically. 
2.8112. I,emma. For all 77 >1 a, 0 !~-~ (o) (NO g, o ^ (~o)t~cn) .~ ~; a ~ 7 c 
Or' 
~E~ c 
Or" 
Proof. This lemma is a simple result of Lemma 2.801(d). It is proved by 
induction on the rnk a of formulas and the order  of  tenas simultan, 
ously. Since all cases are entirely trivial we omit the details. 
2.812. Lemma. p I~ a o = r i f f  p I~- a oh  r. 
Proof*. Obviously p I~- a o = r implies p tl--a a ~ r. Assume 
(2.813) (Vxu) (N~(u)+ (u~ a'~, u~ r ) ) ,  
where X = max(rnk(a), rnk(r)), 3' = max(stg~(o), stg~(r)). It has to be 
shown that 
p It--~ (Vu) (u e o ~ w ~ r ) ,  
i.e., for all O ~ 7c ,  P II--a O ~ a -~ O ~ r. Let r ~- p be su :h that 
r It-~ O ~ o and r lit, O ~ r; then by Lemma 2.76(c) we mu~t show tl, at 
r l~-a p E o iff r l~  p ~ r . 
i f r  II--~ p ~ o, then by Lemma 2.81 there is a p* ~ 5tea with rnk(p*) < 
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ink(o) < X, stg,,(p*) < stg~(o) ,~ ~/and a q ~_ r such that q IV-= p* 
o ,'. 0"  & p. Now, by (2.813) we get q II-~ O* ~ r A 0" ~ 19 and by 
l_emma 2.811 we get q I1-- a p ~ r as required. By a symmetric argument, 
i fp  ~ r II--a O ~ r, then for some q ~ p, q 1~ a p ~ o. Hence p II--,~ o = r, 
as required. 
The following ~emma can now be shown by a direct induction on 
length of  formulas as in Lemma 2.81 l(e), using Lemmas 2.812 and 2.811. 
2.814. I .emma (Substitution of equals), l f  ~o(ol , ..., On ) ~ cr,a and 
p l~-~ ~P(o 1, .... o n ) ^ o 1 =r  I t . . . .  A O n = r n ,  
the n p i~ a ~O(rl , .... r n ). 
2.815. Remark. In view of Lemmas 2.80 and 2.8!2 we may freely inter- 
change ~ and ~- with = and vice versa. 
The following lemmas will be needed in the future. 
2.816. Lemma. (a)(i) I f  for  all k, 1 ~ k < n, there is an l, 1 <. l < m, such 
that p I~- ~ p~ = r l, and for  .Tll i, 1 < i < m, there is a ], 1 ~ ] < n, such 
that p Ib~ r~ = pi, then 
pit - .  {P I ' " "On ~ = (r l  .... ' l rm}" 
(ii) ;7 !t- a {Pl .. . . .  On} = {rl . . . . .  Zm } implies that for  all r ~- p, there 
there is ~ q ~ r such that for any k, 1 < k < n, there is an l such that 
q I~  Pk = ri, and for an) i, 1 < i < m, there is a L 1 <. j < n, such that 
q = Pr  
(b)(i) p I1-~ AT_- l (Pi = ri) implies that 
p . . . . .  p,,3 = ..., r , , i .  
(ii) p II--,~ (Pl .... ' On ") = ir l  ' "'" rn) implies that for any r ~ p there 
is a q ~- r such that q ll-,., AT= 1 (Pi = ri)" 
Proof*. (a)(i). p II- a (~n] = (~m] if and only if for all oE  !To and all 
q ~- p such that q I1~ o E (~n i and q II~ a ~ (~an], we have 
(2.8161) q It- a o~ (~n] ,~. q U--~, ore {r "hI . 
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Assume the left side of (2.8161). Then by Definit.~ns 2.64(1), (m) and 
2.26, q It-% o = P lv  ... v o = an. Hence for all r ~ q, there is a q* ~ r 
and a Pic such that q* II--= o = Pk ; and by assumption for some 1, 
q* It-= Pk = r/, thvs by transitivity q* I~- a a = r/; hence q 1t--= aE  (t'n}. 
Assuming the fight side of(2.8161),  we show the left side by a sym- 
metrical argument. Therefore p IP-= [~n~ = [¢n~ as ~quired. 
(ii) Assume p I[--a f~)  = ~.m). Then since 
n 
r I~-o kOt (PE ~ ~" ~), 
we must also havep II--a Pk ~ (~,n), 1 ~< k< n. For any r ~ p there 
exists aq  ~ r such thatq  ll~ Pi = "i, 1 < i<  n, 1 </~ m, and since 
n 
q It-= A 1 (Pk E ~,n ~), 
we must for any k, 1 < k~< n, have an I, 1 < 1< m, suc~l that 
q It-a Pk = ~'l" Similarly for any 1 < i < m there is a ], 1 < ] ~ n, such 
that q I1-~ ~'i = P/' 
(b)(i) This fact is shown by ~nite induction on n. For n --" 1 the 
result follows directly from (a)(i). For n > 1, we have by the induction 
hypothesis that 
p I;-,~ ~p~, ..., p._~;  = ir~ ..... %_~'> ^ #,, = %.  
Hence by two applications of (a)(i), we get 
(2.8162) pit-- a {{(Pl ..... ["n-()'Pn ~' "{Pn}) = 
= ~,  ..., ~._~'>, ~.~, ~.~,  
as requixed. 
7-n~ (ii) Assume p [Pc, ~Pl/= ~ni '  i.e., (2.8162) above. We consider the 
various possibilities, which follow from (a)(ii). For any r ~ p, let q ~ r 
fulf'dl (a)(ii) with regard to (2.8162). 
(I) If q II"-~ {pn) = (rn} ^ ((Pl .... ,pn_[>,p,,i --- ~r.~ .... , ":n_l), "r), 
then frc~m the first conjunct and (a) we get q 1t-% On = rn  From the 
second conjunct, either for some q* ~_ q, 
q* I1--= (P l '  " " '  Pn-1 ~ = ('i'l' "'" Tn- l ' ) '  
in which case the result follows from the induction hypgthesis; or if not, 
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then by (a) for some q* ~ q, 
q*  . . . .  = ^ . . . . .  = p . ,  
and since q I[-- a On = rn we have obtained acontradiction to our assump- 
tion (by transitivity). 
(2) I fq I~a (On ~ = {r n }, then for some q* ~_ q, 
• 4 
q* It% {On} ~ {rn~ " 
hence by (a) we must have 
qC__q*l}-- {pn}= ~(rl,...,rn_l'),rn "} ^  {rn') 
Hence again by (a)(ii), for some q** 3_ q ,  we must have q** It--~ On = rn" 
This is a contradiction; thereh)re only the first case in (1) is possible, and 
(b)(ii) holds as required. 
2.817. Corollary. l f  p II- a ~hi = ~h') and fC- h, then 
Proof. By Lemma 2.816(b)(ii), for all r ~ p, there is a q ~- r such ~at  
hence 
q I~-c, iA~f (Pi = I"i) ; 
and by applying Lemma 2.816(b)(i), q It--a (~/) - (~f). By Lemma 2.78 
p lb- a (~f) = <¢/~, as required. 
2,9. Realization. Generic models realizing a language &?~ are constnlcted 
as usual by choice of a generic set of conditions Q _c pa, from which a 
valuation is defined. 
2.90. Definition. (a) A set of ccnditions Q c__ p~ is said to be complete 
for ~? if it decides every sentence in /~a" 
(b) For any Q c_ Pa and sentence ~p E /?a, define Q II--, ~o iff 
(3p ~ Q)(p It-- a ~o), and Q II a ~o iff(3p ~ Q) (p II~ ~o); in this case Q is 
said to decide ~o. 
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(c) Q ~ P~ is said to be a-consistent (or simply consistent) if for no 
~o ~ ~ does Q It--a ~o and Q I~-~ "1~o. 
2.901. Def'mition. A set of conditions Q c Pa is said to be generic for 
&? (or simply generic) if and only if: 
(a) Q is complete tor £? ,  
(b) for all p, q ~ Q there ls an r ~ Q such that p u q ~ r (i.~. Q is a- 
consistent), 
(c) p E Q and q c_ p implies q E Q. 
By the basic properties of forcing and the fact that M is countable we 
can prove, in the usual way, via an enumeration of ~a" 
2.902. l.emma. For any p E Pa there exists a generic so, • of  conditions 
for £?a' Q c-- Pa' with p E Q. 
2.903. Definition. Let Q c C_ p,~ be a generic set of conditions for ~ .  
The function val 0 is defined on all constant terms of .t2 by' induction 
on rank  as follows: Let r ~ $rc, then 
(2.904) valQ 09 = {valQ (o) I o ~ 7 c a, rnk(o) < rnk(r), 
ord (o)< ord (r) and Q lt--~ a~ r] . 
The model NQ is now defined by: 
NQ = {valQ 0") 1 ~" E 7c ~ ) . 
The following two lemmas are obvious from Definition 2.903. 
2.905. Lemma. NQ is a transitive set. 
2.906. Lemma. (a) For all s ~ M, valQ (k) = s; 
(b) M ~ N 0 . 
Proof. (a) follows easily from the definition of valc by indt~ction on 
rnk(J) = Rank(s); 
(b) h~nce also M ~ NQ. 
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2.907. Definition. (a) valQ is extended to include variable terms relative 
to an assignment x of values from NQ to the free variables of the term 
as foilows: 
val# (r(u I .... , u n ), x) = t i f f  fo:r all i, 1 ~ i < n, there exist terms o i 
with mk(o i) < ~ such that x(u i) = val# (oi) anti t = valQ (r(~ 1 , ..., on); 
otherwise t ~ ~. Clearly val# is a well-defined function. 
(b) The binary function sat# defined on all formulas of ~a relative 
to an assignment ofvalues, x, to the free variables of~ is defined by 
induction on the length of ~o ia the usual manner, with the exception 
of the additional predicates Na,/~ < ~ ~M). In the following, o, r stand 
for terms or variables; if o is a variable, valQ (o, x) means x(u). 
1 i fvalQ(O,x)E ValQ(~,x); 
(1) sa t#(o~r ,x )= 0 otherwise. 
(2) satQ ('q~0, x) = 1 - satQ(~, x). 
(3) sat# (¢ ^  0, x) = satQ(~, x).  sat# (0, x). 
1 if for all o such that rnk(o) < 
and orda (o) < erda (Vxu, (Vxu) (g)), (4) satQ ((Vxu) (~(u)), x) = 
we have satQ (~o(u), x ta {(u, valQ (o)>}) = 1; 
0 otherwise. 
satQ ((Vu) (~o(u)), x) = 
1 if for all o we have 
sat# (~(u), x tJ {<u, ValQ (o)>}) = 1 ; 
0 otherwise. 
(5) 
'. if for some r such that stg~(r) </~ and 
ord (r) <* erda(o), we have 
ValQ (a, x) = ValQ (r, x); 
0 otherwise. 
(6) satQ(N a(O), x) = 
satQ ((~o), x) = satQ (~o, x). (7) 
It is clear that valQ and satQ are well-defined and that NQ is a transi- 
tive model of the z-relation. Moreover it is seen that, for formulas of 
the language of set theory, satQ coincides with the usual definition of 
satisfaction. 
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2.9071. Notation. If~o ~ 5' c denote 
NQ ~ ~0 iff sato(~o)= l; 
if ~o E ~ and x is an assignment to the free variables of ~o, 
NQ ~ ~0[x] iff satQ(~a,x)= 1.
§2 
2.908. l.emma. Q It-a o = r i f f  Q I~, o ~ r if.: val 0 (o) = val a (r), 
O,I"E ~rc. 
O~ 
Proof. By induction on max(ordc,(o), orda(r)), using Lemmas 2.81, 
2.811 and 2.812 as in L~vy [9]. We omit the dett, ils. 
The following basic lemma can now be proved. 
2.909. l.emma. Q It--~ ~0 if/" N o ~ ~o, ~o E ~:c 
Proof*. This lemma is proved by induction on the length o f¢  in more 
or less the usual manner, and it suffices to deal with only two selected 
cases. 
(a),Nd ~ o ~ r implies valQ (o) ~ val a (r) ~mplies, for some ~' such that 
rnk(a )< rnk(r), and ord~(o')< orde(r), that 
O It" a a' E r, ValQ(O') = ValQ(O) . 
By Lemma 2.908, Q It-- a o g o'; hence by Lernma 2.8 i 1, Q [t-, o E 1-. 
To see the reverse implication, asst.me Q It--,, o ~ r; th~n by [.emma 
2.81, for some o' such that 
rnk(o') < rnk(r), orda(o') < orda(r), 
we have Q Ib-~ a' E r ^ o' ~ o; which implies by Lemma 2.908that 
val!9(cr') = ValQ (a), valQ(o') ~ valo (r); 
therefore N O i= o ~ r. 
(b)NQ ~ A~(o) implies that, for some r with stg~(r)oZ g and 
orda(r) <* ord,(o), we have val 0 (r) = valq (o). Now, if~ ,go(o) < f~, 
then immediately Q It- a Na(o); if stg~(o)> #, then by Lemma 2.908 
Q iI-~ r & o, therefore Q It--, V#(o). To see the reverse implication, 
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assume Q II-- a Na(a); hence for some r such that stga(r) </3, orda(r)<* 
ord~(o), we have Q II--a r ~ o; and by Lemma 2.908, valQ(o) = vala (r) 
implies NQ ~ Na(a). 
By the absoluteness of the forcing relation we have that 
{p lpE~,p l~-a~p},  ~oE~ cOt ~ 
is a set in M. This fact together with the last lemma gives, by the standard 
arguments [21, the following: 
2.91. Lemn,a. N o is a model o f  ZF. 
The following lemma nd its coroll !~ries are very useful. 
2.91 I. l.emma, p If- a ~o i f f  ~o is true in every modeI NQ for which p ~ Q. 
Proof. " I fp IV-a ~o, then ~" is obvious. To see the other direction, assulne 
~o is tree in every N o for which p E Q; butp I~a 9, then by Lemma 2.79 
there is aq --. p such thatq II--a "1~o. LetQ be a generic set of conditions 
such that q ~ Q; then by Lemma 2.909, NQ ~ -I~o; this is a contradiction 
since also p ~ Q. 
2.912. Corollary. I f  p I~-~ ~o and ZF t-- ~o -* 4, then p I~- a 4. 
2.913. Curollary./f¢ is a theorem of ZF, then 0 Ib a ~o. 
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3. The iterated forcing lemma 
Let Q c p b~ generic for o and denoteM[l~] =N~,3< a. Then 
M c_ N c__ Na ' 3',~/3 < a, since obviously I~ 2 I~, ~, ~ (3. Consider 
Qo = Q n Po' [3 < a. Qo is clearly generic since all basic statements of
"~ 0 are decided by Qo' (this is shown in Lemma 3.20). We want to show 
that the equalities 
(3.0) Noa =N 0 = ((valQ(o)I o~ 5 rc,,, stg~(o)< 3) ,~)  
hold. 
• The main tool used in dealing with the iteration here is the iterated 
forcing lemma (3. I0), from which the connection between Q~, It-. t, 
satQ. t and Qa' I[--~, satQp, 3'< 3< a < ~M) will be established. To be 
more precise, we use the following: 
3.01. Notat ion.  Let p ~ P 
oe 
3.10 says that: 
Pa, then p It-- 0 ~o if/fl i~  s0. Then Lemma 
p It--a (~o) (N°) iff p It--p ~, 3 < a, p ~ Pa, ~o ~ 5" c 
In order to prove this we need some quite obvious auxiliary lemmas 
concerning the predicate symbols N~ (-) and ~elativization, the proofs 
of which are technical, essentially amounting to direct verifications. 
c l< i<n,  3"<a, and 3.02. Lemma. Assttme Pi ~ 5r7 ' 
p It--~, Pl  = (Pl)(N' ')  ' P,, = (Pn)(N'r)" 
then 
• • ! • N - ( ' r )  (a) (i)p II-~ {.Pt, "", Pn.} - ((Pt '  .... an}). , 
(ii) P I[--a <~, 1 ).(.N()p ~fVl t ~L  
;i '- ', 
( i i)  p IL- a i (p l  )(Iv'r), .... (On )(N'r)') = ((P l '  ""'  On "~)''v'r) ;
(c) i f% 3 < a and 
p II-,., (#1)(N3') = (((Pl))(N'r)) (N#) ^  ... A (On)(N'r: 
= (((Pn))Uv~))(,v~), 
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pi e C T~,pi e ej~, 1< i ~ n, then 
(i) p I1-~ ({P~, . . . ,  On})., , " ( ({P l '  " " '  On ~)(N~))(N'r), 
* * t [ ' v ,y~ , • 
(ii)p 11---,~ ((01, "", Pn )) = t~[Pl ..... Pn~)(N'r)) (N'y)" 
Proof*. (a)(i) (Pl ,  '", P, )  = (Nw) (w "-: P lv  ... v w = pn ), 
(~#~ .... , p , i )  ~N') = (~,v)  (N~(w)  ^  (w = (p~)~)  v ... v w = (~, )m~)) ) .  
Since p II--= Pi = (Pt)(Nv), and Pi E £? ,  impliesp I1-~ N~(pi), 1 < i ~ n 
(by Lemma 2.812 and Definition 2.64). Now, assume that forq 3__ p~ 
q II-- a rE  {Pl ..... P,,~' q Ila re  ({Pl, "'"Pn ~)(N~)' 
q II a r=p i ,  1 < i<  n. 
then  for some L q II- a r = p] = (p/)(N~} and by Lemmas 2.812 and 
2,81 l(d), also q It-= N~(r); which implies 
q J~-= r e ([p~ ..... p .~)~) ;  
which implies 
• • ) (N~)  
pit-= {p i , . . . ,pn}  C- ( ip l  . . . .  ,pn'} • 
The reverse inclusion is even simpler. 
(a)(ii) Consider first the case n = 2. Then 
o 
= (~w)(w = (p~} v ~, = ~P~,#2},  
(<p~, p2>) <r¢~> = (,,w) (N(w)  ^ (w = ((p~ $)m¢ v w = (~p~, P2 ~)m~)). 
Assume p c_ r It-~ r.E ('Pl, 027; then for some q ~_ r, either q II--= r= {pl} 
orq  II-- a r 7 {P.1 ,P2}" Then by (a)(i), q 11-- a r = ({Pl, 02 }) (jvv) or 
q II-- a r = (~Pl })("y) ; in any case we also have q Ib= N.y(r), as above; 
hence 
q ii--= r e (~p~, 02">) (r¢~). 
Therefore p It-,, (01, P2 ) c_ (~'Pl, P~>)" "~'. The reverse is even simpler; 
thus p H-,~ (01, P2 ) = (('01, P2~) ("~). The general case is proven by induc- 
tion on n >/2. By assumption, 
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p tl--~ ion, .... , p._~) = (~p~, .... p ._ l ) )  ( ~); 
and from (a)(i), (a)bi), n = 2 we get: 
p l~-. f~p~, ..., p._~5") - 
={(Pl,'",Pn-l;,Pni" 
By applying (a)(i) for n = 2, we get 
= <o~ . . . .  , ~.;  = (G~ . . . .  , o . ' ) )  (N ' ) .  
(b) is an immediate result of (a) and Lemma 2.81 l(b). 
(c) is proven in a manner completely analogous-; to (a), relying on the 
fact that if 
q It--~, r = (pi)(N'r) = ((pi)(N'~)) (NO) , 
then 
q I~-~ N~(r) ^ N0(r) .  
We omit further details. 
3.03. l.emma. For all o ~ ~r c , ~o ~ 5r c_ and 7 <~ ~ < a, 
ct c~ N (i) p Ih~ ((~o)(N~)) (Na) iffp It-= (~o)(~), 
P I~-~ ((~0)(N~))(N0) iffp I~= ~(~o)(N0))~N~); 
(ii) 0 lba (o) (N~) ~ ((o)(N~)) (N0) ^  ((o)(Nv)) (Nt9 ~ ((o)(No))(t%). 
Proof*. First, observe that for 7 </~, 
ord~ ((~o) (Nv)) (No) = ord~ ((~o) (N'p) = ordc, (((~o) (N0)) (NT)), 
orda (((o)) (Nv)) (N0)) = orda ((o) (N~)) = ord (0 o) (NO)) 0v'r)). 
(i) wilt first be proven for ranked sentences by inductio~ or, 
mka (((~p)(:~Iv))(Na)), mk=((~)(N'~)), 
with u.~e of (ii) for a such that 
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orda (((o)(~v-~)tsa~) < orda (((~o)¢N~))(,vg)) = (r/, ~), 
ord~((o) °v')) < ord~,(6P) °%1) = 01,//). 
Then (ii) will be shown for terms of order~ = (r/,/D. 
To prove (i), consider the different cases of Definition 2.64. (a)-(f) 
and (1), (m) are immediate since they are all of the form 
p ll-~ ((o ~ r)¢tcv~) wa) =p II-~ ((a)e¢~)) e¢~ ~ ((r)CN~)) c~¢~ 
and by the induction hypothesis concerning terms, 
0 il--= ((e)(N'r)) (N~) ~ (O) (~'r) ^  ((o)(N'I)) (N~) ~. ((O)(letJ))(Nv); 
similarly for r. Thus by substitution of equals using Lemmas 2.8 i 2 and 
2.814, we obtain 
p I~o (o) e¢'~ ~ (r) <N'r) ^  ((o)c~)) cN~> ~ ((r)CN~)) °%). 
In a s~te manner we obtain the inverse implicati.,,ns. 
Case (g). p 0--c, ((Nt.(o))°v't))°vo) i ffp II-- a N~r(((~)(N~))0vo))iff 
(VF ~ p) (3q ~ r) (-2r) lstg~(r) ~: ~" 
and ord,,(r) -g* ord,~(((o)(Nv)) (N~)) 
and q I1-~ ((O)¢N~)) ¢~va) ~ r]. 
Since 
ord~ (((o) oN'A) (~va)) < ord~,(/~ (((o) (~¢'r)) (tea)), 
we can apply the induction hypothesis c,mceming (ii), giving 
0 II--,~ ((o)Ovv)) (N~ ~, (o)(Nv)^ ((o)(N"I)) (N[~) 
((a) c~¢a))¢~%); 
hence by Lemmas 2.812 and 2.814, 
q [~-a (O)('VV) ~ 1" A ((O) U¢~; )(N.~) ~ 1". 
Now, as observed above, 
ord= ((o) (N'~)) = ord~,(((o) (N~))cN#) 
= orda(((e)(Na))(N'~ )) * k, orda(r), 
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implies p It-~ Nt((e)tN'r) and p It- a N~.(((o)tNt~))CNv)). The reverse impli- 
cations are also seen to be immediate. Cases (h), (i) and Q) are trivially 
obtained by a reduction in length. Consider (j) for example: 
iff 7(3q ~ p) [q I1-" ((¢).¢N~)) (Na) ] and by the induction hypothesis this 
implies 
7(3q _ p) [q II-- a (~o) 0vv) or q 11-5, ((~p)(N#))(N~)], 
which implies p [I-a 7(~) (N~) and p II--~ 7 ((~o)(N~))(N~). Similarly for 
the reverse implication. 
Case (k). 
p I1- 4 ((V~u) (~(v))(%)) (N~) = 
= P l~-~ (Vxv) (N~(v) -+ (N.r(v) -* ((~o)(N~))fNo~'(I)))) 
iff 
(We ~ 5r~) [ink (o) < ?,, ord (o) < ord~(Vkv, ((V~ v) (~)t"~'r)) ¢No)) 
and p I[-~ N~(o)-~ (N.r(o)~ (¢(N~)(Y3)(a))]. 
Since ord~ (((o) (N'r)) (No) < ord a (((V?, v) (9) (Nv))tNa), we have by the 
induction hypothesis concerning (ii) that 
0 I[-¢(((a)tN~)) (N~) ~" (ff)(N~) Ix ((ff)(N~)) (N~) ~: ((ff){N#))(W~) 
Moreover, since stg~(o) < % we shall have by C~rollary 3.04 that 
0 lt-,~ (o)(~) ~-- o. Therefore 
p 1~--¢~ ((~o)(N'~))(NB)(((gl)(N~I))(NB)) ; 
and since there is a reduction in fommla rnk ,  
P I~ a (~0) (N'I) ((o)(N~ ')) Ix ((hO) (NB))(N~)(((O)(Na) )(leT) ). 
Again (~y substitution we get 
p II--~ (~o)(N')')(O) A ((~p)(N~))(N~/)(O) . 
Now, a,: observed above, 
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orda (V x v, (V x v) (N.r(v) ", (~o)(N'r)(V))) = 
= ord,(V~v. (V~v) (N,(v)  -,. (N~(~) ~ ((~(v)(Ua))(~*))))) 
-- (u, x),~ (~,. X); 
ord~(o) = orda((o) (Nw) = ord~,(((o) (N~)) Ova)) 
= ord,~((fo)(Na)) (N'~) < (U, X). 
Therefore we have shown that p II-'~, ((Vxv) (~o)(N'P) tNa) implies 
P lb-, (Vxo) (~P)(/¢'*) ^((Vxo) (¢)6%))(~¢,). The reverse implication~ 
are analogously shown. 
We now turn to (ii). It has to be shown that for terms o E_: 7 c such 
that orda(ot~V'0) = (77,/D we have 
0 It% (o(N~)) (N~) ~ (J)~:") ^ ((o)(N~)) (~)  ~ ((a)(N~)) (N*). 
If o is an individual constar~,, then 
(O)(N-,) = ((o)(N~))(Na) = ((o)e~a))(~,) = o 
and there is .aothing to prove. If o is of the form K(r) or 0(¢), 0 ~ P, 
then (K(r)) (N~) = K((¢) (N~)) ~d similarh, for 0(r), ~ ~ ~M). There- 
fore by I.emma 2.811 l, if 
0 II'-~ (~') (N'I) ~ ((r~(N~t)) (Na) A ((~r)(N'r)) (No) a ((~.)(N#)(N,r) 
then 0 forces the corresponding equalities fer K(r) and 9(r). Hence 
we consider o which is neither an individual constant nor the result of 
an elementary operation; i.e. o is an abstraction term Ass~m,e 
o = (>txu) (~(u)); thus 
(o) t~) = (~ u ) (N~ (u) ^ (¢,)(N,)), 
((00(U"t)) (N#) = (~kU) (No(u) ^  ,~/~(u) A ((I/t)(N'I))(N#)) • 
((0)(N/J)) (Nq¢) = (~I~ U)(N.t(u) ^ No(u) ^ ((~b)(Na))(~'t)). 
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Now, 
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0 I~,~ (o) (N') '~ ((o)(N")) (N~ 
= 0 Ib- a (V~u) (Nn(u) -* (u E (o) <N'y) ~, u ~ ((O)(N'~))~N¢))) 
if and only if for all r, with ink(r) = ~" < ~ and orda(r) < (~1~/~), 
0 1% T ~E (O) (N-I) +-~ T ~ ((o)(N~/)) (N~) . 
Note that since orda(r ) < 07, ~') < (r/, ~), we have 0 I~, Nn(r); and by 
the induction hypothesis, 
0 I~-~ r ~ (r) (N~) ~ ((r)(NT)) (N~) ~ ((r)(N#)) (Nv). 
Using the induction hypothesis and substitution of equals (Lemmas 
2.812, 2.814), we have 
0 ~ r It-,, r ~ (o) (N~) iff 
i f f  r 
i f f  r 
i f f  r 
which implies 0 
also that 
0 I~ a ((0")(N"t)) (N/3) g ((0")(No)) (u~) . 
r IP. (~)('%)(r) 
t~-~ (¢s)V%)((r)(N~)) iff r If-c, ((V)(N~)I(Ne)(((r)<N~))(Na)) 
I~- a (($)(N'~))(U~)(r) ^ N.r(r) ~ N~(r) 
It- x r + ((o)(/%)) <N~) 
I~a (o) (N~) ~ ((o)(N~)) (Ng). A similar argument shews 
Finally the lemma is proved for global formulas by a direct induction 
on length. We omit the details. 
3.1)4. Corollary. I f  stg~ (o) = 77, then for all 7>1 ~7, 
0 I~,~ (o) (^'~) ~ , .~a, 
Proof*. If r /< ~, assume o = ( ... (p) (Nn0) ...)(lV'~m), whe;e r. i = t/; then 
the result is easily proven by induction on m using Lemma 2.801. If 
77 .>- ~, tlhen the result follows by Lemma 2.81 12. 
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The following lemma will be proven in Section 6, but as this seems 
to be a natural place for it, we in~rted it here. Although se~ingly 
trivial, it cannot be proven directly from Definition 2.64 (see also tire 
discussion in 3.53). We will not make use of this lemma. 
3.05. Lemma. p I1% Nn(r)  ^ o ~ r implies p Ik'~ Nn(e)  for  rl < ~, 
O,r~ ~l c • 
¢t 
3.06. Lemma. For  all o, r E ~7 cn , 17 < ~, 
p ID a (o) (lvn) ~ (r) (Nn) i f /  p I[- a (o ~ 7") (Nn) . 
Proof*. p It-~ (o) (N") ~ (r) (N") = p I~-~ (Y~u) (N, (u) -~ (u E (o)(N~) iff 
u ~ (r)(Nn))), where ~ = max(mk((o)(N~)),'mk((r')Ov~))), and 
# --, max(stg=((o)(/¢n)), stg~((r)(N~))L Clearly/~ < 'q. If/~ < 77, then also 
max(stga(o), stga(r)) = #; th as by Lemma 2.801(c), for all p, p i[-~, Nu(P) 
implies p IV-= N n (p). Hence 
p It-- a (V~u) (Nj,(u) -* (u ~ (o) (Nn) 4+ u ~ (r)(Nn))) 
:ff 
p ![- (V~u) (Am(u)--~ (Nv(u)~ (u E (e) (Nn) ~, u ~ (o)Ovn)))), 
i.e., p 1~- a (e) (Nn) ~. (I") (Nn) iff p I~- a (e g ~-) (Nn). If/z = r/, then 
max(stga(o), stga(r)) = ~ t> ~, 
o g r = (V~u)  (N(u)  -* (u ~ o ,-, u ~ r ) ) .  
Hence 
(o g r) (jvn) = (V t u) (Nn(U) ~ (N~,(u) -* (u ~ (0) 0%) 
o ~ =_ ( r ) ( t¢~)) ) ) .  
Now 3' ~ r/; therefore by applying Lemma 2.801(c), we again get 
p II% (o) C~¢'0 g (r) (Nn) L'Y p II% (o g ~') (jvn) . 
3.10. Rerated forcing lemma. ,'f,;~ is a sentence o f  ~?~, {3 < ~ and p ~ Pa, 
thev~ p ll--~ (~o) (Nt9 i f fp  Jt-~ 
Proof. The lemma will iirst be proven for local sentences by induction 
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on mka((~p)(Na)), and rnka(~o) depending on the direction of implication 
that is being shown. We check the different cases of Definition 2.64. 
(a) p I~-o, (o ~ k)(tea ) = p II-o, (o)('va) ~ L ~ a set constant, i f f  
(Vr ~_ p) (gq 3_ r) (;~s' ~ s)[q it",, (o) (N~) z~ ~"l . 
By Lemma 3.06, 
q t~ (o) ~ua~  g') iff 
(by the inductionhypothesis) iff 
q II-a (o a j,)(Na) 
(Yr D p) (3q 2 r) (3s' ~ s) [q I~ a o & k'] 
iffp 11- 8 o ~ s. (Note that ~. is identical with &. For if stga ((o)(Na)) = , /< #, 
then stga(o) = r/</3; and if stg~ ((o)(N~)) = #, then also stgaO) = #~ 
This is the case in all such instances throughout the proof, and will 
general!y be tacitly assumed.) 
(b) p lt-~ (o ~ ai)(N# ) = p I1-~ (0) (NO) E a i iff 
(Vr ~ p) (3q ~ r) (3j < ¢o) (9/i < 2) [q ti--~ (o) (~¢a) ~. ((j, 6i) (N°), 
( i , / ,8 )~q l  . 
By Lemma 3.03, 
0 lt'-'a ((j, ~'))(No) ~ (((j, ~'))(No))(N#) ; 
thus by Lemma 2.81 t (a) and 3.06, 
q I~-~ (o) (N~) ~ ((], 6~)(No) 
iff 
q !}--a (e ..~ ~ ((], (~))(N°)) (N~) 
iff 
(Vr 3_ p) (3q ~ r) (3 /< w) (36 < 2) [q tl-- o e ~ (ii, j, ~i)) (m°) 
(i,L 6> E q] 
(by the induction hypothesis) iff 
p 1~-~ o ~ a i . 
(c) p f~- (o ~ ¢t.OO(r))(No) = p It-,, (o)Ovo) ~ (/'t)O((r)(N~O~ iff
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(Vr ~ p) ¢3q ~_ r) (3K < o~) (36 < 2) 
[q It-,, (o) (~) ~ (&, ~i>) °v°~ 
where either k < m and t(k) = 5, 
or k ~ m and q II--`` ((], ~)(No) ~ (r)(sa), 
where / = k-m +11. 
Again, by Lemmas 3.03, 2.81 Ira) and 3.06, 
i f f  
q ,-~ ((1, ~ ~ 0 (N~), q It-. (a) (~'~ ~ dk, ,~;)(~¢o~ 
iff 
iff 
(Vr~-p)(3q ~-rj( :!~< ~) (38 < 2) 
[q t~-~ o ~ (ik. y> )(No; , 
where either t¢ < m and t(k)= 8, 
or k .>- m and q 1~`` ((j, ~)(lVo) E r] ; 
(by the induction hypothesis) il l 
p II'-O O E ( t ' t )o( r ) .  
(d) p II--`` (o ~ K(r))tNO ) =p II-- 4 (o)(Jvo) ~ K((r) t~ca)) iff 
(Vr ~- p) (3q ~ r) (30 E I') [q II-`` (o) (Na) ~ O((r)CNe))] 
iff 
(Vr ~- p) (3q ~ r) (30 ~ [') [q It--,, (a ~ O(r))Cua)] ; 
iff 
(Vr D_ p) (3q D__ r) (30 ~ P) [q It-- o o E 0(r)] 
(by the induction hypothesis) iff 
p I~-~ o ~/¢(r) .  
(e) p II--`` (a ~ Xe)CN~) iff 
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(Vr ~ p(3q D r) (~n ~ pn) (31< w) (36 < 2) 
and (~, 0 n, 1, 5)~ q],  
where e = (h, g, s). The result is easily seen to follow using Lemmas 3.03, 
2.81 l(a) and 3.06 as in the previous cases. 
(f) The case p I1--,, (o ~ I.,)(No ), 3" </3, is similarly Sown using the 
fact that stga(((e, ×e'))(Nv)) "= 3'; thus Lemma 3.03 is applicable, i.e., 
o It-o, x i) ((6;, end) 
(g) P It-'a (N  (o))(Nt 3) = p II--, N~ ((O)(NO)) iff 
(Vr 2 p) (3q 2 r) ( : I re  3"ca) 
[stga(r) < 3", ord (r) .¢* ord,~((a)CNt~)), 
and q l~-c, (o) (No) g 1"]. 
Since stga(r) < 7, we have by Lemma 3.04 that 0 11--,, ~ ~ (v) (N~). 
Hence q I1--~, (o) ~tco) ~ (r) CN0). By Lemma 3.06 and the induction 
hypothesis, this implies q IV- o o ~ r. If stga(o) = )7 < ~, then stgo(o) = ~; 
hence ord.(r)-~ * ord.(a); if stg ((o)(NO)) =/}, then o is not of the form 
(p)t n , r/</3; therefore orda(o) = (#, ink(o)) *~ ord(r). In any case we 
obtain p tl-- a N.)(o). The other direction is even simpler. 
Cases (h), (i), (j) are trivial, resuiting from the induction ilypothesis 
via an immediate reduction in length. 
(k) Assume p It% (V~v) (~o(v))(~a) = p ll-- a (V~o) (N~(o) ÷ (~o)(Na)(v)). 
To show thatp i[-~ (Vto) ~o), consider cr ~ sr~ such that rnk(o) < 
and 
orda(o) < ord¢(V~v, (V~v) (~o)) = (~7, ~) 
= ord (V o, (V v) 
Consider two cases: 
(i) rt </3; then by Lemma 3.04, 0 tl-, o ~ (o)(Na). No¢~, by assump- 
tion we have p ll--~ (~o)(wt~)(o); thus by substitution of equals (Lemmas 
2.814, 2.812), this implies p tl--~ (~o) (N~) ((o) (No)) and by We induction 
hypothesis we get p It-~ ~o),  as required, 
(ii) i f  ,'~ =/3, then 
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ord=((a) ~Na)) = (~, ~,) < ord~(Vtu, (V~u) (SO)~ ') 
=(13, ~), ~<~.  
Hence immediately p II-~ (~P)~ ;'~.(o)(S~)), which implies by the induc- 
tion hypothesis that p ll-a ~o(o). ?,~osp IPa (V t u) (SO). 
To see the other direction assume p ll--a (Ytu) (~(,o)), and let o be 
such that mk~,(o) < ~ and ordc,(o) ~; ord=(Vtu, (V~v) (SO)(Na)) = (W, ~)- 
(i) I fo  < 13, then orda(Vtv, (Vav) (so)) = (rt, ~). Thus by assump- 
tion p ll--a SO(e), and this implies by the induction hypothesis that 
P I}-,x (9(0)) 0va). Since 0 l~ a o ~ (o)¢~'a), p It-~ (~o)(N0)(o) by substitu- 
tion of equals, as required. 
(ii) If,~ = 13, then also orda(Vto, (V~o) (SO)) = (13, ~) which implies 
p ip- a ~0(o); and, by the induction hypothesis, 
p I~ (~(o)) ~Na~ =p !i-~ (~)we~((o)~N~). 
Since o ~ 5r~, stg~(e) 6 13, and 0 I}--~ o & (o)tN~), we again get 
P I~-~ (SO)(N0)(o) as required. 
(l) p I1-~ (e ~ r)(N~ ), *" = (MtU)(SO(u)), rnk((o) (Na)) = rnk(o)< ~, and 
ord,~((o)~N~ ) ) < orda ((r)O'~a)), iff 
p It-o i',r~((o) ~¢~) ^  (,,")'N~((o)~N~), 
which by the induction hypothesis, impliesp II--a ~o(o). If orda(~-) = (#, ~), 
then ord~(o)< orda(r); hence V Ii-~ o ~ r. If stga(r)< 13, then 
stg~ ((o)(N~)) = stga(o) < stg~(r) = stga ((r) (/va)). 
Therefore orda(o) < orda(~) which implies p II--~ o E r. To see the other 
direction assume p I1-~ o ~ ," and ord~(o)< orda(r); thenp It- o ~o) ,  and 
by the induction hypothesis 
p IV-~ (so)(aa)((o) (~)  • 
(i) If stgc,(r) = 13, then also 
stg~((r)(/V, )) -- 13, 
thus p l~  (o ~ r)(2va ) . 
ord~ ((o) ¢N~)) < ord~ ¢(r) end)) ; 
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(ii) If stga(r) = r~ </3, then also stga(o) ~ 7/</3; hence by Lemma 3.04, 
0 II--c, (o)Or0) ~ o, which implies p I1-~ (~a)(Nt3)(cr); and since 
orda(o) = ordo(o) < ordo(r) = orda((r) ¢uO)) ~, ~r~./.j. n ,- ~, 
o E (r)(N0); and again by substitution of equals. we get p If-= 
p I~- a (o)(No) ~ (r)(No) as required. 
(m) p II-c, (o)(Na) ~ (r)¢NO), r is an abstraction term and rn~c((o)(~va )) ;~ 
mk((r)(No )) or orda ((o)(N~)) ~, orda((r)(Na) ) iff 
(Vr ~ p) (:lq z r) (3o' E c c - ~o) [mk(o') < mk((r)~~v¢)), 
orda(o') < 9rda((r)~"~'~), 
q II-~, og  o' "~ o '~ (r)(No)]. 
Since stg~(cr')~</3 implies by Lemma 3.04 that 0 II-- a o' g (o')°va); 
hence 
q II'-a (o) (No) g (o) (Nt3) ^  (o') (No) e (r) (No). 
By Lemma 3.06, 
q If-,, (o g. o' ^  o' E r) (No) 
iff 
q l~-a o:~ o' ^  o' ,~. r , 
by the induction hypothesis. Now, 
mk(o') < rnk((w) (N0)) = rnk(r) ; 
thus if stga((r)(No)) = r/</3, then 
ord a (o') = ordo(o' ) < ord~(r) = ord~ ((r)(Na)). 
If stga((r) (No)) =/3, then stgo(r) =/3. In any case ordt3(u')< orda('r), 
therefore p It-- a o ~ r. To see the other direction assume p It-- a o 6 r. 
Then 
(Vr _ p) (3q R r) (30' ~ 5r~) [mk(o') < ink(r), 
ord0(o') < ordo(r), 
q I~ a o&o '^ o 'E r].  
By the induction hypothesis and Lemma 3.06 as in previous cases, 
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q II-- a (a) (N#) ~ (a'} (Na) ^ (o')(/v#) ~ (r)(Na); 
and since by previous considerations orda((o)(~v# )) < ord~((r)(N#).), we 
have 
p It-~ (o ~ r) (:¢~). 
For ~lobal ~o the lemma is now proven by direct induction on the 
length of~o, relying on the fact that the lemma is true for local sentences. 
We omit "~e:: details which are trivial. 
Let Q be a generic set of conditions for /~.  In NQ the languages £?~, 
< ~ ~M) can be defined together with sata-val  functions for ~ < 6. 
Hence the models N a = M[Ia ] can also be defined in N o ,/3 < 6. Now Q 
not only contains all the basic information determining the truth of 
statements in N o , but also al~ necessary information determining the 
truth of statements of £~a in ?"a" Mor~c, ver all information responsible 
for the satisfaction of £?~ in Na is a'.ready containe6 in Qa = Q f'~ Pa" 
Since we will have to refer to the int~Jraediate stage models N a, ~ < a, 
early in this work, the constants N./(. ) were added, enabling us to cir- 
cumvent the entire process of a~efinin~ the .~, Pa, II--a and N O inNQ 
at the outset. This, however, will eventually have to be done in order 
te prove one of our main lemmas (9.30). 
The connection between /~a, Pa' It--a, sat a and satisfaction i  NQ is 
now established via the iterated forcing lemma. We first prove: 
3.20. Lemma. I f  Q c_:. p is a generic set of  conditions for £? , then 
Q#=QNp#,  ~<6,  
is a generic set of conditions for £?~, and 
= & I p 
Proof. (a) Let ~o be a sentence of £?#; then there exists a p ~ Q such 
thatp II a (~o)(/v#). By the Lemma 3.10 ~ :~# .2; and since ~ a := Q3, we 
have Qa complete for £?a" , 
(b) Ifp, q ~ Qa, letp c_C_ p ~ Q and q c q ~ ~'; then there exists 
r' ~ Q such that r' D__ p' u q'; thus ~ ~ Qa' ~# ~ p u q. 
(c) If p ~ Qa and q E P~, q ~ P, then q ~ Q implies q = ~ a = 0~: 
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Qa = {if31 p E Q} also follows directly from property (c) for Q. 
~.30. 1.emma. l f Q is ge:zeric for ~?a and stga(r)q ~, then 
vala (r) = valoa(r). 
Proof. This is proven by induction on orda(r). If x e aO(r), then for 
some p ~ 9"ca, valQ (p) = x and Q It--,, p E r. By Lemma 2.81 we can 
assume that ink(p) < ink(r) and ord,~(p) < ord,~(r). Hence also p ~ 5r~. 
By Lemma 3.04, 
Q tt--~ p ~ (r) ~N~) ^ r ~ (r)¢'va); 
thus by substitution of equals, 
O !1--~ (p) tNa) ~ (r)tNa); 
which implies, by Lemma 3.10, that Qa !l'-'a p ~ r. By assumption 
valoa(p) = ValQ (p); thence 
valo. (r) ~ valQa(r). 
To see the reverse inclusion, assume p ~ Qa, p It- a p ~ r where ink(p) < 
mk(~), and ord,~(p) < orda(r). Then 
p II--o, (p)(~) ~ (r) (~)  
by Lemma 3.10. Since 
0 ;I--,~ p ~ (p)(~v~) ^ r ~, (p)t,v~), 
(by Lemma 3.04), p I1-~, p E I". By assumption vale2 (p) = valor(p); thus 
valQa(r) _c valQ (r). Therefore valQ(r) = valoa(r), as was to be shown. 
3.31. I.emma. t;br all o ~ 7ca, [3 < a, and Q generic ybr ~o , 
valf2 ((o) (/v~)) = valQa(o ) . 
Proof. By induction on ord~,((o)(/va)). I fx a (o)"va), then for some 
p ~ ~? such that ord,,(p) < orda((o)(Na)) and ink(p) < mk((o)(Sva)), 
there exists ap ~ Q such thatp II--,, p ~ (o) ('va). Since stg,,(p) </3, 
0 I~-~ p ~ (p)(~/~); hence 
P i~ a (p)(/va) E (o) Ova), 
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and by Lemma 3.10,/3 ~ II-- 8 o ¢: o. By Lemma 3.30, vale(o) -- valQ#(o); 
hence 
vale ((o)('va)) C__ valoc(a). 
To see the reverse inclusion assume p ~ Qa' P II--a p ~ o, where rnk(p) < 
rnk(o) and orda(p)< orda(o). Then by Lemma 3.10, 
and since 
p It---,~ (o)(,v~) e (o)(,~,~) ; 
ord~ ((o)uva)) < ord~ ((o) (Na)), 
rnka ((O)(N,~)) = rnka (O) < rnka(o) = rnk a ((o) (Na)), 
we have by the induction hypothesi ~, that 
valQ ((o)(tca)) = valea(o) ;
which implies 
valQt3(o ) c_c_ val o ((o)(A#)), 
as required. 
3.40. Corollary. I f  Q is generic for z? a, then for all o E fie, ~o ~ ~c#, f3 < ~, 
we have 
ValQ ((o) (NtD) = val~t3(a), 
NQ~ ~ ~p iff (:lp E Q~) [p It" a (~)(N~)]. 
The content of Lemma 3.31 is that alt~9,agh the interpretation of~o; 
o varies in the model extensions, tile i,,ie;:~ etation of (~0)(N~), (0) (N~) 
is the same in all further extensions and pertains to the model NQa. 
It is clear that, 
3.50. Lemma. Noa = N~ = M[  I . 
In this connection the following facts are worth stressing. 
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3.51. Definition. Let U# = {valQ(o) I N O = N#(o)), where Q is generic 
for ~ and/~ < a. 
Denote N~ = (U a, ~ t Ut~). 
3.52. l.emma. N~ : N a = NQ:. 
Proof. Since N o = No(o) iff there is a r ¢ 5 rc such that stga(r) <; ~, 
• orda(r) ,~* orda(o) and Nf? ~ r = o, it suffices to prove that 
N~ = ({valQ (o) I ~'Aga(o) < B}, e r U~) = N o . 
By Lemma 3.30, we have ValQ (o) = valQa(¢;) for stga(o) < fl; hence 
c then b~ Lemma 2.8112 N~ c_c_ N~. On the other hand, if o e -7 a' 
ValQ~(a) = ValQ~((o) (Na)) ; 
and since 
(N~) ValQ ((o) (N~)) = ValQ~((o) ),  
(again by Lemma 3.30), Na ~ Nff. 
3.53. In order to show that the predicate Na(. ) actually describes N# in 
N a we must still prove that i fo  ~ 5 rc is such that if Pal (o) ~ Na, then 
Na = No(o). Therefore we will have to find a term r ~ ~c:,~ such that 
ink ( r )< ink(a) 4 s~M).2,  
N ~ o = (r) (Na) . 
The difficulty here is the bound required on rnk(r). For this reason the 
proof of the following lemma will have to be delayed until we show the 
countable chain condition and define sa~, val~ functions in N a , 
/3 < a < ~ ~M). We will not actually make use of this lemma. 
3.54. l_emma. Pal (o) ~ N o i f fN  ~ N#(o). (See Lemmas8.40 and 8.42.) 
We end this section with a few observations concerning the levels of 
construct,ibility of the model elements and their orders. 
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3.60. Definition, Let Q be a genetic set of conditions for ~ = ~ ,  
and 
x~]~CNQ,  a~ ~g)  ; 
then 
(i) RNK~(x), (or simply RNK~(x)), is the least ordina~  for which 
there is a term o ~ ~7 c~ such that rnka(o) = ~ and val0~(o) = x. RNK~(x) 
is said to be the a.rank ofx .  
(ii) ORDQ(x) (or simply ORDa(x)), is the least ordinal pair, (r/, ~) for 
which there is atr ~ 5 rc such that ord (o) = (r/, ~) and valQ~(a) = x. 
ORD (x) is said to be the a-order ofx. 
3.70. Lemma. (a) For all s E M and a < ~[M), 
RNK (s) - Rank(s) = mk~(~) ; 
(b) for all O~ [J< a ~ ~t ' )  and x E Na, RNKa(x) ~. RNKa(x); 
(c) ORDa(x)= GRDa(x). 
Proof. (a) We show by induction on Rank(s), that if val~a(o) = s, then 
mk~,(o) > Rank(s). From this it is immediate that RNK=(s) = Rank(s), 
since mk,(J) = Rank(s). For ,all s' ~ s, mk(~') < mk~_;), and 0 I1-~ ~' E s. 
If ValQa(a) = s, then there is ape  Qa such that 
pll-~ a=~^~'E~.  
By" Lemmas 2.81, 2.812, there is a z ~ S?a for which rnk(r) < ink(o) 
and p II-- a 4' = r. By the induction hypothesis rnk(r) >/rnk(~') =Rank(s'); 
therefore 
mk(o)>~ U mk(k')= U Rank(s')= Rank(s)= mk(~). 
$'~.I' ~'ES 
(b) This is imme:liate from Lemma 3.31; for ifx = valQo(o), then 
x = valQ ((a)(N~)), mk(o) = mk((o)(A'~)). 
(c) I fx = valor(o) = valQa((o)(N~) ) and ink(o) = ~, then 
ord#(a) = (r/, ~) < (~, ~), orda((t~) (Na)) < (/3, ~). 
If r/</5, then also stga((o)(A'D) =r/; and if r/= ~, then also stga((o)(Na )) = 13; 
hence in any case orda(o) = orda((o)(~'~)). Therefore ORDa(x)~ ORD (x). 
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Now if ORDa(x) < ORDo(x), then for some o such that stg,~(o) ~ # and 
valt2a(o) = x, we have orda(o) < ORDa(x); but then by Lemma 3.30, 
valQa(o) = valt2f(o). Since in this case orda(o) = ord~(o), we obtain a 
contradiction; thus ORDa(x) = ORDa(x) as required. 
3,71. Corollary. I f  a is an ordinal  in M, then RNKo(a) = a. 
3.72. Remark. If we had ensured that RNKa(x) -- RNKa(x) for all 
/~< a ~< ~M~,x ~ N 0, then we would have avoided dealing with the 
orders of terms and formulas. This appears to involve considerable 
difficulties in general, while the .netbod adopted here is readily applic- 
able in any iterated forcing procedure. 
3.73. Corollary. RI~IKa (a i) = RNK~ (O(ai)) = ~,  RNK a (K(a  i)) = co + 1, 
Proof. Clearly the ranks a.~e at least those quoted. To see that they are 
not less, assume that for some p and o rank less than ~,  p t--~ a = a i. 
I f  rank(o) = m < c~, set q =p u {(L n, 5)} for sufficiently large n > m, 
and proper 5 < 2. Then 
q a /^ o = a i , 
hence q Ib a (n, 6[ ~ o. From Lemma 3.70 we obviously have 
RNK~(in, ~)'~- max(n, 5) ,  
Therefore, by Lemma 2.81 we must  have rnk(o) > max(n, 5) > m, 
which is a contradiction. Similarly we can prove RNK (0(ai)) = ~,  and 
RNK (K(ai) )  = c~ + 1. 
3.74. Lemma. (a) RNKa({p I ..... pn}) = maxi(RNKa(pi)+ 1) 
(b) RNK ( (p l ,  ..., Pn )) = maxi (RNK~,(#i) + 2n). 
Proof. (a) follows directly from the definitions and (b) follows from (a) 
by finite induction. 
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4. The primitive generic elem~,~ ts 
4.0. VCe now turn to the primitive elements adjoined to the model M, 
obtained by a realization of J? with respect o a generic set of conditions 
Q c p = P~tM), which will be fixed throughout the rest of this paper, and 
val0=, satq~ will be denoted val=, sat=, respectively. We want to show that 
these elements have the intended properties. To this end we first prove 
some lemmas concerning the amount of freedom there is in extending 
cenditions. Also Lemma 2.72 concerning the induction hypothesis 
proven here; the proof is first preceded by some lemmas that are directly 
or indirectly involved, particularly regarding the properties of the H a . 
4.01. Lemma. (a) 0 !t-= "0(a i) -= 2 `0 ", i < co, 0 ~ I'. 
(b) 0 1~-= O(a i) ~ O*(ai), i,j < co, i ~ j, O, O* ~ I'. 
Ptoof. (a) Let 0 = (t'I)o. By th~ forcing definition, (and Lemmas 2.812, 
3.02), for all p, o, r such that 
p I~-= o ~ O(a i) ^ r ~ O(aj), 
there are m, n < co, e, 6 < 2 and q ~_ p such that 
It  remains to be shown that i fm = n, then 6 = e. This is obvious i f  
n < [tl. I fn ~> Itl, then by the forcing definition 
q I~-~ in -- Ill + l, ~') ~ a i A "(n -- Ai[+ l, "e') E a i ; 
hence 
'; -~- Itl +/, 5>~ q, ( i ,n - t+ l ,e )Eq ,  
and by the requirements of a condition, 5 = e, as required. 
(b) lfO tb~ O(a i) * O*(al), then for some p E P~, 
p I[- a O(ai) = O*(a]) .  
Let 0 = (t't)O, O* = (t*,t*)o. Choose an integer k auch that 
k- l - l *  - Itl - lt*l > 0 
is larger than all integers mentioned in p, and set 
q = p u {(i, k+ l -  Itl, O>, <j, k+ l* - I t * l ,  1)}. 
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q is a condition sir ce by our assumption no information can clash. From 
the forcing definition and the usual elementary lemmas, 
q I~ a (k, b)~ O(a i) A ik, i i~  O*(a/). 
By assumption, 
p ~ q IP a O(a t) = O*(a), 
hence 
q Ik-~ (k, O')E O*(al)^ (k, i i~  0*%) ;  
this yields a contradiction as in (a) of this lemma. 
4.02. I.emma. I f  p I~-~ (~r n') ~ K(b n ), ihen for all r ~_ p, there is a q ~- r 
and a ~n ~ f, such that 
n 
q It-~ iA (o i = Oi(b)). 
Proof. p il--a (~)~ K(/~); hence by Definition 2.30 and Lemma 2.81, for 
r all r ~ p there are o i with rnk oi < 6o + 1 and r i with mk(r i) < ~ + 2 and 
q 3__ r such that 
n n 
qr -O, (o,-- o;) ^  p:, ^ 
Using the Definition 2.64 and Lemmas 2.812, 2.816 and 3.02, there is 
a q* _ q and 0 ~ F such t3aat 
n 
q~ IP~ iA z i = K(ai) ^  o~, = 0 i = Oi(b i)  , 
which i:; the required result. 
4.03. Lemma. Let o_(b), r(b) ~ '7 c~ , b = a n- , then: 
(a) 0 II--~ H~(_O..b) ~ K(b), 
m 
(h) 0 W. (0-b> ~ ~(0-b) ,  
(c) for all 01 , 0 2 ~ F, 
o I~-. Ho(O~ °b) = no (0 2 . b) v Ho(~. b) ~ H~(0 2 "b) = ~, 
(d) i f2  [1--, ( O*" b') (:. Ha(~. b), then p [[- l-Ia(O*.b) = Ha(O.b), 
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(e) 0 II- a O H o = K(b), 
(f) P J~-a Ho ./. H r implies that for some 0 E [' and q ~ p, 
q II-'- a Ha(~. b) --b Hr(O. b). 
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Proof, (a) and (b) follow easily from the definition of H°(0-. b), (2.3) 
and Lemma 4.02. To see (c), assume 
0 c p i~ a H°(O.b) n Ho(O2.b) d: O; 
then for some/~- 5, and q D_ p, 
q IV- a o(/~l.b)= o(0.b) = o(02.b), 
(see 2.26, Definition 2.30, and (a), (b) above). We wish to show that 
te q ll--, (Vw) (w ~ Ho~, l .b) *-, w ~ Ho(82.b)) 
By (a) we can consider only terms (~*.5), 0* E F. Let q' D q be such 
that 
q' tl~ i~*.53 e no(~.5) ,  
and assume 
q' It--- a iO*'b) e g°('O l .b ) .  
Then 
q' ll--a o(O*'b) = 0(01 "b), 
hence by 
therefore 
q' Ila (O*.5) e Ho(02"b),  
q' It-~ o(0, -b) = o(0". ~) = o(~2.5); 
transitivity 
q' tV-~ o(~i*.5)= o(~i2.5) ;
q' II-~ i0*-b)E Ha(02.b). 
The other direction is shown by a symmetrical t-gument; thus 
q II- a Ho(O 1 .b) = Ha(02.b).  
This implies that 
0 II- a Ho(O 1 .b) : Ho(02"b) v Ho(O 1 .b) n 1-1o(0"-2"5) : O. 
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(d) follows easily from (c). For if 
P f~-,~ Ho(O'b)=Ho(O*.b), 
then for some q ~- p, 
q [I--~, Ho(O*'b) * tta(O'b). 
By (c) and (b), 
q [~¢, Ho(O*. b) n Ha(O.b) = ~} ^ (~*.bi 6! H ° (0", b') 
^ ~,O*.~i ~ I4o (~. 5). 
This is a contradiction, hence (d) follows. 
(e) follc)ws from the definitions o fH  o and t~ (see 2.26, 2.30) because 
by (a) abc~ve+ for any 0 E F, 
0 Ib- a Ho(0.b) ~ H a ^ (O-hi ~ Ho(0 .b) .  
(f) p II- ~. H o :#//T implies that for some 0 ~ F and q -~ p, cmther 
or  
q i~-~ H (0.b) ¢ Ha 
Without loss of generalffy, assume q !t-, Ha(0"b) q~ H 7. If 
then for scme r ~_ q, r 1[--, H°(O.b) = H~(O.b). By Lemmas 2.81 l, 
2.812, we get 
a contradiction. 
4.04. (Proof" of Lemma 2.72.) It must be shown that if o(b), r(b)~/2c~, 
and s~ = sg, then 0 I[-, Ha = H~. If 0 Ibm, Ha = H~, then for some p, 
0 c__ p [[-a E° =/- / .  By Lemma 4.03(f),there am a 0 and a q -~ p such that 
q It-. H°(O.b) ~ H(O.b) .  
Therefore, by definition o fH  (0.b), H~,(O.b) end Lemma 4.02, for some 
Y' ~ F and q' --- q, 
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q' t~. o(0. g) = o(~'./~) ^ r(~. b) # r(P-~) 
Let p* C q' be minimal such that 
p* It-. o(P.~) = o(~-~). 
Since .~ = 4 '  we have [o, 0', ~i] = [r, 0', ~]a; thus 
p* ~o ~(0".~) =r[Y.~) 
which is impossible, (by Lemmas 2.68 and 2.69). Therefore 0 tt--~ Ha = H r. 
The remaining facts in Lemma 2.72 now follow easily using the proper 
articles of l_emma 4.03. We omit the details which are trivial. 
4.10, Terminology. On many occasions, conditions, or sets of precon- 
dicitons, are referred to as info~.zation. When we say "all information 
in p on Xe we mean the subset ofp consisting of all preconditions in 
which e occurs in the first pl~c~. Similarly "all infon:nation i p on 
Xe(/~'b)" is the set of precondit,ons ofp in which e ;rod 0 occur. Infor- 
mation of type <e, O, i, 8) is said to be "coordinate i aformadon on 
Xe(0 b) , and infom~ation of'type (e, 11, 0.1 12' 02 ) is referred to as a 
"connection between Xe (01" b) and Xe (??" b)". 
4.11. Definition. Letp ~ P, Xe E 9f+ I - ~" , e = (h, g, s = 
(a) We say that p is prepared for Xe(O"b) if, 
pa I~-~ [Ho(e" b) is nearly (-/)-definable], 
when i ~ g; and 
i5 = 11-= [H o (0" b) is not nearly (-/)-definable] 
when l E h -g ;  and for any Xe(0*" b) mentioned by p, 
/3 a I1= Ho(O-b) = Ho(O*'b), b = 11~ Ho(O" ~) = Ho(O*'b). 
(b) For any # c/~' E 2 t, l < (~, denote 
p(e, "0, I~) = ((e, 0, i, l~(i)) 1 i E dom(/~)}. 
4.20. I.emma. Let p be prepared for y,e(O" b), e = (h, g, 4 )  and assume 
that f, i all Xe(O*" b)mentioned by p, 
w 
~ i~= ~o(O*.b)~ ~o(O.b). 
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Then for any l < co, and I~ c_ I~' ~ 2 t, 
p u p(e, 0, #) u {(e, 0, O, 0, 0)} 
is extendable to a condition. 
Proof. Obvious. 
4.21. Lemma. Assume that p is prepared for Xe(0" b), e = (h, k, s~ ). I f  
X e (0'. 5) is men tioned by p and 
0' fa ~ Ik-. Ha( .b )  = Ho(O.b), 
then 
pu{(e,O,  -' O, 0 ,0)}  
can be extended to a condition. 
Proof. This is done by making ×e(0"/~) and Xe (0"/~) infonnationwise 
equal. Set 
d= {(e, 6,1, ~ I (e, 0',j, ~)EP}, 
and 
V = {(e, 0, l, 8% 1"), <e, ~*, I*, 0, l), 
- - i  (e, 0,1, 0", I*)~P}. 
It is clearly seen that 
pu  ~(e, 0, 0, 0', O), <e, 0',O, 0 ,0 )u Ju  V=q 
is a condition. 
. ~ 0¢) ,  4.22. Lemma. Assume that Xe(O"b) i~ mentioned by o, e (h, g, s a 
Let I~ c I~' ~ 2 t, l < co, be such that Jbr any i E dora(#) and 
(e, 0, i, ~ ) ~ P we have #(i) = ~. Then 
q =p u p(e, 0, #) u ((e, 0", i - s+t ,  #(i)) t 
(e, O,s, ~* , t )~p,  i>~ s} 
is a co~dition. 
Proof. Denote the last set of the union by J. We show by a direct check 
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that q fulfills the requirements specified in Definition 2.50. First observe 
that q fulf'dls 2.50(e) by assumption; and that q fulfills 2.50(a) i f~ ~+l 
fulfills 2.50(b), (c), (d), (e), since ~ = fi~ and q -~+ ~ = P - /~+~.  
2.50(b). We must show that for no ~*, i, are z~ = <e~ 0", ], 0> and 
z: = ~e, 0", / ,  ! > in q. They cannot both be in p, nor l:.oth be in 
p(e, O, ~). If they are both in J, say 
(e ,O* , i - s+t ,O)E J~ (e ,~* , i ' - s '+t ' , l )=~J ,  
which implies 
(e, 0, s, 0* , t )EP ,  (e, 0, s ' ,0* , t ' )Ep  
which implies by 2.50(c)(2), that t - s = t ' -  s'; thus i= i'; and O=lz(i) = 1, 
which is impossible. I fz  I ~ P a~d z 2 ~ P(e, 0, I~), then we have an 
immediate contradiction to cur assumptions on #. If:., 1 ~ P, z 2 ~ J, 
then 
Z 2 =re, ~* , i - s÷~,p( i ) ) ,  i~s ,  
where (e, 0, s, ~*, t > ~ p. Then 
z I =(e, ~* , i - s+t ,  1-p( i ) )~P  ; 
and by 2.50(c)( 1 ) we get (e, 0, ~/+ i - J, 1 - I~(i) > ~ P, ~$ain contradicting 
our assumptions on/~. I fz  1 a P(e, O, Iz), z 2 ~ J, then z 1 = (e, 0, i,/z(i)); 
hence 
z 2=<e,O, i ' - s+F,  l - /~( i ) ) ,  i'>~s, 
where (e, 0, s, 0, t) ~- p. Thus s = t, by 2.50(d)(3); so 
z 2 = (e, 0, I, 1 -  #(i)) ,  
which is impossible. 
2.50(c)(1 ). It-must be shown that if 
z I = <e, 0~, I l , 02' 12> ~ q ,  
z 2 =(e, Ol , l l+k ,  8 )~ q ,  
then z 3 = (e, 02' 12 +k, 8 )~ q. We consider the three cases. I fz  l, z2~ p, 
the result follows from the fact that p is a condition. I fz  I ~ p and 
z 2 E P(e, O,/z), then z 3 E J. I f z  I E p and z 2 ~ J, then 
z 2 = (e, Oj, i - s+ t, #(i)>, 
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where 
(e, 0, s, 01' t)~ p, i>~ s, 
i - s+t=l l+k .  
By applying 2.50(c)(3) to p we get 
(e, O,S+ll~n, O2, t+12~n)~ p
for some n ~ min(t, l). Thus 
(e, 02' i - (s+ l1 - n) + ( t+ l  2 -  n),/~(i)) E J. 
Cancelling terms and substituting i - s  + t = I l + k,  we obtain 
(e, 02, I~ + k +/2-  11,/a(i)) E J; 
thus (e, 02' 12+ k, ~(i))E q, as required. 
2.50(c)(2), 2.50(c)(3) and 2.50(c)(4) are trivial, since no new con- 
nections have been added to p. 2.50(d) is trivial since any ×e(O*'b) 
mentioned by q is mentioned by p. 
4.3. The last condition-extension lemma needed is concerned with 
connecting a new element Xe(O,b) to one in P. This lemma is preceded 
by a few definitions of  notions involved and their properties. 
4.30. Definition. (a) IfXe(O*'b) and Xe(0**-b) are mentioned by p, 
and 
b" I~-, Ho(O*'b) ~ Ho(O**'b), 
then ×e(O*.b), xe(O**.b) ~re said to be differenr in p, or p-dtfferent; 
otherwise they are said to be p-equaL 
(b) If(e, 0", l, 0"*, l) E P, then xe(O*'b) and Ke(0**-b) are said to 
be slashr-equal in P, l < r. 
(c) A set of p-different, slashr-equal elements in p, Xe(0j-b), 
1 < ] < m, is said to be maximal if for any 
(e,O,I ,~/, I )EP, l<.r, l<j<<.m 
there exists an i, 1 < i < m such that 
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(d) A maximal set of slashTequal, p-different elements is said to be 
full i fm = 2r; ¢J~herwise it is said to be deficient. 
(e) D*,note 
P~e. ~, r )= {(i, o)1 (e, O, i, 5 )Ep ,  i<  r} . 
4.31. Lemma. / f  {Xe(Oj'b) 1 1 </< m} is a set of  p-different, slash,- 
equal elements in p, then the fu~rctions ~lz(e, 0/, r), I ~ ] < m are co, ", 
patible in pairs. 
Proof. This is zl hnmediate consequence of Definition 2.50(d)(1). 
4.32. Corollary. The number of  elements in a maxtmal set of  p-different, 
slashr-equal elements in p, is leos or equal to 2'. 
4.33, Lemma. The number o f  elements in a maximal set o f  p-different 
slash,-equal elements in p is independent of  the representatives chosen 
amongst he various p-equal elemep.ts. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Definition 2.50(d)(3). 
4.34. l_emma. Let Xe(0/-b) be a set of  p-different slashr-equal elements 
in p, and denote 
lZ/= Pla(e, 01, r), 1 < ] < m. 
I f  la/ c_ la 7 c laj E 2", then 
pu  U p(e, Oi,# 7) 
l,~i~m 
u {(e, 0", i-us + t, jaT(i)> I i ~> s, <e, 0r s, 0", t) ~ p, 1 <]< m} 
is a condition. 
Proof. This lemma results from a successive appli,:ation of Lerama 4.22, 
relying on the fact that the Xe(Ofb) are p-diffei'ent in pairs, and on 
Defir.ition 2.50(d)(1). 
4.35. Def'mition. Let/~/c__/j~ 2 n ' 1 < ] < m; then # c__ #' ~ 2 n is said 
to be r-new with respect o (IL i I 1 < / < m } if for any/a/there xists 
an 0 < i < r such that either/z(i) = ~ - ~tt.(i) or i ~ dome/ ) .  
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4.36. Lemma. I f  {Xe(O/'b) I 1 < ]< m) is a maximal set of  p-different 
slashr-equal elements in p, which is deficient, then there exi :ts a 
Is c_C_ #' ~ 2 r which is new with respect o the fimctions 
{P#(e, 0), r) I 1 ~ j < m }. 
Finally, 
4.40. I_emma. Let p be prepared Jbr Xe(O"b), where e = (h, g, ~ ) Assume 
that for all Xe(O*" b) mentioned by p, 
b lb. Ho(O*.b). 
Let {×e(O fb )  l 1 < /~ m } be a maximal set o f  p-different slashfequal 
0 ,s], p, for elements in p, which is deficient. Assume that (e, -' ' 0/, s/) 
I t ¢ s ;<r ,  s l -~=r - r ,  l<]<m.  
Then for an), I~ E 2' which is r-new with respect o :he functions 
PIJ(e,O/,r)=#/, l<]<m,  
p u {(e, O, r, 0', r' )} u p(e, 0, Iz) 
can be extended to a condition q which contains only the additio~al 
information on Xe required of  a condition by Definition 2.50. (See 
Fig. 5.) 
Xe(O/.b) Xe(0. b) 
~e (O':E) / / 
r ' ~ ~  r 
Fig. 5. s) ~ r', • " ' " - s~ - s~ = r - r ; ~e(Oj'b), and Xe(O',/~) w i l l  be  d i f fe rent  e lements  in  the  same laye~ 
of the tail t ree.  
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4.41. Remark. This lemma is needed in order to show that elements of 
domCie), (see (2.45)), are mapped into the same tail. Moreover, if there 
are ~o x ~ dom(ie), then they are mapped generically onto a tail. 
Proof of [emma 4.40. This proof is direct and tedious. The idea is to 
make the necessary connections between Xe(~.b) and the Xe(0*. 5) 
connected to Xe(0'-b) via (e, if', r', ~, r), then to properly transfer all 
the information in p on Xe(ff"b) to Xe(0-b) via <e, 0', r', 0, r>. A certain 
amount of easy computation is needed to verify that this process actu- 
ally suffices. Observe that by Lemma 4.34 we can assume that t~ actual- 
ly contradicts each of the/a/. 
Define: 
w I = {(e, 0, r, 0", t * r ' - s )  l (e, 0', s, 0", t )Ep ,  r '~ s}, 
w 2 = ((e, ~, r+s - r '  0", t) t (e, if', s, ~*, t>~p, ¢'< s}o 
Clearly w I n w 2 = 0; set w* = w 1 o w 2 , and define 
w** = {(e, ffÂ, ll ' ~2,12 ) I (e, ~2, 12 ' ~1, iI > E w*}.  
Then set w = w* u w**. Note that (e, 0, r, 0', r') ~ w. (See Fig. 6.) 
w 
×e(O*.b) 
Xe(O: b) J '  
f 
Fig. 6. 
Note that it will not be necessary to transfer coordinate information 
from p(e, 0, g) to any xe(O*.b), since for all '.e, 0, l, 0", I* ) ~ w, we 
have l ) r. 
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Set 
R = ((e, 0,/ ,  5)1 (e, 0', i ,  6 )~p, ]= i - r '+r ,  1 :~ r '},  
~nd def'me 
q=pt J  p(e,O,#)t~ RUwu{(e ,O ,  0, O, 0)} 
We wish to show that q is the required condition. This is shown by 
systematically checking the requirements of a condition, i.e., Definition 
2.50. First observe that q satisfies 2.50(e) since p is prepared for Xe(O'b) 
by assumption. Also, since ~a =/3 "~ and q - ~a+l =p _ pa+l, q satisfies 
2.5tXa) i f~ a+l satisfies 2.50(b), (c), (d), (e); hence it remains to show 
that ~a+l fulfills 2.50(b), (c), (d). 
Consider 2.50(b). It must t~e shown that for no 0* ~ P does q contain 
(e, 0",] ,  0) and (e, 0"*,/, 1). Suppose that for some 0*, q contains two 
such elements z 1 , z 2 . They cannot both be in p nor both in p(e, O, I~). 
If they are both in R, then (e, 0', j - r+r', O) E p, and (e, ~'~ j .~r+r y, 1) E p, 
which is impossible. Obviously we cannot have z I E p and z2Sp(e ,  0, l~) 
or z 2 ~ R since we are assuming that p does not mention Xe(0" b). There 
remains the possibifity that, say, z 1 ~ p(e, 0, t~), z 2 ~ R. But this is also 
impossible, since ~ contains information on coordinates i < r and z 2 
contains information on coordinates i ~ r. 
2.50(c)(1). It must be shown that if 
z I = (e, ffl' 11, t92' 12) E q, 
z2=<e, 01, l l+k, 6 )~q,  k~0;  
then also (e, 02, 12+k, 5)~ q. I fz  1 Ep ,  then alsoz 2 ~p,  (since p does 
not mention Xe(O'b)), and the result follows from the fact that p is a 
condition. The case z 1 = (e, 0, 0, 0, 0) is also trivial. Thus assume z I ~ w, 
and first assume z 1 ~ w*, i.e. 
Z 1 = <e, 0, 11 , 0*, l 2 ), z 2 ~ p(e, 0, U) u R .  
The case z 2 ~ p(e, 0, it) is trMal since l I :~ r and p(e, 0, ta) contains 
information only on coordinates i < r. Assume z2 E R, i.e. z 2 = 
(e, 0, ],/~). Then 
~ej  ~F . P 0, l - r+r ,5 )~p,  j~t .  
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I f  z! ~. w', then 11 = r and 
z I = <e, 0. r, 0" ,  t+r -s>,  
where 
(e ,O ' , s ,O* , t )~p,  r '~s ;  
hence s ince i - r+r '  ~ s, and Definit ion 2.50(c)(1) holds fo rp ,  
¢e, O* , t+( l - r+r ' -  s ) ,8 )~p;  
therefore (e, 0" ,  ] + l  I - 12 , 5 ) E p, as required. I f  z 1 ~ w 2 , then 
z 1 = ~e, 0, r+s - r ' ,  g*, t> 
--¢ S 
where ~e, 0 ,  , 0",  t> ~ p, r' < s. I f j - r+r '  < s, there is nothing to prove; 
otherwise 
(e ,O* , t+( j - r+r ' ) - s ,  8 )~p,  t= l  2, - r - s+r '= ' -~t  
therefore (e, 0" ,  l -  11 + L 5 ) ~ p, as required. The case z 2 ~ w *~' is shown 
by an entirely symmetrical argument. 
2.50(c)(2). We must  show that if q contains 
, , m ), z I =(e, 51 1 t ,~ '2  12),. z 2=(e ,51 m t ,~ ,  2 
then 11 - 12 = m 1 - m 2. The cases where z 1, z 2 ~ p or z 1 = <e, O, 0, O, 0) 
are trivial. We cannot have z I ~ p and z 2 ~ w since p does not  ment ion 
Xe(ff.b) by assumption. Hence we consider z I ,z 2 ~ w, and without loss 
o f  generality we may assume z l , z  2 ~ w*. Suppose z~, z 2 ~ w; then 
z! = (e, 0, r, 0", t+r ' - s ) ,  z 2 = (e, O, r, te+r ' - s  2) 
where (e, 0 ,  s, 0", t) ~ p, (e, 0', s 2, 5*, t 2 ) E p. By applying De:init ion 
2.50(c)(2) top ,  we get t 1 - s I = t 2 - s 2 ; hence 
r -  (t l  +r ' -  s I ) = ( r -  r') + (s | -  t 1 ) 
= r - (t 2 + r ' -  s 2 ) = (r - r') + (s 2 -  t 2 ) ,  
as required. I f z  I , z 2 ~ w 2 , then 
z 1 = (e, 5, r+s 1 -  r, 0", t), z 2 = (e, O, r+s 2 -  r', 5",  t2); 
hence 
(r + s 1 - r') - t 1 = ( r - r ' )  + (s 1 - t 1 ) 
= (r+s2-- r') - t 2 = ( r - r ' )  + (s 2 -  t 2) 
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as required,  since s I - t I = s 2 - t 2 . I fg  I E w I , z 2 E w 2 , the~ 
z 1 =(e,O,r,O*, t+r ' - s ! ) ,  z2=(e ,O, r÷s2-Y ,O* , t2 ) .  
Hence we again get 
(r + s 2 - r ' )  - t 2 = r - r '  + (s 2 -- t 2 ) 
=r- ( t  1 +r ' - s l )=r - r '+(s l - t l ) ,  
as required.  
2.50(c)(3) .  I t  must  be shown that  i f  
z 1 = <e, ~1, l 1, ~2, 12), z 2 = (e, ~2, m 2, i f3  m3) ,  
th.~n (e, ~1, l I +m 2_  k, ~3, m3+ l 2_  k )~ q for  some k ;~ min(m 2, 12 ). 
The  case where one o fz  I , z 2 is (e, 0, 0, 0, 0) is trivial; hence ,  as before,  
we can cons ider  on ly  the cases where  z I , z 2 ~ w. A~sume first that  
Then 
where  
z 1 ~ (w' )*  C_ w** ,  z 2 ~- w' C_ w*.  
z 1 =(e, Ol, t l+r ' - s l ,~ , r ) ,  r '~s  t, 
<e, ~1, t 1, ~,,sl>~p; 
z 2 = (e, 0, r, ~3, t 3 + r' - s 3 ), r' ~ s 3 , 
where 
-, ~3  t 3 (e, O,s 3, )Ep.  
By apply ing Def in i t ion  2 .50(c ) (3)  to  p,  we obta in  
(4 .42)  y=(e ,~ l ,  tl+s3 k,~3, s l+t3_k)Ep~ 
for  some k ~> min(s 1 , s 3 ). 
We need 
x=(e ,~ i ,  t1+r'-s l+r_k . ,~3, r+t3+r ,  s 3_k ,>Eq,  
for  some k* f> min(r ,  r)  = r. Def ine 
k* = k +r+r ' - s3 -s  1. 
By substit~lting for  k in y ,  (4.44) ,  we obta in  x ~ p.  I f  min(s 1 , s 3) = s 1 , 
then,  since 
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r l~st , s  3, k*~s l+r+r ' - - s3 - - s~>~r ,  
i f  min(s I , s 3 ) = s 3 , then 
k*~ s3 +r+r ' - s l - s  3 ~ r. 
"Ihus x is a required element. Assume z~ ~ (w2) * ~ w** and z 2 ~ w 2 . 
Thus 
z l=<e,~t  t t ,~ , r4s  l_r,>, , "<s  1, 
where (e, /~1 t l, ~, s l>~ ~; 
z 2 = <e, O, r+s 3 -  r', 0:~, t3), r' < s 3, 
- ,  S 3 t 3 where(e,  0 ,  ,~3  )~p.  
Since p satisfies Definit ien 2.50(c)(3) we have 
(4.43) y = (e, ~1 tl + s 3_  k. 03, t 3 +s I - k> ~ p ,  
for some k ~ min(s I , s 3 ) .  
We require that 
x = (e, ~1, t 2÷r+s  3_r , _  k*, 03, r+s l - r '+t  3 -  k*>E q 
for some k* >I min( r+s  1- r', r+s 3 -  r')>~ O. Define k* = k+r - r ' .  
Then by substituth~g for k in (4.43), we obtain x ~ p, and 
k* ~, min(r +s I - r', r+s 3 -  r') , 
since r' < s I , s 3 . Hence x is the required element. Assume z 1 E (w')* c_ 
w** ,  Z 2 E W 2. Thus  
z I = <e, 01 t I +r ' - s  I 0, r), r' TM ' 
where<e, ~l,  t l, ~,, s l )~p;  
3 , r '  s 3 z 2 = <e, O, r+s - r ,  03, t3>, < , 
where (e, 0 ,  s 3, ~3 t 3 ) E p. 
Since p satisfies Def'mition 2.50(c)(3), we have 
(4.44) <e, ~1 t 1 +s 3_  k, 0 3, t 3 + s 1 -  k )~ p, 
for some k ~, min(s I , s3). 
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It is required that 
(e, 01 , (t I +r ' -  s l )÷  ( r+s3- r  ' ) -k* ,~3,  t 3 +r -k* )E  q, 
for some k* >1 min(r, r+s  3 -  r') = r, (since s 3 > r' :~ s I ) Taking 
k = k* - r+s  I in (4.44), we get 
(e, 0', (t 1 +s 3 +r -s '~  - k*, ~'3, t 3 +r  k*) ~ p. 
Since k* = r - s '  + k ~, r, (because k ~ s ! ), this is the required element. 
These are essentially all the zases. 
2.50(c)(4). This requirement is satisfied directly from the definition 
ofq.  
2.50(d)(1). This requirement is fulfilled by q, since # was assumed to 
contradict each/~i, 1 < / < m. 
2.50(d)(2). This requirement is fulfilled by q, ~ince (e, 0, 0, 0, 0) ~ q. 
2.50(d)(3). That this requirement is fulfilled is an immediate conse- 
quence of the fact that w ~ q. Lemma 4.40 has thus been shown. 
4.45. I.emma. I f  <e, 01' l l '  02' 12 ) ~ P attd tn I - m2 = II - 12, and 
(a) i f  m~ >i l I, then 
q =p I) {(e, 01 , m I , 0 2, m2), (e, 0 2, m 2, ~1' ml ) )  
is a condit ion; 
(b) i l l  I > m I, and 
Pla(e, 01, l I ) -P#(e ,  01 , m I ) = Pta(e, 0 2, 12) -P#(E. 0 2, m2) ,  
(see Definit ion 4.3 0(3)), then 
q =p U {<e, 01, m I , 02, m2), (e, 02 , m 2, 01 , ml)} 
can be extended to a condition, 
Proof. To see (a) observe that the transitivity requirement is satisfied. 
For as.,;ume (e, 02, s, 03, t )~  p; then 
(e,O, l  l+s -k ,03  , t+ l  2 -k )~p,  k1>min( l  2 , s ) .  
i fm 1 =I  I +d, m 2 = 12+d, then 
(e, 01 , m 1 +s - (k +d), 0~, t +m 2 - (k +d)) ~ p, 
(k+d)  ~ min(m 2, s), 
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as required. The other requirements are even more easily seen. In (b), all 
that has to be done to obtain a condit ion from q is to add all the neces- 
~ry  connections to comply with the transitivity requirement. Set 
= {(e,/~, t+m2-s ,  01' ml) l  (e, 02, s, ~, t )Ep,  m2>~s}, 
= {re, ~, t, ~1' ml+s-m2) l  (e, 02, s, if, t )~p,  m2< s}, 
= {(e, 0, t+m2-s,/~2' ml) l  (e, 01, s, O, : )~p,  m2>~s}, 
= ((e,O, t, 02' ml+s-m2) l  (e, 01,s, O, t )~p,  m2<s) ;  
wl 
w] 
W* 
W** 
and take 
8 =w~uw~uw~uw~, 
= 0 ,1 ,  I (e, 0 , l", 0 ,1 ' )E  w*},  {<e, -' ' ~", :"> -" -' 
V¢ = W* kJ W**. 
As in the proof  of Lermna 4.40, it is easily verified that q u w is 
already a condition. Note that Def'mi' ion 2.50(c)t~ 1) and (b) are satisfied 
because of our assumptions with regard to "/a(e, 0i' mi), Pgt(e, Oi, li), 
l < i < 2. We omit the details. 
4.5. In order to extend a condit ion p by adding certain elements to 
/3 a+l - ~a, it is generally necessary to first extend 15 ~ c_ q ~ p~ to pre- 
pare for these additions. When one wants to add information concern- 
ing Xe(O'b), Xe(O'" b ) to b a+l - ~ ,  it is convenient ifib a+l already 
mentions ×e(O'b), ×e(ff"b). The next two lemmas are concerned with 
preparations of this kind. 
4.50. Definition. Xe(0.b) = (>lw) (3u) (w = ('('0"b}, u} ~ ×e)' 
e=(h,g,s) ,  ~h-~b. 
4,51. [,emma. Let e = (h, g, s~o), ah = ~" l E h, 0 ~ P and assume that p 
is a condition fulfilling the following conditions: 
(a) i l l  E g, then some extension q of~ ~ forces~ Ha(O.b) to be 
nearly (-]),~lefinable, and 
• , # AOI  (b) i l l  E h-g,  then some extension q of p forces Ha(~.b) to be 
not nearly (-l)-definable. Then there is an extension ~of  ~ ~ such that 
w 
p u q is a condition prepared for Xe(O.b). 
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• lfp. does not satisfy one o f  the cond"ions (a), (b), then p II-- Xe(0"b)=~. 
(0 = ~ is the set constant for the empty set). 
Proof. If I E g, then since p satisfies (a) there is a q ~ f~% r, q ~ P and 
a formula ~tq .... , u m, v) ~ ~ without generic-real constants, and a 
P ~- 5rc =such that q It--- a ~o(~, P) ^ "P is finite" ^  Ho(O.b) ~ p ^ 
(3!u) (~,  u)), where ? are real constants, not including a t. Let q* ~ P~ 
be an extension of q deciding a all statements 
4.52 Ho (t~[.b) = Ho(ff ' .b),  
for all Xe(O'.b) mentioned by p. Then q* t.; p is a condition prepared 
for ×e(0"b). I f /a  h-g ,  let q ~_ ~b ~ force,,/1 (ti-~) ~o be not nearly 
(--/)-definable. Let q* ~_ q decide all statements in (4.52) above. Then 
p u q* is prepared for Xe(O'b). I fp  does not satisey one of (a), (b), 
then no ex~:ension o fp  is prepared for Xe(O'b); thin no extension o fp  
can mention X~(O'b). Now, if 
p Xe(0"b) = 
then for some q -~ p, 
Hence for some r and q' ~ q, 
Ira re  Xe(O'b) ; 
by 4.5, the forcing definition and Lemmas 3.02, 2.812, for some 
q', __D q' ar.d i < 6o, k< 2, 
q" It--~ r = (iff-b~, (i, ~')') (e, 0, i, k) e q" .  
This has just been seen to be impossible. 
4.521. Lemma. l f  p is prepared for Xe(0. b), then any extension q o f  p 
has an extension q' which is prepared for Xe(O" b). 
Proof. Obvious, since ~b ~ dec ides "Ha(O-b) is nearly (--/)-definable". 
=h = 4.53. Lemma. For any condition p, and e ( ' g' so ), ah = ~ such that 
p is prepared for Xe(O.b), there is a q ~_ p which mentions Xe(O'b). 
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Proof. If for some ×e(O"b) mentioned by p, 
b ~ t~-~ o(~- ~) = ~o (~'. ~), 
then by Lemma 4.21, p u ((e, ~', 0, 0, 0)} can be extended to a condi- 
tion. If for all xe(O',b) mentiot~ed by p, 
b a ilia Ha(~'b) :~ Ho(O'*b) ; 
then by Lemma 4.40, for sufficiently large r, 
p u {(e, 0', 0, 0, r>} 
can be extended to a condition. 
4.60. Lemma. (a) 0 IF- "'a t is a t~on-constructible real", i E 60. 
(b) l f  p is prepared for Xe(O'b), then p IH "'Xe(O'b) is a non-construc- 
tible real". 
Proof. By standard arguments, 
0 IH "a i is a function" ^ "dom(ai) = o~" A "rng(a i) = 2". 
Moreover, for no set constant J can any p force a i = ~; thus by the 
absoluteness of constructibility, 0 It- "a i is non-constructible". I fp is 
prepared for ×e(O'b), then by Lemmas 4.521,4.53 for any q ~ p there 
m 
is an extensioa q' ~ q mentioning Xe(O'b). Then by Lemma 4.22, for 
any /< w such that (e, 0-,/, 3 )¢q '  for any ~ < 2, q' ~J {(e, 0,1, e)} can 
be extended to a condition, e< 2. Thus the usual arguments are appli- 
cable; therefore 
p 11- "Xe(0" b) is a ~'unction A dom(Xe(0" b)) = ¢o 
^ rng(Xe(0, b)) = 2" ,  
p It-- "×e(0" b) is non-constructible". 
The next lemma shows that a connection yields the desired result. 
4.61. Lemma. If<e, 01' 11" 02' 12)~ P, then 
p It-- t'O(Xe(O ~" b)) = i20(Xe(~ 2 • ~)). 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.60 we know that p forces Xe(O'b) to be real. The,e- 
fore, we consider any / ~ co, e < 2 and q ___ p, such that 
q tk- ltO(Xe(O 1 "b)) (j) = e.  
By Definitions 2.64 and 4.50, we have 
q 1~ Xe(01"b) (ll +1) "" 6 ; 
therefore 
(e, 01' II +L e )~ q , 
(by Definition 2.64). Since 
(e, 01' 11' 02' 12) E q 
implies 
(e, 02' (ll +]) + (12- ll )' e) E q ,  
thus, again applying Definitions 2.64 and 4.50, 
q Ih t~O(xe(O 2 .b)) (/) = e 
The other direction is shown by a symmetric argument. This iinplies 
that 
P l}-- l'O(Xe(ff I "b)) = IzO(Xe(O 2 "b)), 
since if not, then by Corollary ~.79 for some q' ~ p, 
q' l~ l'O(Xe(~ 2 "b))--/: 120(Xe(O 2 "b)) ; 
and taking q ~ q' as in the previous considerations, this would yield a 
contradiction. 
The next lemma is almost he inverse of the previous lemma nd 
will be needed later. 
4.62. Lemma. l f  p I~- tlO(Xe(O 1 "b)) =/~0(Xe(O 2 °b)), t,~en either 
p I~- Xe(O l 'b )  = ~ = Xe(02'b), 
or" 
p to {(e, 01' 11' 02' 12 } } 
can be extended to a condition. 
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Proof. First we show that 
p It- Xe(O~-b) = ¢ ~ x~(O2-h) = ~. 
Let p ~- p L,~ such that 
P' II X~(81 *b) = 0, P' % ×~(82 .b) = t~ ; 
and assume that p' tt- Xe(81-5) = {~ ~, t  p' II- Xe(02 *b)=g= {~. Then by 
Lemma 4.51, p' must fulfill the conditions (a) and (b) of mat  ~emma 
m 
concerning Ho(O 2 .b); in which case the:e is an extension q ~- p' such 
that q mentions Xe(~[" b). 
q' It- l'0(Xe(8 | -5~) = %(Xe(02 'b)) ^ Xe(~t "5) = 
gives, by Definitions 2.64 and 4.50 
q' It- ~ O(Xe(ffl" ~;) = 6 ; 
therefore by Lemmas 2.811. and 2.812 
q' It- 120(Xe(82 "5))= 6 
and hence 
q' It- -q(gu >/2)  (3v < 2) [(u, o) ~ ×e(02 "b)l • 
But by Lemma 4.22, for k > 12 sufficiently large, q' u {(e, 82, k, 0)) 
can be extended to a condition q". This yields a contradiction, since 
q~' It- Xe(02 "b) (k) = 0. Thus the first part of the temma is proven. Let 
p' - p be such that 
p' It- x~(8~.5) ~ ~ ^  x~(02.b)~ ~. 
Then by Lemmas 4.5 l,  4.53, there is an extension q o fp '  such that q 
mentions both Xe(01 • b) and xe(O 2 • b). By Definition 2.50(d)(3), for 
some m I , rrl 2 , 
(e, 81 , m I , 82, m 2 ) E q .  
If m 1 = / 1 , m 2 = l 2 , we are finished. Hence a:;sume (m 1, m2) 4: (/1,12 )" 
If m 1 - m 2 = l 1 - -  12 ,  and m 1 < l l ,  or  m 1 > l a~;d 
q#(e, 01' ml )  -- qla(e, 81, l 1 ) = qt ,e, ~2' m2) - q~t(e, 02' 12 ) '  
the result follows from Lemma 4.45. I fm I - m 2 = 11 - l 2, m I > 11 but 
7 
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for some k, m 1 > k ~> l I , 
(e, 01' k, e) E q 
then 
and (e, 02, k - I  1+l 2 , l -e )Eq ,  
q It- Xe(Ol "b) (~:) = b ~ Xe(02 "b) (k -  l 1 +l 2) = ! - e ,  
therefore 
q ^ ik"  1 - 
120(Xe(02° b))  . 
Since q I~- h0(× 1 (01 "~)) = 120(Xe(02°b))' we get also 
(e, 02' k - l l  ÷12, e )~ q , 
which contradicts the definition of a condition. If m 1 - rn, ~ l I - 12 , 
then fo, ~ sufficiet:tly large k, 
q u ((e, 0" l, 11+~, e), <e, 02' 12+k' l~-c)} 
can be extended to a condition, yielding a contradiction as in previous 
cases. Thus Lemma 4.62 is moven. 
4,63. Lemma. p I~- Xe(0" b) (J) = e i l l (e ,  0, /, e> ~ p. 
Proof. This is immediate from Definitions 4.50 and 2.64. 
4.70. Notation. In the following lemmas the basic properties of the 
primitive generic elements are proven. With regard ,'- these elements 
the following notation is employed If o is a te~,l of  5 rc , we denote 
val(a) = o. This will also be used with regz:d to the elementary opera~ 
tion symbols. In particular we generally write: 
val((t, l)o(a)) = ( t , I )o (¢ f )  
instead of appendt(slasht(e)) .  Note that the functions, (t't)O are more 
general than the functions append t, slash r Hence also the function K 
is more general than the tail operation (Definition 1.20) which was 
defined only for reals. 
4.701. Lemma. (a) va l ( (o  I , ..., an.') ) = (val (a 1) ..... val (on)}. 
(b) val ((a 1 . . . .  , a n )) = (vala(al), ..., val~(a n )) .  
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Proof. By (2.904), 
val (r) = {val (a) I rnk(o) < rnk(r), orda(o ) < orda(r), 
Qa l l -~aEr} '  
i a I ..... o n } = (>lw)  (w  = o I v ... v w = %).  
Clearly Qa It-a #~ r i f f  there isanL Qa IDa P =o/, 1 ~< i< n; hence 
vala( {o 1 , ..., o n } ) = (vala(o I ), ..., vala(o n) }. 
Similarly, Qa I}'-a P~ (a l ,  °2 ) i f fQa  It-a p = {Ol} v p = {o I , o2); 
thus 
vala(('o 1, 02')) = (v~l (Ol) , vala(o2)) • 
The general case is proved by induction on n. 
4.7! l.emma. Assume a ~ ~7 c" then a ~ 
(a)  va la (0 (o ) )  = 0 (va la (a ) ) ,  va la (K(o ) )  = K(va ln (o ) ) .  
(b) vala(a i) = a i is a generic real; moreover i f  i 4:/, 
K(ai) o K(a])= O, 0< i, ] < 6o. 
(c) vala(l 0) = I o {(i, K(ai)} I i ~ ~}.  
Preof. (a) is immediate from Definitions and Lemmas 4.701,3.02, 
2.908, 2.812, 2.906, 2.911. 
(b) That a i is a generic real follows from Lemmas 4.60(a) and 2.911. 
If 
K(a i) ¢~ K(a i) ~ O, i --/= ] ,  
then for some (t'O0 = O, t ~ 2 r ,  O(a i) = a]. Hence there exists a p E Q 
such that p II-- O(a i) = aj. Let k > l + l' be an integer larger than any 
mentioned in p. Then 
p U {(i, k, O),(LI¢ -1+l', ~ =q 
is a condition. We have 
q It- O(a i) (k - l+ l ' )  = 0 ^ a i (k - l+ l ' )=  I ^ O(a i) =~i " 
This is a contradiction. 
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(c) follows immediately from Definition 2.64 and Lemmas 2.812, 
2.906, 2.908, 2.911, 3.02, 4.701, and (a) of this temma. 
4.72. Definition. aH ° = (Ho)(Na), ~H ° (0, b) = (H ° (0. ~))(Na:. 
4.73. Lemma. Assume ×e ~ 9f,+ l' ~ = (h, g, sg) = eg, d h = b, 
(a) vale(× e) = x e, Xe is a binary relation; and 
dom(Xe ) c_c_ K(b), U dom( ]ce ) = g(b)  
h~g g 
dom(Xeg.)ndom(Xeg**)=¢, g*~g** ,  ~,'.', g** c__ h. 
Assume that O.b and g',bare in dom(x e) t~: , .  
(b) Xe(~,b) is a generic real; 
(c) if aH~(O.b) = aHa(O"b), then Xe(O.b)= Xe(8'.~); 
(d) i f0 b, 0 "b dom(Xe)and Ho(O b)¢  Ho(O .~), then 
(e)/fdom(~e) is infinite, then rng(Xe) is a tail. 
(f) v al a (/~) = I ,  = ((e, Xe) l e is a ~1 + 1-index, ~ < ~ } u Io, [3 ~, ~. 
Proof. (a) That val,, (×e) = Xe,/3 < a, follows from Lemma 3.10, i.e., 
Lemma 3.40 and l.~efinition 2.60. That ~e is a binary relation with 
dom( X e) c__ K(b), it, immediate from the forcing relation by Lemmas 
4.71, 4.701, 3.02, 2.911, 2.908, 2.906 and 2.812. To see that 
dom(Xeg,) n dom(Xeg**) --" O, 
assume that ior some k 1, k 2 < co, i I , i 2 < 2, 0 ~ I  ~ and p, 
p 1 , i l " ; )e  Xeg, ^  (k 2. i2>)e Xer,; 
then by Definition 2.64, (e, O, k.l , i.. 1 ) E p, (e, ~, k 2, i 2 ) ~. p. Hence by 
Definition 2.50, i5 a forces~ Ho(O. b) to be nearly (-/)-definable and 
i6 ~ forcesa H ° (0. b) to be not nearly (-/)-definable, for some l ~ g, or 
vice versa. This is impossible. Hence 
0 tt- dom(Xeg,) n dom(xeg,, ) = 0- 
The result now follows by Lemma 2.911. To show that 
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U dom(x e )= K(i~) 
h~g g 
assume that for some 0 ~ V and p, 
p It- ~'b ~e dom(xeg), 
then "or no k, i is p u {(e, O, k, i)} ~):tendible to a condition. Then by 
Lemma 4.51, ~a must force H,(ff. b) to be not nearly (-l)-definable 
for some l E g. Therefore by Lemmas 4.51 and 4.53, for any r D_ p, 
there is a g* and q D_ r mentioning X~ ~ (0" b). By Lemma 4.22 there is 
a q' _D q and k, ] such that (e, b', k, ]) ~:~ q'. Thus p [I- 0. b E dom(Xeg, ).
Therefore, 
0s~ U 0-b~dom(~c%), O~F.  
' h2g 
This implies 
0 I~- (Vw) (w ~K(b) -* V w ~ dom(×eg)). 
h~g 
The result now follows by Lemma 2.831 
(b) If O'b E dom(XeL then for some p ~ Q, 
p II-- 0. b ~ dom(×e). 
Thus, for some k, ], (e, 0, k, ]) ~ p. The result now follows from Lemmas 
4.60, 2.909. 
(c) If (c) is not true, then for some p ~ Q, 
p It- f f 'b~ dom(Xe)A O'.b~ dom(× e) ^  ×e(6.b)~ Xe(0 -~) 
^ ~no(~.~) -- "~o(~'.5). 
Therefore there is a q ~ Q, q ~ p, and a ] < co, e < 1, such that 
q I1-- Xe(O'b) (]) = e A Xe(O"b) = 1 -e .  
By Lemma 4.63, (e, 0", ], e) ~ p, and (e, if', ], 1 -e )  ~ p. By Lemma 3.10, 
b ~ I~- a H a (0" b) = H ° (0' .  b ) .  
Thi,; is a contradiction to Definition 2.50(d)(3). 
(d) Assume that (d) is not true, and for some/, ~ Q, 
p ~ a,to(~. ~)~ -,to (~'.~) ^  Xe(~. ~) = Xe(~-g)+ ~. 
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By Lemmas 4.51, 4.53, we c~n assume that p mentions xe(O. b) and 
Xe(0" b). Now, by using Lemma 4.22 twice, (using the fact that 
I>-. H a (g-6)  H a (g'. 6)), 
p O {(e, 0, k, 0),  (e, 0', k, 1)} 
can be extended to a condition q for sufficiently large k. 
• q I['- Xe(0*b) = Xe(O"b) A Xe(O*b ) (k)=~ Xe(0%b) (k) ,  
which gives a contradiction. To see the other part, assume p ~ Q and 
p 11- ¢'Ho(0"'b) 4= '~Ho(0"5) ,' K(Xe(ff'b)) n K(Xe(0"b)) = 0 
By Lemmas 4.51, 4.53, there is an extension q ofp  mentioning Xe(O"b), 
Xe(O"b). Now, by Definition 2.50(d)(4), for some !, l' < w, 
(e, 0, l, 0', l ' )~ p, and by Lemma 4.61, 
q = 
Since p ¢ q, this yields a contradiction. 
(e) I f (e) is not true, then for somep ¢ Q, p 1t-- Idom(~)l  = ~0, and 
for some r, r' < w, t~ ~ 2 r, 
P I~" Oa'r')O(Xe(ff"b))~ rng(x e) ^  O"b E dom(Xe) • 
Let {Xe(0f b) I 1 < ] < m } be a maximal set of p-different slashr-equal 
elements in p, with 
<e, O', s;, Op sj>~ p 
where s/-  s} = r - r', and s i < r. We can assume (by Lemma 4.22) that 
#/= Pu(e, 6 i, r )e  2 r. 
This set must be deficient, i.e., m < 2 r; fer atherwise some #i = #' which 
would already ield a contradiction. Since Idom(~e)l = ~0 there is a 
0 e P, and a q ~- p, q ~ Q, such that 
m 
q I1"- A '~Ha(O'b)* ~'Ho(Ol.b). 
1=1 
By Lemmas 3.10 and 4.40, 
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q U {(e, O, r, 0', r') ~ p(e, O, la) 
can be extended to a condit ion q*. Clearly 
p C q* If- ¢u'r'~O(Xe(~"b)) = ×e(O"b)~ rng(xe),  
which is a contradiction. 
(f) This fact follows directly from Definition 2.64 by Lemmas 4.701, 
3.02, 2.911, 2.908, 2.906 and 2.812. 
4.80. Def'mition. Assume that x ~/V  and that there exists a formula 
~ 90 , with o as its only free variable, such that N ~ (3 ! o) (~(o) ^  ¢(r)), 
then: 
(a) if in ~p there do not occur any generic real constants, then z is said 
to be definable a , (definable in Na), by ~o. ~ is said to be definable a if for 
some ¢ ~ ffa, x is definablea by ~. 
(b) If~0 = ~d h, o), where ah are all generic real constants occurring in 
~o, then for any f  ~ - h, we may say that x is f-definablea, x is said to be 
f-definable , if for some ~o ~ 5r ,  ~ is f-definablea by ~. (Note that 
"0-definabl%" is equivalent to "def inab le" . )  
(c) We shall also say that x is (* f)-definable a if there are h c__ 60, such 
that h c__ ~,  such that h n f=  0 and ~ is h-definable .
(d) x is said to be nearly f-definable a (by ¢) if for some finite a ~_ Na, 
which is f-definabl% (by ¢), x ~ o. Similarly, • is said to be nearly ( - f ) -  
definable~ .f or some finite ~ ,-7_ N~, which is nearly ( - / ) -de f inab le ,  
4.801. Remark. Note that the notioa of nearly ( - f ) -def inable a complies 
with the para!iel not ion defined in 2.50(e), where f= (1 }. 
4.81. Deft' :tion. ~'Hog, c_. h, o = o0;), are the following sets: 
~H~ g is the subset of a/-/a consisting of  all elements which are nearly 
( -  {l ))-definables, for every l E g, Ir ut for every l E h -g  they are not 
nearl~ ( -  {l })-def inable.  
4.82. Remark. Observe that it has not yet been shown that these ele- 
ments (in Definition 4.8 l) are actually values of  terms. This will be 
shown below. 
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The next lemma follows immediately from Definition 4.81. 
4.83. Lemma. °He* f3 aHgo** = O, g* ~ g**, O-2 °Hog = ~H°. 
a n g 
4.84. Definition. The functions ie '  Xa' in which we shall actually be 
interested, are now derived from the .Z e , Let eg --- (h, g, s~ ~ and Ihl = n. 
(a) Xe -- (>lw) (3,0 (30) (~-ffn) [~,~> ~ dom(Xe) A O - Xe(~ ~) 
^ u = (.>lw'.) (w' =  vl, ..., o,, ^ ,., = 
^ w = (u, v>] 
(b) Denoting (h, g, sao) = eg, d = (h, s~), set: 
• o 
4.85. Definition. I fx i~ a set of reals, we define 
K(x) = U Kfy) .  
y~x 
If X, Y ave sets of reals, then they are said to be K-disjoint if 
K(X) n K(Y)  = O. 
0~ 4.86. Lemma. Let e = (h, g, s o), then 
(i) ~e is a univalent function, 
(ii) dom(~ e )0 = "He s , g
(iii) rng(j  e) is included in a tail, 
(iv) i f  ~Hg o is infinite, then rng(~) is a tail, 
(v) i f  g* ~ g**, g*,g** c_C_ h, then rng(~eg,), rng(~es,,) are K-dis/oint. 
Proof. (i) follows from the definition of i e and Lemma 4.73(d). (ii) 
follows from Definitions 2.50(e) and 4.81. (iii) follows from Lemma 
4.73(d). (iv) follows from l.emma 4.73(e). (v) follows from Lemma 
4.73(a). 
Finally, 
= S ~ . 4.87.1.emma. Let e (h, g, so~), d = (h. a), then: 
• (i) ~a is a univalent function; 
(ii) dom(~ a) = ~Ho; 
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(iii) rng(~ d r ~Hg o ) is included in a tail; 
(iv) if~l-1~ a is infinite, then mg(~ 4 ~ aH~) is a tail; 
(v) rng(~ a t ~Hg o) are K-disloint, g ~ h. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 4.86 and 4.73(a). 
4.88. Definition. Let 
L =Io U {(e, ie>l e is a 7+l-index, 3, < a}, 
J~ = I 0 u {(d, ~d) I d = (h,s), (h, g, s) is a ~t + 1-index, 
g~ h,~,< a} . 
From Ja a well-ordering oi the ~a will be derived in N~. Note that 
L ,  and J¢, are all defined in N¢,/3 ~ a. 
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5. Symmetry properties of the models 
In this section we study the symmetry properties of the models N , ,  
and the corresponding relations II--~,, ~ < S [~r} To get the gist of  things, 
consider a roundel N' =M[xl  obtained from M by adjoining a single 
generic real x ~ 2". Let y be a generic real derived from x ~n an infinite 
way. For instance assume y is such that y(i) = x(2i), i < ~.  !n this case, 
y is, obviously, also a generic real and M[y] c M[x]. Since y was ob- 
tained from x by omitting an infinite amount o f  information, M [y ] 
M[x]. The situation is entirely different i fy  differs from x in a finite 
way, as in the case where y = append t (slasht(x)). Here, M[y ] = Mix ], 
since y is defined from x and vice versa. Moreover, x,y are equally 
generic. This has the following result: 
Assume x = val O (a), ~o(a) is a sentence of the local language (a), 
and that for somep ~ Q, p II-- ~a) ;  in which case M[x] =¢[x] .  Now, 
ify ~ K(x) also satisfies p, (i. e., (i, 6 ) E p itnplies y(i) " 5), then also 
N' =M[x] =M[yl  ~ ~o[yl. 
For the moment, let us call this property of N', elementary tail sym- 
metry. We would expect he same state of affairs to hold in a more 
intricate construction, provided that the exchange of x with y ~ K(x) 
does not affect the special sets added that are not mentioned ha the 
condition. For example consider 
N'=M[I  o] =N O , where I 0 ={(LK(ai) l i~w) .  
Then for any 0 i ~ F, 
I c = ((i,K(O(ai)))liE oo} 
thus N' presumably has elementary tail symmetry (with respect o all 
the tailsK(ai), i ~ w). Or~ the other hand, if 
N' =M[J ] ,  where J=  {(i, ai) l iE  co), 
then, in general, 
J~  (<i, Oi(a/)) I i~  ~o); 
hence N' obviously does not have elementary tail symmetry. We will 
show that the models N~ have elementary tail symmetry (with respect 
to the ta,:ls If(at), i ~ 6o). Moreover, in Section 10 it will be shown that 
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for a~,~, r ich) ~ Q there are ~0 x E h'(t~ h) satisfying p. From this fact the 
negation of AC in N is easily shown, using the elementary symmetry 
property of  N. 
5.0. In order to study the effect of replacing a i with 0 (ai), we define 
the following operations T °,i on conditions and expressions of  the local 
language, 0 ~ P, iE  co. First, the composition 02o 01,01,02 ~ V, will 
be defined. 
5.01. Definition. <t2"l~,O o (t~.t~)o = (t2,11+h-lt l l )O,  ifl2 >t it2t; and 
(t2,1~) 0 o ( t l , l l )  0 = t t2U( t l - t l  t 12),It) 0 , 
if/2 < It I I. 
5.01. Corollary, tO o "0 = Ct't)O. 
5.02. Remark. This coincides with our interpretation of (t'l)o as 
appendt(slash/), see also Lemma 5.15. 
5.03. Definition. (a) For every expression ~0 ~ O r u 5 r , T O, i(~o) is the 
expression obtained from ~o by exchanging a i with O(a i) everywhere. 
(b) For a condition p, Te.iQg) is a condition which is like p concern- 
ing all generic reals a i other than ai, and which for a i contains the 
itfformation so that O(ai) will satisfy p. This essentially amounts to a 
proper shift (translation~ of coordinate information on ai~.To allow 
tot this substitution, we will also have to make a proper adjustmcat of 
the 0's o~curring in preconditions o fp  mentionil~g the various Xe(O" b). 
T °"i acts on preconditions a follows: Assume # = "-t, OO where t ~ 2 t* , 
/, l* < co, then 
( j ,m,  5), i# j ,  
(i) T°'i((j, m, 6)) = (], rn+l - t  ~,8~,, i~ i ,  m4-!>~/* 
nothing, i = ], rn 4. l < 1". 
(ii) Assume that Xe(O.a h) is mentioned in p, where 0 = (01 ..... On ) ~ ~h ; 
then define 0 - (01 .... ,0 n) as the sequence such that O, - O, i f  h, ~ t, 
t * . . ° ~ / 1 
and 0 /=0/  0 f fh /= t, (h = {h 1 .. . . .  hn}) .  (Notice that 0 depends ~n i, 
0 and e; and that 0 and 0' are unrelated.) Now define: 
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(iii) 
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T°'i((e, O, m, 8)) = (e, 0', m, 6), 
T°'i((e' 01'  11' 02 ' /2  )) = (e, 01, l 1, 02, 12). 
TO,i(p) = (T°, i(p') t p' ~ p }. 
§5 
5.04. Remark. Note that T °'i may remove some information ~':rom a 
condition. It is not yet clear that T(p) is a condition. This will soon 
be shown. 
5.1. We precede the main lemma by a few auxiliary lemmas, the proofs 
of which follow easily from the definition of  forcing by earlier elemen- 
tary lemmas. 
Lemma 5.11 expresses the fact that for any x,y  ~ K(a i) we can find 
t, I such that appendt(slashi(x)) = y. We will need the forcing variation 
of this fact, which is as follows: 
5.11. Lemma. (a) For 1" >i 1, 
0 I1-~ (t: l')o((t,l)O(ai)) = (t*,l*)O(ai), 
provided that l' = itl + ( l * -  l) and t' = t*. 
(b) I f  l* < L then 
P0 = {(L k, ~i)ll* < k<l ,  t'(k) = 8} 
' '  l PO [~ (t,l )O((t, )O(ai))= (t*,l*)O(ai) , 
provided that l' = Itl, It'l =lt*l + l - l *  and t' r It*l = t*. 
Proof*. (a) By Lemmas 2.812, 3.02 we may avoid the use of ~ a and 
relativization to N O when considering the forcing definition. For any 
p, and a ~ 5 rc we must show that if 
Ot 
5.111 p I1~ o ~ (t;l')o((t,l)O(ai)) and P '."a o E (t*,l*)O(ai) , 
then 
5.112 p 11-- a OE (t"t')o((t'l)O(ai)) iff p [I--" a O~ (t*';*)O(ai). 
Assume that the left side of (5.112) holds. Then 
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(Vr ~_ p) Oq  ~- r) (3 /< w) (33 < 2) 
[q I1"-= o = ([, ~) and either t'( i) = 6 or /> tt'l 
and p il- a "(/+l 'L  It'l, ~') ~ t'tO(ai). 
In the first case we are done, since t* = t'. In the second case, eRher 
(j +1 ' -  It't, 5) E t, o r j  +1' - It'l > Itl and ( i , j+ l ' -  It'l + 1-  Itl, 3) E q. 
The first case is impossible since t' ;~ I t l , />  It'l. In the second case, 
since Itl = 1' + 1 -  l* we get 
( i , / -  It'l +1", 6 )~ q ,  
and since t' = t* we get 
q It-= i/. [~)~ (t*'i*)O(at). 
Thus p tt--= o E (t*'t')O(ai). To see the other direction, assume that the 
right side of (5.112) holds; teen for all r ~ p, there is a q ~_ r such that, 
either q tl-= o E }*, in which case we are done since t' = t*; or for some 
6 < 2, lt*l < / < co, 
q 1~-= o = (], ~') (i,/+r.* - I t* l ,  6)E q.  
Since 1' = Itl + I * -  I and t' = t*, we get 
(i,]+l' + l - l t l  - t t ' l ,3 )~ q ; 
therefore q IP-¢, i], ~') ~ it', r)o((t,t)O(ai))" This implies qmt 
p I~  o E it', r) O((t, l)O(ai)) 
as required. 
(b) Re,~soning along the previous lines, ass~e Po c. p, o ~ 5 rc satisfy 
th~ left side of  (5.112); then 
(Vr ~_ p) (3q 2 r) (:~/< co) (.=16 < 2) [q [I-= o = ~], ~')1 . 
E i ther /< lt'l, in which case t'(/) = 6; or / ;~ It'l and 
q II--= i j+l  '~- It'l, 6)E (t, bO(at), 
In the first case we are done since t' ~ lt*l = t*. In the second case, we 
must have, (as in (a)), that 
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( i , ]+ l ' -  It'l + / -  Itt, 6)E  q. 
Substituting, l' = It] and It'l = [t*l + l -1"  we get (i ,]+l* - I t * l ,  6)~ q; 
hence o ~- ~Tc,a p I[-a o ~ Ct*'l*)O(a i) as required. To see the reverse direc- 
tion, assume p ~ P0, o ~ ~7 c ~ satisfy the right side of  (5.112). Then 
(Vr ~ p) (3q ~- r) (:l] < ~o) (g < 2) [q I~  o = i], [~] 
and either] < It*l, and t*(]) = ~, or]  :~ t* and (i,] +1" - i t * l ,  ~) ~ q. 
Observe that we have 1" < ]+l* - I t * l .  Now if 
1" < ] + l* - tt*l = k < l, 
then t'(k) = 6; hence 
t i / 
q I[-~ o ~ (t,l)O(,t,l)O(ai)), 
as required. Consider the case where k ~> 1. Since tt*[ = tt't +/*-- 1, we 
have 
( i , ]+ l - t t ' l ,  6) E q; 
and since l' = Itl implies ( i , ]+ l+ l ' - I t l  - It'l, 6)E q, we have 
' I p I["a 0 E ( t ; l )0( ( t ,  )O(ai)) ' 
as required. 
5.12. Corollary. For any p E P ,  i E w and O, 0 * ~_ P there exists some 
q 2__ p and O' E F such that 
q It- a O'(O(ai))= O*(ai) . 
5.13. Corollary. 0 I~, (t'l)O(ai) = tO(lO(ai)), i ~ ¢o, a < ~ (M)I 
5.14. l.emma. 0 I~ a (°'°)O(a i) = °O(a i) = a c 
Proof. Immediate from Definition 2.50. 
The following lemma concerning composition of  elements of  1" 
is proven in a manner very similar to Lemrea 5.11. 
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5.15. Lemrna. 
0 I~,~ (t2,tl)O ~ (tl, tl)O(ai ) = (t2.12)O((tt,tl)O(ai)) 
= (t2,11+12-1tll)~, 
i f l  2 ~ It l l; 
0 II~ a (t2'12)0 o ( t l , l t lO(ai )  = ( t2u( t l - t l l  l~,t!)O(al ) , 
i l l  2 < tt I 1, i ~ co. 
5.16. Definition. For 1 ~ co, t ~ 2 t, p(i, t) is the condition; 
{<i,/, tq)> I / ~ l ) = l:(i. t) ~ Po " 
5.17. Lemma.  Let  t E 2 t, 1~_ w,  and i E co, then 
(a) 0 l~-a tO(tO(ai!) = ai; 
(b) P(i, ~) I~-" a tO(tO(ai)) = ai; 
(c) 0 I~,~ t c_ tO(o) ' o ~ ~" . 
Proof. (a) and (b) follow from Lemmas 5.11, 5.14. (c) follows easily 
from the forcing definition. 
On certain occasions we will need the following lemma, which is a 
slight generalization o~" some of the previous ones which were proven 
for ai, but the exact same argument gives the lemma with any p ~ ~.c 
t~ 
instead of a i. 
5.171. Lemma. (a) 0 It- a (t't)O(O) "- tO(tO(o)); 
(b) l f  t ~ 2 t, then 0 I~-a 10(tO(o)) = O. 
We omit the proofs which can also be easily obtained irectly from 
the forcing definition relying on the usual lemnms; or by seeing that 
the above statements must  be true in every model. 
5.18. Lemma. 0 I~-~ K(a i) = K(O(ai)), i E w ,  0 ~ P. 
Proof. It must be shown that for all p, o such that 
p 11~ o ~ K(a i ) ,  p I1 a o ~ K(O(ai)),  
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we have 
pit-  a o ~ K(a i) iff p l f -  aoEK(0(a i ) ) .  
Assume that p, o satisfy the left side of the bi-irnplication above. Then 
(Vr 3 p) (3q ~ r) (30' e P) [q tb-~ o = 0'(ai)l . 
By Lemma 5.12, for some 0" ~ P, and q' ~- q, 
q' I~  O'(a i) = O"(O(ai)). 
Therefore q' It--,~ o = O"(O(ai)); hence p It--, o ~ K(O(ai)). To see the 
reverse implication, assume p lt--~, o ~ K(O(ai)). Then 
(Vr 3__ p) (3q -~ r) (30' ~ F) [q I~a o = O'(O(ai))l. 
By Lemma 5.10, there is a q' ~ q, and 0* ~ P such that 
q' I~  O'(O(ai)) = O*(ai); 
hence p 1~ tr E K(ai). 
5,2. The next lemma shows that any operation T °'i, 0 = (t'l)o, can be 
essentially viewed as a composition of operations namely 
T °,i = T l,i o T t,i , 
(note the ~rder). 
5.20. Lemma. (a) For any ~ ~ 5r , 0 I~  T°'i(~P) ~ Tl'i(Tt'i(~o)), 
0 =(t ' l )o,  t~- 2/* 
(b) For any p ~ P ,  
T°,i(p) = Tt.i(Tt, i(p)) u ( (i, j+ l -  l :, ~J) I (i, j, 6 ) E p, l* > / ~ l * -  l }. 
Proof. (a) follows from Lemmas 5.13, 2.812, and (b) is immediate 
from the definition. 
The foilowing lemma follows directly from Def'mitions 5.00, 5.03 
and 5.01. 
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5.21. Lemma. Assurne t ~ 2/; then Tt'i(Tl'i(p)) =p, and if  
then 
p n {i} × l X 2 ~ p(i, t), 
Tt, i(Tt, i(p)) u p(i, t) ~- p. 
Proof. The part concerned with the coordinate infol~ation on a i is 
immediate from Definition 5.03(b)(i). Some simple computations, which 
we omit, show that for an element of the form (e, O, k, 5 ), 
Tt'i(Tl'i((e, O, k. ~>))= Tl, i(Tt, i((e. O, k, ¢5>)) 
(see Definition 5.C0). Similarly for an element of the form (e, 01, ll, 02, 12). 
5.22. Definition. Assume 0 = tt,'JO; then T e'l is said to be consistent 
with a condition p if p u p(L t) is a condition. This is denoted by 
Con(T °'i, p). 
5.3. Let ct'r~o ~ F; then, since for any formula term or condi,:ion x, 
Ta'i(x) can essentially be effec~ed by the sequence of operations, 
Tl'i(Tt'i(x), it suffices to formulate the transformation lemma, for each 
of these two types of operations separately. 
5.30. l.emma. Assume p ~ P ,  1 < co, t ~ 2 t and ~¢ ~ ~rc . then 
(a) Tl'i(p) is a condition. 
(b) I f  T t'i is consistent with p, then Tt'ifp) is a condition. 
(c) p I1-~ ~ i f f  Tt'i(p) It- a Tt'i(~p). 
(d) p I[--a ~ implies Tt'i(p) I~-~ Tt'i(~). 
(e) I f  T t'i is consistent with p, and Tt'i(p) I~ a Tt'i(~o), then 
p u p(i, t) I~  ~. 
Proof. This lemma is proved by double induction, on a and rnka(~0). 
It is first shown that the T(p) e.re conditions. 
= 0. In this case T°, iv )  is ~,~vays a condition. 
a>#>~0.  
(a) Clearly ~ ) 0  = le,i([7~) ~ p, by the induction hypothesis. 
Let e = (h, g, s) be a ~ + l-inde~, where ~ = b and s = s~. We will show 
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that p satisfies the requirements of a condition concerning the informa- 
tion on Xe in p. This is done by making a systematic check of the require- 
ments listed in Definition 2.50. 
(b) Since p satisfies (b), the only way in which T°'i(p) may violate (b) 
is if(e. O, k, O),(e, 0", k, ~)~ p, with 0/=0~ for/¢= i andOi~ 0", but 
o; o 0 = 0* o o. By 2.50(d)  
p~ I1~ Hot~'5) = Ho(O*'b) . 
If p a I~-~ H o (0" b)4= H o (0 *. b), then by the induction hypothesis 
T°'t(p :j) II--O H o(O" b) :/: H o(O*" b) ~ 
(see Definition 5.03(b)(ii)). 1his means in particular that we cannot 
have O' = 0" :  hence we must have 0 i o 0 ~ 0* o 0 in contradiction to 
our assumption. If 
~a 11_ 8 Ho(-O.g ) = Ho(ff . .g) , 
then by 2.50(d)(2), (e, if, 0, 0", 0) E p. Hence by 2.50(c)( 1 ), 
(e, tY, k, 0> ~ p implies (e, 0", k, 0> ~ p; which is impossible, since we 
are assuming (e, 0", k, 1) ~ p. Therefore 2.50(b) is satisfied by T(p). 
(c)(1). Assume 
(e, 01 ', l l ,  ~2 ,, 12) E T° ' i (p ) ,  
(e, 0" ,  l I + k, 6 ) E T o, i (p) , 
where 0"  =0 l'. Then(e, 01 , 11 , 02, ll>,(e, 0", 11 +k, 6)Ep  1(0" =~1, 
then by (c)(1), (e, ~2, 12+k ' 8)E p; hence (e, 02', 12+k, 6>E T°'i(p) as 
required. If 0* ~s ~1, (i.e. O~ = O] for / 4= i, but 0* :~ 0: ), and 0~  o 0j= 
0) o 0, we consider 
~'~ IIt~ Ho(ff"b) = Ho(O*.b ) . 
If ~ I~-~ H~,(61" b )~ Ho (ff*.b), then by the induction hypothesis, 
T°'i(P t~) tt--a //o (01 "b)  4=/-/ (O*'. b). 
Hence we must have ~1,4= ~.,, in contradiction to our assumption. 
If~ ~ ll--a H:(01 -b) = Ho(0*'b), then by (d)(2), (e, 0', 0, 0 ' ,  0) ~ p. 
Hence by (c)(3) and (c)(4), (e, 0", I l , 0 ~, 12 > ~ p, (see remark at end 
of 2.50(d)(2). Therefore, by (c)(1), (e, 07, 12+k, 6) ~ p which gives 
(e, 0 2 ', 12 + k, ,~ ) ~ T° ' i (p) ,  as required. 
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(c)(2). Assume (e, ~ ', 1 1, ~t2', t~}, <e, ~ ', m 1 , ~22', m2) E T°,i(p), 
e - l  J - - l ,  -2 , - -2 ,  -~ - -1  - 0-2 -~-2 • wh re0! -0  2 and0 1 -0  2 . I f0  1 -0~ and0~ -02 , thensmce 
(e, O 1 , ll', 022,12), (e, 0~ :, m I , ~22, m2) ~ P we get by (c)(2) that 
I l -12 = m x - rn 2 as required. If~] ~ 0[ or O~ ~ 0~, we reason as before, 
consi~dering/~ # l[~ Ho(~['b)- Ho(O~ "b)-and ~'# ti#/to(~t "b) = Ho(~2.r~). 
I fp forces any of the inequalities, ~ve can show as before using the induc- 
tion hypothesis, that a contradiction is reached. Thus assume i5 a forces a
both equalities. Then by (d)(2), l I = l 2 and m 1 = m2, yielding the de- 
sired result. 
(c)(3). Assume (e, ~1 ,, ll ' 0-z,, 12), (~ ,  m2 ' ~3 ,, rn3) E T°,i(p), where 
b 2' -- 0" ,  If~* = 0=', the result t~,qows hnmediateiy from the fact that 
p satisfies (c)(3). lfO* ~ ~2 we u~ the fact that/3# 1t a Ho(O*.b) = 
Ho(~,  b). I f~ # forces# the inequality, we get by the induction h~po 
thesis that T°'i([~ ct) I~- a Ho(~*'.5) - Ho(O 2 ' .b); hence in particular we 
must have ~'*' ~ if2,, contradicting our hypothesis. I f~ a forces the 
equali~, then (e, 0"*, 0, ffz, 0> ~ p. Hence by the remarks following 
2.50(d)(2), we have (e, ~ ,  1~, 02,/2> ~ p. Since also (e, ~z, m2, ~3, m3> ~ p, 
we get by (c)(3) that for some k ~ rain(/2, m2), 
(e, 0 "1 , / l+m2-k ,  ~3, m~ + l 2 _ k )~ p .  
Therefore 
(e, ~l ,, ii +m 2 _ k, ~3,  m3+l  2 _ k)  ~ p.  
Hence 
(e, ~1 ,, l| +m 2 - k, ~3,, m3+/2 _ k) ~ T°,i(p), 
as required. 
(c)(4). (e, 0'1, 11 , ff;,_l 2 ) ~ T°'i(p) implies that <e, ~, l1 , if2' 12 ) E p 
implies tl',at (e, 0~, ~,  0~, l~)~ p, hence 
(e, 0 2, 12, 01 , 11)~ T°,i(p), 
as required. 
(d). if Xe(g'~ "b), Xe(g~'b) are mentioned by T°'~(p), then Xe(ff~ .g), 
Xe(O2"b) are mentioned by p, and 
p#' Ii# Ho(O i "b) = Ho(O 2 "b). 
Therefore by the induction hypothesis 
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- ,  - t  0 i - Assume (e, 0 t , l l ,  02,12 ) ~ T ' (p), then (e, 0 t, I t , 02, 12)~ P; and: 
(d)(1). If T°,i(~ o) t[--~ Ho(O' l .5):k Ho(O'2.b), then 
Hence either l I ¢ l 2 or 11 = 12 and for some / < l I , 8 < 2, (e, 0.~,/, 8 > ~ p 
and <e, 02'/, 1 -/~> ~ p; therefore, either 11 @ 12 or for some/-:: l~, 
8< 2, (e, Oj, l, 8>,(e, 02,1, 1-8>~ T ' (p) as reqmred. 
(d)(2). T °' i (~) f)_ Ho (~7, t .b) = H o (0-' 2• b) implies that 
p~ I[-- 3 go(o I "b) = Ho(0 2 "b), 
hence 11 = 12 and (e, 01,0, 0" 2 , 0> ~ p; thus also (e, 0"'I" O, 0'2,0> ~ T°'i(p). 
(d)(3) If ×e(0" "b), and ×e(0'2 "b)are mentioned by T°'i(p), then 
• l -- 
~(01 "b) and Xe(02 "b) are mentioned bye#; hence (e, 01 . i I , 02, 12> ~ p 
for some l1 , 12 < ¢o; thus (e, O~, 11 , 0[, 12 ) ~ T(,b #) as required. 
(e). Assume e = (h, g, s~o), and that × (0".b) is mentioned in T°'J(p). 
It must be shown that T°'i(~ #) - ~ forces tlo(~'.~) to be nearly 
(-l)~definable#, if I ~ g; and not nearly (-l)-definable~, if 1 E h -g .  
Assume l ~ g. Since Xe(0.b) is me, ntioned in p, there is a formula 
~u I , ..., u m, v) ~ ~ without generic real constants and some h* = 
• . . )  , ,-- C (h~, h*  } such that l ~ h*, and a constant erm p ._ 5r e, such that, 
s .~ ~ 1~-~ (~!v) (~(~,,v))  ^ ~(~,,  ~) ^  )pl < ~o 
^ o ~ ~ ~ ~(o '5 )  s o. 
By the induction hypothesis, 
T(p O) I~-~ (3!v) (~T(~h,), v)) 
^ ¢~(T(~h,), T(p)) ^ IT(p)[ < ~0 
^ T(O) ~ T(Ho) ^ T(Ho(~.~) ~ T(O) 
Denote the formula ~o(T(~h, ), v) by ~'(d#,, v), and T(p) by p': then 
since T°'~(Ho(0".b)) = Ho(O'-b) and T°"(Ho) = Ho (see, Remark 2.31), 
we get 
T(~) I~ (~!o) (#(a~,, v)) ^  ~o'(ah,, p') ^ IP'I < ~0 
^ ~'~ Ho ^ Ho(~'.~) e ~', 
i.e. T(~ ~) forces~ Ho(O'. b) to be (-l)-definable~ as required. The other 
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case is slightly more involved. Assume 1 E h -g  and that for some 
~(~m v) ~- if3 without generic real constants, and ah* such that l q~ h*, 
c and some extension q of T(~o), and some term p ~ 9"~, 
(5.32) qlt-O(a[V)(~O(~h,,O))^~O(~h,,O)^ lD l<~ 0 
^ p ~_ H o ^ Ho(ff'. 5) ~ p. 
Assume first that T = T t'i. Choose t ~ 2 t such that T t,i is consistent 
with q. Then by Lemma 5.21, 
b~ = Tt, i(TLi~o)) ; 
hence 
r r i ( r t i (q ) )  ~ ~ . 
Denoting the statement forced in (5.32) by ~, we have by the induc- 
tion hypothesis that fi~ 9 Tt'i(q) I1-~ Tt'i(g~). If T l,i does not operate 
on 5 = ~h we have obviously arrived at a contradiction. If T t'i operates 
on ~h, assume i = h k = b k . Then 
Tt'i(O '. b) = Tt'i(Tt'i(O • b) 
=01(bt )  ' Ok_l(bk_l),O£. ! 0 t ( • .., ~ o O(bk/  
Ok+l(bk+ 1) ... On(b n ) ; 
hence 
Tt'i(Tt'i(Ho(O • b))) = H (O 1 (b 1) ... Ok_ 1 (bk_l), 
0 k (to(tO(bk))), ..., O n (bn)). 
By Lemma 5.17, 0 t~ tO(tO(bk)) = b k ; hence by the lemma on substi- 
tution of  equals 
0 II-~ Ho(O" b) = Tt'i(Tt'iHo(O • 5)) .  
Thus from Tt'i(~) we get, 
~a c Tt, i(q) it-- a (3! o) (~o(.Tri(ah.), o)) ^  ~o(Tri(~h . ), Tt'i(p)) 
A zt' i (p ) C-C-_ H a 
^ I Tt'i(p)l < ~0 
^ Ho(~. ~) ~ rt, i (p) .  
This is a contradictioL. Assume T = T t'i, t E 2t. where T t'i is consistent 
with p. By Lemma 5.21, Tti(Tt' i(p)) k) p(i, t) -) p. By the induction 
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hypothesis T1"i(q) I~ a Tl'i(~). I f  T t'i does not act on 5 we ob Hously have 
a conkTadiction. Thus assume i = h k ; in which case, 
Tl'i(o '. b) = Tt, i(Tt, i(b ". b)) 
=01(b l )  . . . . .  Ok .t(bk_l ), Ok O t O o lO(bk ) .. . .  , O n(bn). 
By Lemrna 5.17, p(i, t) I~  tO(lO(bk) = bk), thus by substitution of 
equals, 
w 
p(i, t)I[- a ~ (0. b) 
= Ho(O 1 (b 1) .... , Ok_l(bk_~), O~(tO(iO(bk))), ..., On(bn)). 
Denoting T l ' i (~h , ,  v) by ¢'(ah*' v), and T(p) = p' we get 
p c Tl, i(q) o p(i, t) [I--a (3 v v) (~ ( h*, v)) 
^ ~o'(a-h., #') A #' ~ H~ ^  H o (0"/~) E p'  ^  I p'l < ~0 " 
This contradicts the fact that Tl'i(q) u p(i, t) is a condition mentioning 
Xe(O. b), (Tl'i(q) is a condition by the induction hypothesis). Therefore 
it has been shown that Tt'i(p) and Tl'i(p) are conditions, p E Pa" 
We now prove (c), (d) and (e) of Lemma 5.30 fore ,  by induction on 
rnka(¢), assuming the lemma true for ~ < ~. We check the cases of the 
forcing definition for T t'i, T td separately, in one direction only, the 
other direction will be shown to follow easily from the former. Although 
we show most cases, the only cases of any interest here are those of 
negation o ~ a k , o ~ Xe ,  o ~ 10 . 
We first make the following provision. 
5.33. If T = T t'i and r 3- T(p), let r~ = Tt'i(r) ~ p for some choice of  
t~  2 t. 
If T = T t'i, t E 21 and r ~ Tt'i(p), let r~ = Tl'i(r). Hence by Lemma 
5.21,r* w p(i, t) 3 p. 
5.331. Note that i fq  ~ r*, then T(q) o r is a cor21ition. Because if 
T = T t'i, then 
T(r*) = Tt' i(TLi(r))= r ;  
thus T(q) 3- r; and if T = T l'i, then Tl'i(q) does not contain infcrmation 
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on coordinates] < ! ofai,  and since 
r= T(r*) u rl" {i} × IX 2 
with T(r*) C T(q), T(q) u r is a condition. 
(a) Assume p It-,~ o• ,~ and 
(i) 
r ~ Tl'i(p):- T(p).  
Let q ~ r* D p and s' ~=-. be such that q 11--= o & ~'; then by the reduc- 
tion hypothesis, T(q) i}--a T(o) ~ ~'; and since by 5.331 T(p) ~ r 
T(q) u r, it follows that for an ~rbitrary extension r of T(p) there is 
one extension T(q) u r of r, and an s' such that 
T(q) u r I~, T(a) .~ ~', 
hence by the forcing clefinitic-n T(p) It-- a T(o ~ ~) is required. 
(ii) For any r ~ Tt'i(p) = T(p), let 
q ~ r* u p(L t )~ p, s '~  s 
be such that q It--= a ..'~ ~'. Then by the induction hypothesis, 
T(q) I~-~ T(a) ~ ~'; aad since T(p) c r c__ T(q), it follows as above that 
(b) Assume p t[--a o ~ a k and 
(i) 
r ~ Tl'i(p)= T(p).  
Let q ~ r* ~_ p and ] < w, 8 < 2 be such that q It--~ o ~ ((], 6")) Ovo) 
and 0~, ], 5) E q. If i ~: k, we have by the induction hypothesis 
T(q) I~" T(o) ~, ((], 8[)Ovo), (k,], 5>E T(q), 
and since T(p) c r T(q) U r we get as above that 
Tt'i(p) l~- a Tt'i(a) ~ a k • 
If k = i, then (k, ] +/, 8 )~ T(q); hence by case (c) of the forcing defini- 
tion T(q) It-- a T(a) ~ ~0(ak); whence T(q) t~- a T(a ~ ak). Since 
T(q) u r ~ r ~- T(p), we have T(p) 11-- a T(a ~ ak). 
(ii) For any r ~ Tt'i(p) letq ~ r* u p(i, t) ~ p and]< co, 5 < 2 
be such thatq 1t-- a o~ ((/. 8)) (~vo) and (k,j, ~>~ q. 
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The case i :~ k is immediate, as seen above, hence consider the case 
where k = i. I f ]>  l, then (k, ] - l ,  ~)E T(q), and by the forcing defini- 
tion 
T(p) c.q r c T(#) I[-¢~ T(o) 6 tO(a k) : 
therefore T(p) Ib a T(o e ak). I f] < t, then, since we are assuming that 
T t'i is consistent with p, (L 8 > e t; thus by the forcing definition 
T(q) I~,, T(o) e tO(ak), which implies that T(p) II--a T(o e ok). 
(c) Assume p Ib,~ o e (t; t')O(r) and that for k < 60, ~ < 2, 
p ~ p(i, t) U r~ C__ q I1-~ o ~- (('/~, ~)) (NO) , 
where either t(k) =/i, or k > m, and for] = k-m +1, q I~- a ((], ~)(:¢o) E r. 
Then by the induction hypothesis, 
T(q) I~ a T(o) ~ (ik, ~[)Wo), T(q) I~-~ (i/, 6i (No) e 7~r), 
respectively. This implies that T(p) I~-,~ T(o) e tt;r)O(TO')), i.e. 
T(p) I~ a T(o e (t;r)o(r)). 
(d) Assume p II-- a o e K(r) and that for p ~ p(i, t) u r~ ~ q, 0 e P, 
q t}--a o ~ 0(r). By the induction hypothesis T(q) I[",~ 1"(o) ~ 0(T(r)). 
By previous arguments and the forcing definition, this implies that 
T(p) I~- a T(o) 6 KfT(o)) , 
i.e. "r(p)117-,, T(o e K(r)). 
(e) Assume p II--a o e Xe and tha:, for some k < 60, 5 < 2, and q 
p C_q r~ U p(i, t) c_q q I~-~ o & (((O'ffh), (k, ~'>'))(Nc) , 
and (e 0, k, 8> ~ q, where h is the first component ofe.  Then by the 
induction hypothesis, 
T(q) I1-- a T(o) ~, (((/~'.ffh), (it, ~)) (N0) , 
and (e, 0', k, ~ ) E q, where 0' = 0 if T does not act on any elemei:ts of 
the sequence ah ; and 0"ah = T(O"ah ) otherwise (see also Definition 
5.03). Thus T(q) It-~ T(o) e Xe, and by previous arguments this implies 
that T(p)II-a T(o 6 ×e ). 
(f) As mme p ll--a o e I 0 , and that for some q ~ r u p(i, t) D__ p, / < co, 
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Applying the induction hypothesis we get 
" N , T(q) I1"~, T(o) ~. ( (L K(O(a/)))) t o) (T = T°'i) . 
By Lemma 5.18, 0 I}-',, K(a/) = K(O(al)); hence by substitution of equals 
(Lemma 2.812), 
T(a) I~,, T(o) .~ (~]. K(a,)'>) tu'~ " 
therefore T(q) ll-~ T(o) ~ I o; thus T(p) ll-a T(a ~ Io). If 
the result follows immediately ;tom the induction hypothesis and 
previous arguments. -' 
(g) Assume p I~a N.r(o) and that for some q ~ r* t.J p(i, t) ~- p, r 
with 
stg,(r) ~ r, ord~(r) ~ orda(o), q II--~ o ~ ~. 
Applying the induction hypothesis, we get T(q) It-- a T(o) ~. T(r). Since 
7' does not alter the rank, stage a or order of a term (see Def'mtions 
2.21(f), 2.6103), T(~.,) It--~,N~(T(o)); this implies that T(p) II-~ T(N.~(o)). 
(h), (i) are trivial cases. 
(j) This case demands a little care. Assume that p II--~ "-I~o. 
(i) Let T = T t'~. If T l'i I~c~ "] Tt'i(~o), then there is a q ~ Tt'i(p) such 
that q It--~ Tl'i(~o). Let t ~ 2 t be such that T t'i is consistent with q. By 
the induction hypothesis, 
Tt, i (Tt i (p) )  C. Tt, i(q) Ib- Tt'i(Tt'i(~o)) . 
But 
Tt, i(Tl, i(p)) = p, Tt'i(Tl'i(~o(ai)) = ~to(tO(ai))), 
and by Lemma 5.17 0 it- a lo(tO(ai)) = ai; thus we get by substitution 
of equals, p c Tt, i(q) 11-.- a ~o, which is a contradiction. 
(ii) Assume that T t'i is consistent with p and that 
Tt'i(P) I~, Tt'i(~o) . 
Then there is a q ~- Tt'i(p) such that q II--~ Tt'i(~o). Assume t ~ 2t; then 
by the induction hypothesis, 
Tt, f(Tt, i(p)) c Tt, i(q) 1~ Tti(~p(ai))) ; 
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hence Tt'i(q) It-- a ¢(tO(tO(ai)). Tl'::(q) does not contain information of 
the type <L L ~l > for 0 < / < 1; therefore 
~1 = p(i, t) t.; Tt, i(q) 
is a condition. Moreover, since T t'i is consi~ter~t with p, p ~ p(i, t) t) 
Tl't(q) = ~/; and by Lemma 5.17, ?/t~a tO(tO(a~)) = ai; ther~fore 
p c_ ~t If-- a ~o(ai). This is a contradiction. 
(k) Assume p 11-,, (Vto) (~v)) and that T(p)IbL,, T((V~v) (¢(v))). 
Then for some a with 
rnk(a) < g, orda(a) < ord~.(Vtv, (Vtv) (T(~o))), 
a~ad q D_ T(p), q [b~ "3 T(¢) (a). If T = T l'j, let T t'i be consistent with q, 
t~a 2 I; then by case 0) just shown, 
p C_C_ Ttj(q) I[- -1Tt'i(Tl'i(~P)) (a), 
i.~., 
p c_ Tt, i(q) I~= "qC(10(tO(ai)), Tr'l(a)). 
By Lemma 5.17, 
Tt'i(q) I~-~ "q~o(a i, Tt'i(o)) ; 
and since the rank, stage s and order,, of a term are not altered by an 
operation, we have obtained a contradiction. Similarly if T = 1" t'i. 
(1) Assurhe p 1~ a ~ r where r is an abstraction term, 
r = Otto) (¢(v)), rnk(o) < ~, ord~o) < ordc,(r). 
Then p It-,. ~(a), and by the induction hypothesis, T(p) I~ a T(~a(o)); 
i.e. T(p) If-- a ~o*(T(a)), where T(r) = ()l~v) (~0"). Since the rank, stage 
and order of terms are not altered by an op~.ration, we get 
T(p) lf-~ 7"(0)E T(r), 
as required. 
(m) This case follows directly from the induction hypothesis using 
the fact that the orders of terms are not altered by operations. 
We have so far shown that p II--~ ~ implies Tl'i(p) It-- 4 Tti(¢); and 
that if T t,i is consistent with p, then TtJ(p) 1~ a Tt, i(~o). It must be 
shown vhat Tt, qp) If-, Tl'i(~) impliesp i~-~ ~0, and TtJ(p) If- 4 Tt.i(~) 
implies p u p(i, t) I~-c, ~, provided that T t,~ is consistent with p. This 
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follows easily from what we have previously shown, For assume 
(i) ;/.ti(p) i1__ a Ttl(~o). For all t E 2 t we have T t,i consistent with 
Ti'i(p), ~nce for any bit of information (~LS) ~ TO(p), we have i~  1; 
therefore by the direction of implication already shown, we get 
p = Tt, t(Ti,i(p))II.- a Tt'i(Tti(¢)) ; 
therefore 
P It- a ~to(tOfai)) ; 
hence p I1- a ~o. 
(ii) If Tr'i(p) I1--~ Tt'i(~o), and T t'~ is consistent with p, t ~ 2 l, then by 
applying T t'i, we get from wl,~t has already been proven that 
Tt, t(T t i(p)) it_ a Tt, i(Tt, i(~o)) ,
therefore 
p ~ Tt'i(Tt'l(p))I~,~ ~(tO(tO(ai)) ; 
aad since T t't is consictent with p, p u p(L t) is a condition, hence by 
l.emma 5.17, 
p u p(i, t) I~- a ~o(ai), 
as requi.~:,t. 
For global formulas the lemma is proven by induction on length in 
a manner similar to the corresponding local cases. 
5.34. Lemma. Assume p ~ Pa, (t'l)O ~ p' t ~ 2 t* and ~o ~ ~c then i f  
T e'~ is consistent with p, 
(a) T°'i(p) is a condition; 
(b) p Ib~ ~o implies T°'i(p) I[-~ T°'i(~0); 
(c) T°'i(p) i["~ T°'if~P) implies p u p(i, t) i~_ ~o. 
Pr~,~f. (a) Since T t'i is consistent with p, Tt'i(p) is a condition; hence 
also T~i(Tt'i(p)). Again by the consistency of T t'i with p we have that 
q = Ti, i(Tt, i(p)) o {~i,]+l- l* ,5)  I (i,L 6 )~ p, 
1" > ]~. 1" - I}  
is a condition. By Lerama 5.20, q = T°'i(p). 
(b) By (5.3) p II-~ 'p implies Tt'i(p) I[--~ Tt'i(~o), therefore 
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Hence 
Tl'i(Tt'i(p)) I[-~ Tt'i(Tt'i(~o)). 
Tl, i(Tt, t(p)) c_C_ TO,i(p) it- a Tl, i(Tt, i(~o)) 
and by Lemma 5.2(a) we finally get TO'i(p~ '~- T#,i(~o). 
(c) I fp  t~ p(i, t) I~ a ~o, then by Corollary 2.79 there exists an 
r D_ p u p(i, t) such that r It-- a -]~o. Since r is consistent with T t'i, we 
have by Lelvma 5.3 that 
Tt, i(r) I~- a 7Tt ,  i(~) ; 
hence also 
TI, i(Tt, i(p)) c_C_ TI, i(Tt, i(r)) [~-a -1Tl'i(Tt'i(~p)) ; 
i.e., 
Tl'i(Tt'i(r)) I~-~ -1 T°'i(¢) . 
Since T t'i is consistent with r ~ p U p(i, t) it follows that, 
q = Tl'i(Tt'i(r)) u {<i,]+l- l*,  ~>1 <i,], ~)E p(i, t), 
• is a condition. Thus 
l *>  j~  1"-1} 
TO,i(p) C_ q = TO,i(r) It--a -1T°'i(~¢) . 
Therefore T°' i (p)  I~a T°'i(~') in contradiction to our assumption. 
5.341. Definition. (a) I f i  k ~ ,, 1 ,~ k, l<  n, k :~ 1, and x is either a 
condition or an expression of ~?c,(x ~ ~ u 5r ), then 
T°'/'(x) = T Oj'il (T  02'i2 ( ... (T  On'in (x))  .,. ) .  
The operation F °'i is also denoted 74,h where h = { i I ..... i n }. 
(b) If t k ~ 2~k, Ik ~ W, l < k ~ n, then denote 
m 
p(i ,  t )  = V p ( i  k, tk), i k --/= i1, k --/= L 
l<k~n 
(c) We say that T °'i is consistent with p if T °k'ik is consistent with 
p, for all 1< k< n. 
5.342. Remark. We limit ourselves to iterations of this form, since if 
i~  ], T °S, T °',i commute; and i f i  =], then for0*  = 0' o 0, T °',i is 
essentially the 'same as T °'i  o To, i 
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The transformation lemma is easily generalized by induction to: 
5.35. General Transformation Lemma. For any p ~ P and sentence 
~ if:c and T #'~ such that T ~ is consistent with p, we have: 
(a) ~Tgi-(p) is a condition o f  P~; 
(b) p I~ ~0 implies T°~/'(p)II- ~ Ti~'~(~0); 
- -¢g  - , - -  ~t  ___  
(c) T#'i(p) 1~ Ta't(~o) implies p u p(i, t) I~  ~o. 
5.4. We are now in a position to give a rigorous justification of the fact 
that if2 E K(~ h ) satisfies p(~h), andp I}--a ~o(~h), then N= ~ ¢[x]. This 
is intuitively clear, because the" x t are also generic; hence we may inter- 
pret the ah i as x i instead ofahi while retainir, g the interpretation OfXe 
as X e and 1~ as I~. This ~s a generic ~nterpretation yielding the same 
model; and since p I~= ~o means that ~o is true in every model N '  = N o 
realizing ~ such that p E Q, we must have N= = N~ ~ ¢[x ]. 
5.40. Definition, l fp is a condition, we denote p = P(ah), where ah are 
the following constants: 
(i) if for some L 6~ <i, ], 6) E p, then i ~ h; 
(ii) if (e, 0, k, ~) ~ p or (e, 01' 12,02, 12) E p and h* is the first com- 
ponent ore, then h* c_c_ h. 
In general, these will be the only constants occurring in ah, in which 
~ase we say that p mentions t/,~ ; but for notational convenience we may 
allow ah ~o include constant~ not mentioned inp. 
5.41. Definition. (a) 2 ~ K(~ h) is said to satisfy p(~h) iff 
(i) <h i, L ~ ) E p implies Xhi(]) = 5 ; 
(ii) if (e, 0-, L 8)E p, and h* is the first component c.fe, and  
$* = $ [ h, then 
0.Z~ dom(Xe), Xe(0"£*)(/) = 
(see Definition 4.50); 
(iii) if(e, 0" I, 11 , 0-2, 12> e p, then 0-x*, 02 "~'* E dom(Xe) , and 
il 0 (ze( i l  = i2 0(xe(o2 • 
(b) l f c (a  h ) is a sentence of ~a'  and £ = 0.ah, we say x satisfies ~o 
(in Na) if N a ~ ¢(0-.ah) We also allow this notation if ah includes all 
genehc real constants in ~o. 
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I f~ satisfies p(9) inA~, we wr i teN ~ p[.~] (N,, t= ¢[£1). 
(c) :~ ~ K(a h) is said to ~-satisfy p(ffh) in Na if for some ~ ~ K($h), 
yt  hnh*=£t  hnh  *, /V ~p[y] .  
It follows easily from the definitions that: 
5.42. 1.emma. l f  ~ = 0 .~ satisfies p (~ ) = p, then T ~ is consL¢tem 
with p, and ah satisfies T~h(p). 
Proof. To verify that T ~'h is consistent with p, assume (h i, L 6)  E p; 
then (ti'li) Oi(ah i) (])  = ~ by assumption; and if]  < Itit = 1", we have 
ti(]) = 6, which is what wasto be shown. Thus T ~h (p) is a condition. 
To show that ffh satis~'ies T °'h (p), assume first that (h i, L ~ ) E p and 
/ >>- 1" - li; then 
(hi,J+1 i -  1~*, 5> E T(p), 
Ifahi(] ÷ l i -1")  = 1 -5 ,  then it follows from the forcing definition that 
o (ah) ( /+t , -  l?  -- + l * )  = l - 
i.e., 
Oi(ahi) (]) = 1 -- a ,  
which is a contradiction. If] < l* - I i, then for no e is (h i, / + 1(- l*, e) 
in T~h(p); hence there is nothing to prove. If (e, 0", L 6) ~ p, then 
<e, 0",/', ~)~ T°(p) (see Definition 5.03). Now, 6 .~ satisfies p, hence 
Xe(0*" 0"$h) (/) = 5; but 
o , .e .z  h = -- h ,  
thus Xe(0*'.$h) (]) = ~, i.e., ah satisfies (e, 0" ,  L 5> as was to be shown. 
Similarly for (e, 0", l*, 0"*, 1"*> E p. Therefore ah satisfies T52'(p). 
5.43. Symmetry Lemma. IfP(~h)It-- a ~ffh ), where ah are a11generic 
real constants occurring in p or ~o, and x ~ K(a h) satisfies p in N ,  then 
N ~ ¢[x]. 
Proof. Let ~ = 0 .~.  Then by Lemma 5.42, T ~h is consistent with p, 
and ah sat~sfie, s T ~'n (p). Therefore T~'h(p)~ Q.  By Lemma 3.35, 
T~'h(p) II-- T#'h(~), thusN ~ T~'h(~o). But T#'ti'(¢) is none other than 
~ff'ffh), i.e., N ~ ¢[~] ; as required. 
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The preceding lemma can also be given the following form: 
5.44. Symmetry Lemma. Ifp(ffh, ) II--~ ~o(ff h), where fib* are all generic 
real constants mentioned in p. and ffh are all generic real constants 
then tioned in ~o, and x ci K($ h) 3 -satislies p in N~, then N~ ~ ~p[x ]. 
Proof. Let h' = h u h*, and let y ~ K($h,) be such that )7 t h = x and 
satisfies p in N ,  (such a ~ exists by assumption). The result now fol- 
lows by Lemma 5.43. 
This lemma has a kind of conver~e, namely: 
5.45. Lemma. I f  ~o(~,) Ei 5rca, ~ e K(~h) are such that N~ ~ ~p[xl, then 
fi)r some P(ah, ) E P ~ we have p I~-~ ~o and x 3-satisfies p in ~ N a . 
Proof. Let ~ = O'ah" Then for some q(ah, ) ~ Q, q It--,, ~o(~"ah), (note 
that q E Q iff q is satisfied by ah, ). Let 0, = t io. l io, where length t, = l~. 
t *  l *  • . . . .  s 
Let t* = ahi ~ I i, and set O* = iO. i0; whence O*.O.a h = a h . Since 
t* = ah, t l i, and ~, 3-satisfies q, T t*'h is consistent with q; hence 
'4"*,h '?*,h _,x :_ "-' 1 (T (q ,  t~ ~t condition p, and 
TT*'h ( T~*'h (q)) = P Iba TF* h ( T't'*'h (9(O'ffh)) " 
Then T ~'h is consistent with p and 
T ~,h (p) IF- a ~O.O*.O.ffh). 
Now OfO~.Oi(ahi ) can  be represented a.~ 
I * * tiO" riO. tiO" li !~" tiO° iiO(a~ ) 
(by Lemma 5.171 ). Consider the grouping marked above; then again 
by Lemma 5.171, 
0 ]~-ol lio'ti*O = °O A 1~0 = °O . 
Therefore we g~t 
0 I~-cx A i Oi'O*'Oi(ahi) = Oi(ahi ) = tio(liO(ahi)), 
t~,om which it follows that 
r 'h 
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By Lemma 3.35, p(F, t-) u p I1-- a ~(ah)" To see that O'ah B-satisfies 
p(F, t-) u p, first observe that 0"~h obviously satisfies p(i~'t'). To see that 
it 3-satisfies p, consider 
TG, h(p) = T~,h (TF*,h (T~* h(q))) ~ q, 
Thus, since ah 3-satisfies q, we get 0 'ah ~l-satisfiesp; as required, 
Combining Lemmas 5.44 and 5.45 we have: 
5.46. Generic Symmetry Lemma. For at~y ~(~h ) E crc and ~ ~ K(~h), 
N ~ ~o[.~] i f and only if  there is a condition p ~ P such t h.:, 
p i~-~ ~a(a h) and ~ :t-satisfies p. 
The meaning of the last lemma is that all sequences of reals a~ E K(a t) 
are generically of the same status with respect o the model N. More- 
over, the interpretation of the constants a i as a~ = 6i(a i) instead ofai, 
while retaining the interpretation of the other constants, yields a cor- 
responding interpretation switch of the entire local language complying 
with the following rule: 
(N~,l#, Xe,ai) ~ ~o(a h) i f f  (N~,l#, Xe,a~) ~ ~O(ffh.ah) , 
for any ~p E 5 r c. 
O/ 
5.5. In order to pay a debt owing frcm the introduction (Example 1.9), 
we shall prove lemmas concerning some properties of N 0 = M [I0 ] , using 
the symmetry lemma. 
Here, p ~ P0 are only finite bits of coordinate information on the a i's. 
Thus, there are a denumerable number of:7 ~ K(~h), from every layer, 
satisfying such a p. A condition P(ffh) E P0 is a union of conditions 
P(at, i) speaking only about ahi. 
5.50. Lemma. There is no choice function for the set, 
~Io(i) I i ~ ~} = K ,  
in N O . 
ProoL Assume ~a)  states that ~ is a choice function for K and that fo" 
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P ~ Qo' P It--o ~p(o). Le? l < co be an integer larger than any index of a 
generic real constant me,ati,~ed in p or ~o. Then there is a q ~ Qo, q ~ P, 
• ~h that 
q tl-- o ~o(o) ^  o(K(at)) = O(al), 
for some 0 ~ P. Let 
q = ql (ah~) u ... u qm(Ohm ) LI ql(ai) . 
Then for any x ~ K(a t) sati'ffying qt(al), we have (ah~ ....  , ahm, x) satis- 
fying q. By Lemma 5.44, 
N o --: M[I  o ] ~ (;:(a) ^  ~(g(al)) = O(at)) [(a,~, , ahm, x)].  
! fx ~ a t, then0 (x) ~ 0 (at), but a(K(al)) = ~(K(x)); this yields a contra- 
diction, (because a t is not mentioned in ~(a), and there are denumerably 
many such x). 
Definition 5.501. For x ~ K(ai), define 
lr(x) = {yl  (31< co) tO(x)=tOfy)} ,  
lr(x) is called the layer c.~fx. Denote by R the set of all layers of [Ji~tolo(i), 
i.e., 
R = {lr(x) I (30 (x ~ 1o(i))}. 
The corresponding terms in Z? 0 are denoted by i~, fr(x). 
5.51. Lemma. There is no univalent function in M[I  o ] mapping R onto 
R × 2. (Therefore (2 tRI ~ IRI) NO .) 
Proof. Let ~,~) state that ¢ is such a map, and that for some p ~ Qo, 
p [I- o ~o) .  Let I be an integer larger than any index of generic real 
constatns meationed in p or ¢. Now there exists 0, 0' E F, g < co, ~ < 2 
and a q D_ p, q ~ Qo such that 
q It- o ~o)  ^ o(fr(O(al))) = (ir(O'(ak), g~. 
By choosing an x ~ K(a i) satisfying q(a t) = q ~ a I and not from (lr(0(a,)), 
we obtain a contradiction as in the previous lemma. 
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By similar arguments we can also show that the ordering principle 
does not hold in N O . 
5.52. Definition. Let Era, i be the following equivalence relation on K(ai): 
for x, y ~ K(a i) 
XEm,iY iff (::In) (n' < ¢o) [slash~.m(X) = sla~n,.m(Y)] • 
This is clearly an equivalence relation on K(ai), and we denote the set 
of equivalence classes by Hm, ~ .Hm, i consists of m components each of 
which is a union of layers which are distant from each other by multiples 
of m, (see Definition 1.9(b)). Let 
U m =U{Hrn, i l i< 60,2< m< 6o3 . 
We have: 
5.53. Lemma. For any 2 < m < oo, U m is not orderable in N o. 
Proof. Assume.~ m orders U m in N 0, and that ~a h) ~ ~° o states that 
~m orders Urn. Then for some p(ah,) ~ Q, p I~- 0 ~o(ah). Let I be an integer 
not in h o h'. For some p c_ q ~ Q we must have, 
(5.54) either q II- o Hm,lO O(at)) "~m Hm.t(al )
or q If- 0 Hm,t(a t) ~rn 11m,i (l 0(a;)), 
Clearly the following is true in N O 
(5.55) 0</<Ak<m (Hrn,t(iO(al)) ~ Hrn,t(tCO(at))) ^
^ Hmd(a l) ~ Hm,l(mO(al)), 
Let q = q'(ah.) U q(at) and let O/(a z) be an clement of lr(/O(at)) satis- 
fying q"(at), 0 < ] < m. As stated above such elements obviously exist. 
Without loss of  generality assume that the left disjunct of  (5.54) holds. 
By the lemma we get: 
Now, 
N o ~ ~o ^  ^ (Hm.t(~O(O/(a~))) -~,,, 1t,,, ~(Oi(at))). 
0,~ i< m 
H,~.~( ~ O(Oj(at))) = Hm.l(Oi+ ~ (a~)) = Hm.t( i+~ O(a~)) ; 
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hence 
No ~ ^ (Hm,t(/+lO(at)) "<m Hm ~(iO(al))) 
Oa/.~rn , , 
and by the transitivity of -4 m we get 
N O ~ nm,l(mO(at)) -~ ttm.t(a l) ^ Hm, l(mO(al)) = nm,l(al). 
This is clearly a contradiction. Thus, 
5.56. Lemma. The ordering principle does not hold in N 0. 
5.57. Remark. Lemma 5.44 show. that the amount of symmetry we 
have in N~ depends upon the amount of symmetry there is with respect 
to conditions. In N O there are denumerably many elements satisfying a
condition; this accounts for the negation of choice in the model. The 
restrictions imposed by the x e reduce the number of those tail elements, 
possibly to a finite number. It will be shown that this is not the case; we 
shall later prove, in one of our main lemmas, that if a condition is saris- 
fiable by elements of the corresponding tails, then it is satisfied by 
countably many such elements. This will enable us to negate choice 
also in N. 
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6. Combinatorial lemmas and preservation of alephs 
6.0. In this section we prove two combinatorial lemmas that will later 
be seen to be responsible for the fact that in N no new elementary tail 
partitions arise. In one, it is shown that the amount of essential infor. 
mation involved in the truth of a statement is countable. In the ether, 
it is shown that any set of mutually incompatible conditions is countable. 
From the latter it follows by a standard argument that alephs are pre- 
served in the extensions. 
6.00. Definition. p, q ~ P~ are said to be compatible, if for some r c Pc,' 
p u q c_C_ r; otherwise they are said to be incompatible or contradictory. 
6.01. Notation. (a) I fp  is a condition, denote by sym(p) the set of 
generic real constants or function constants mentioned by p. 
(b) Let s be a finite set of generic real constants, or function constants; 
then by a batch of  information on s we mean a finite set of preconditions 
(possibly contradictoIy) mentioning only the symbols of s. 
It easily follows from the fact that One,.  , ~n is countable in M, that: 
6.02. Lemma. The number of  different batche~ olin formation in M 
mentioning a finite set of  symbols is denumerable. 
5.1. We now show that the amount of essential information involved in 
the truth of a statement is countable in M. 
6.10. Lemma. For every ~o E 5re a" the cardinalio oflMIl~ is at most 
countable in M. 
Proof. Let It~11~ be the set of 17 element conditi~ ns of iMIl~. If the cardi- 
nality of II~PlI,~ is larger than ~0 in M, then using choice in M, it follows 
that for some n, IMII n is not denumerable in M. Fhere is a condition q
of maximal cardinality such that 
I{pD q lpE  n n 
- It~PlI, } 1 = I IMllal 
in M, (q m~'y possibly be empty). Let 
R = {p ~ II~oll~ t q E_ p } 
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for such a g. Since the set of all batches of information on sym(q) is 
countable, there must be a subset R o of R such that IR0 I(M) = ~M), 
and all p ~ R 0 contain the ~ame information on sym(q). Using choice, 
a sequence (Pv Rt), ~ > ~M~, can be defined inM such that p~ ~ R~, 
(S R > " " (M) -~(M)  i " " " R~- ,,/~ r/,iRtl - I , tR~Rt , l l  sdenumerablemM, and 
sym(p~) o sym(pn) = sym(q), 
[2 ~ r/. Let Pc be any element of R o . Assume that Pn" R,~ have been 
defined for 7/< ~ and that they have the aforementioned properties. 
There can only be countably many p ~ Rt such that 
sym(p) n sym(pj~) ~ s~ re(q) ; 
for if otherwise, then since there are only countably many batches of 
information on sym(pt), we would obtain a contradiction to the maxi- 
reality of iql (M). Let R~+ 1be the elements of Rt other than those 
countably many for which sym(p) c~ sym(pt) ~ sym(q). Lot Pt+l be 
any element of Rt. 1 . If ~ < ~[M) is a limit ordinal, set Rt = IJ n<~ R~, 
and choose an arbitrary p~ E R~. Clearly p ,  R e have the properties 
stated above, except perhaps I/~t I(M) :-" ~ i t'~. This is shown by trans- 
finite induction. For successor ~, the result simply follows from the fact 
that Rt+ 1 - R. is countable; and for limit ~, the result follows from the 
fact that N ~ is regular in M. 
We now claim that q II--a ~, in which case IRI = 1, contradicting our 
assumption that R is a non-denumerable setin M. if q II-/a ~o, then for 
some p D__ q, p I~-~ "q~o. Since the sequence p~ is uncountable, there are 
elements pt such that 
sym(p) n sym(p,;) = ~m(q)  ;
moreover pt does not contain information on sym(q) which is not in 
q c p~. Hence p 'd Pt is a condition. This is impossible, since p t3 p~ 
would force ~o ^  "q~o. Therefore !l~olla is countable in M, as required. 
6.2. We now prove that P 
(c.a.c.). 
has the countable anti-chain condition, 
6.20. Lemma. Any set o f  mutually incompatible conditions R c_ p a in 
M, is countable in M. 
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Proof. Since M satisfies AC, we can assume that all elements of  R are of 
cardinality n. Let q be a batch of information of maximal cardinality 
less than n for which 
I(p ~ R I q c- p)I(M) = ~,~M), 
and let 
R l= (p~RIq~p) ,  
(note that q is not necessarily a condit ion.and that q may be empty). 
Since there are only countably many batches of information concerning 
only sym(q), we can choose R 2 c_ Rl  inM, such that IR 21 (M) = ~M),  
and all p ~ R 2 have the same information s on sym(q). Let p ~ R 2. Since 
R 2 has ~ ~M) members, there must  be a symbol x mentioned by p such 
that ~ ~M) members e fR  2 mention x; ctherwise, p would be compatible 
with elements o fR  2 not mentioning any of the elements of symfp)- 
sym(q). For such an x, let R 3 c R2 be a non-countable set in M, all 
members of which mention x. Since there are only ceuntably many 
batches of information on x, there must be 1~ ~t) members of R 3 with 
identical i:aformation on x. This contradicts the maximality o fq .  Hence 
IRI(M) = ~0 as required. 
This lemma has the following corollaries: 
6.21. Corollary. For all ordinals ~ ~ M, the cofinality of  rt in ~ is equal 
to the cofinality of  rl in M, ~ ~ d ~M). 
Proof. Assume that for some ~ < 7, there exists a univalent function 
~ N such that dom( , )  = ~ and rng(,) c_. v~. Let ~r ,  ~, 77) be the state- 
ment "r  is a uniwlent  f lmction with dom(r) = ~ and nag(r) _c_ rl". For 
any ~" < ~ and 3  `< r/, define: 
[~, Xl = {p E P I p It-~ r(~') ~: X ^ ¢} .  
I fP l  ~ [~', kl] ,P2 ~ [~', 3`2 ], where 3,1 ~'- k : ,  thenp  I , P2 are incompat- 
ible because otherwise we would have a condition q ~_ p 1 u P2 forcinga 
r(~') = ~'1 ^ r (~)  = X 2 ^ ~,  
yielding a ccntradiction. Set 
[~'] = <3  `I [L x] ~ 0). 
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Then [[] is countable in M. For if not, then using choice in M we could 
choose an element from each of the [[', )~] ~ 0, yielding an uncountable 
set of incompatible conditions in M, contradicting the previous lemma. 
Thus we see that for each ~" < ~, the number of possible values ofx ([7) 
calculated in M is countable. Moreover there is a function F in M with 
dora(F) = ~, an6 nag(F) ~ 7/, such that for all ~" < ~, x (~') in /V  is less or 
equal to F(~') inM, namely: F(~') = IJ[~']. lfrl is regular inM, then clearly 
rng(F) is bounded by an ordinal less than r/, i.e. rl is regulaa" in N a. From 
this it also follows that the cofinality of singular cardinals in/V a is not 
less than the cofinality in M. For if the col'reality of r~ is ~ in M where 
is regular in M, and there is an increasing sequence of length # in N a 
cofinal with r/, and the cardinalit) of/a in N~ is less than that of ~, then 
we could define by induction in N a, a sequence, G, of length la cofinal 
with ~. Namely, for ~" < U, G(~" + 1 ) --- the least ~ ~/~ such that ;~ > G(~'); 
and if ~" is a limit ordinal, then G(~) = the least ), < ~ such that 
~, > O~<t G(~). It is easily ch~cke,a that G is the required function. This 
contradicts the fact that ~ ~.s also regulr,  in N , .  
6.22. Corollary. (~) (~ = (R~yv~, for all ~ ~ M, a < g~M~. 
6.3. The following simple fact is worthwhile knowing, although we do 
not make actual u~e of it. 
6.30. Le.rr, ma. IP0 I~M) = ~0, IPa ~ = 19C~ I(M) = ~M),  0 < ~ < ~.  
Proof. This lemma is proven by transfinite induction. The case a = 0 is 
trivial. Assume the lemma true for ~ < a and prove for a. First assume 
a = ~3+ 1. For all o ~ ~.c,~, if  ~, ~ U, [±o, if, 0']~ is couatable in M; hence, 
,,sing CH in M, the number of [.+-o, 0, 0' ] a is at most 8 ~M). Again using 
CH and choice in M, we have (~ ~0)(M~ = "8~M); therefore the number of 
s o in M is at most ~ ~m). Thus the number of/3 + l-indices calculated in 
M is at most ~M);  hence 19~al(~ = ~]M). In order to see that 19C,,t (~  = 
~M), it is enough to observe that there are R ~M) elementary partitions 
of any tail in N o . For any constructible real a E M, an elementary tail 
partition H a can be defined on K(b) via ar~ equivalence relation E a as 
follows: i fx, y ~ K(b), then Ea(x,y) iff for all i<  co, 
x(i)=y(i) iff a(i)= 1. 
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It is easily seen that E a determines an elementary partition H a of K(b); 
and ifa ~ a', then H a ~ Ha,. It is a simple matter to determine a term 
a = o~, (b the name of a in M), determining the partition Ha above. 
Thus for every real a ~ M, there is a corresponding s~= s~ in M, (see 
Definition 2.41); and by Lemma 2,72, J ~ h' iffs~ ~ sg. Therefor,; 
19fl I(M) :~ ~M). Since 9f 1 ~ ~,  1 < a, this implies that I~XaI ¢~-~ =l~ M), 
as required. Since the number of preconditions concerning a symbol is 
countable, also IP~I (m) = ~M), as required. I fa is a limit ordinal, then 
# a #<a 
and the result follows from the fact that a countable union of.sets of 
cardinality ~ 1 is of cardinality g I in M. 
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7~ Syntax and semantics inA~ 
We will need the definition of the sequence ( G 0, Pa' II'-a)'/3 ~ ~ ~m, 
together with all auxiliary terms and notions in the models N,~. This is 
done ~'imp!y by repeating the definitions given in the M-language ~'M" 
There ~s only a minor difficulty concerning the set constants since we 
have not supplied apredicate M(. ) to ~ for distinguishing the ele aaents 
of M. However since the definition of the comtructible hierarchy L in 
these models is absolute, and the r~alization of L in them is 34, this can 
be easily overcome. We just alter the de~nition slightly by taking "for 
every set x in L a constant (4, x)" instead of "for every set x in M a 
constant (4, x)". 
Hence we have: 
7.00. Lemma. In ~ ,  ~ < ~ ~M), there is a formula defining in N a the 
hierarchy ( £?a' Pa' II--a), fl < ~ ~g) together with all attxiliary terms end 
notions, which coincides with the hierarchy in M, defined in Z? M, and 
all the terms and notions involve~l are absolute. 
The extent which the semantics of Z?t~ can be developed in N a is 
determined by the fact that although the correspondences I a -÷ Its, and 
e -~ ×e ~ Xe' exist in N ,  for e a/3 + 1 index,/3 < a, the correspondence 
a i ~ a i does not. Because, as will be shown in Section 10, {(i, a i) t i < 6o} 
is not an element o fN  a . Nevertheless, we have in N a a satisfaction for 
local formulas ¢ of Z? a,/3 < a, relative to assignments s, which assigns to 
each of the finitely many ai's occurring in ¢ a member s(i) of K(ai). 
Similarly we shall have a value function in £a for the terms of £a, 
< t~. In order to establish the satisfaction and value functions in the 
manner state~ above, essential use will be made of Lemma 5.46. Rough- 
ly, this will be done by first defining satisfaction for conditions P(ffh ) ~- P~, 
relative to assignments s, where 
dora(s) = h, s(hi)  E K(ah~ ) = lo(hi )  ; 
and then defining 
sata(~(ff h), s) = 1 = truth 
iff for some P(ffh*) ~ Pa such that p II--a ¢, and some s* such that 
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we have 
s*~ hnh*=st  hnh* ,  
sat#(p(h-h. ), s* )  = truth = 1. 
7.10. Definition. Let p be a condition, and denote by Rp the following 
set of statements: 
(J) [!/.] ~')~. at] E R p iff (i.j, 5 )~ p; 
(2) [((0"~h),/, 8 )~X e] ER  o iff (e, O,j, 6 )Ep ;  
(3) [t, 0(Xe(01 "ffa)) = t2 0(×~(02 "5h))l ~ Rt, iff (e, 0~, I l , 02, 12) ~ p; 
(4) these are the only elements ofRp.  ~ is defined to be the conjunc- 
tion of all the statements in Rp, i.e. ~ = A0~R p ~a. 
7.20. I_emma. In ~o there are formulas s~to(u, v, w, w'), va-'lo(u, v, w. w'), 
such that for all a ~ {3, i f  ~o(ah~ ..... ahn, o&, ..... vg m ) ~ M L a formula of  
~#, and o(aht ..... ahn, vgt ..... Og m) ~ M is a term of  2#, where we have 
displayed all generic real constants and free variables occurring in % o, 
and if s ~ N~ is an assignment to the real constants, i.e., dora(s) = h, 
s(h i) ~ lo(h i) = K(ahi), 1 < i < n, and t ~ N is an assignment to the free 
variables, Le. dom(t)---g, then 
7.21 N ~ s~to(~o, s, t, 1) 
and for x ~ N , 
7.22 N ~ v'filo(o, s, t, x) 
iff N o ~ ~o[S(hl), ..., S(hn), t(gl), ..., t(gm)]; 
iff N o ~- o[s(h 1) .... , S(hn), t(gl), ..., g~m)] ---x. 
(See Definitions 2.9071, 5.41 and Lemma 5.44.) 
Proof. In order to employ the symmetry lemma in a convenient way, we 
first define s~it 0, v"al 0 for~, for inclusive assignrnents, and we write in 
function fo:m paralleling the ordinary definition. 
Let A(u) be a sentence in /20 stating that u is a function and 
dora(u) ~ ¢o. 
= t s(i) if A(s) and i ~ dom(s) and s(i) ~ Io(i); (a) v~Io(arS, t) ( otherwise. 
1 irA(s), i =- domts), s(i)~ lo(i) and 
(b) s~t~ (i], ~ > ~ a i, s, t) = s(i) (l) = 6; 
0 otherwise. 
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(c) s$ta(f('~.ffh ~,i]. ~')'> ~Xe.s, t)= 
1 ifA(s), h C dom(s),s(hi) E lo(hi) and 
= ((01 (s (k l ) )  ..... ,O.(s(h.))),(], ~)) 6 la(e); 
0 otherwise. 
(d) ~(xd#.Sh) ,  s, t) = 
~(<L ~>l <(O~(s(h~)), ... O,(s(h,,))), (L ~>> e/~(~') }
/ 
= I i fA(s) 'h~d°m(s) 'ands(hi)El°(hi) ;  
~0 otherwise. 
(e) sSto( It 0(Xe(0" 1.a~)) = t20(×e(O ~"fir)), s, t) = 
I irA(s), h ~ d~m(s), s(h i) e lo(h i) and 
= it 0 (v~ila(Xe(~'i .ffh),S, t)) = t20(v~a(Xe(O2"a'~),s, t)); 
0 otherwise. 
(f) sSta(~ol t, ~o 2, s, t) = sSto6p 1, s. t) • sSta(~o 2, s, t). 
(g) s~ta((9), s, t) = s[ta(¢, s, t). 
It follows that for every p e Pa' sata(/3' s, t) is defined. 
We now define for general 9, o not containing free variables The 
mode of the rest of the def'mition is motivated by the symmetaT lemma 
and proceeds by induction on the rank of terms. 
(h) s[ta(~ff h ), s, t) = 
I if A(s), h ~ dom(s), s(h i) e Io(hi), and for some 
= ~(ffh.), p ~ P~, such that p tl- a ~, and some s* s~a~h that 
s* l' h nh*  = s [ h n h*, we have s[ta(,~(ffh.), s*, t) = 1; 
0 otherwise. 
(i) v~a(o(ff h), s, t) = 
{viila(r, s, t) I r e ~'~, rnk(r) < rnk(o), stg(r) < stg(e) 
and there exist a P(ah,) Pa such that 
p ~are  o and for some s* such that 
= s* I" h* n h = s I" h n h*, we have 
s~taQ3(~h.), s*, t) = 1 ] }, 
if A(s), h c_ dom(s) and s6~ i) e Io(hi), 1 < i<~ Ih!; 
0 otherwise. 
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For formulas and terms with free variables we define as follows: 
0) ~ta(~(~'h, vg,, ..., og,), s, t) = 
I ifA(s), h C_C_ dora(s), s(h i) ~ lo(hi). I < i ,~ [ht and 
A(t), g c_ dom(t) and there exist constant erms ri, 
= 1 < i q m suda that vala(~ , s, t) = t(g/), i < ] ~ m 
and s~to(~,  r I , .... rra), s, t) = 1; 
0 otherwise. 
(k) v~la(o(a" h , ~gng), s, t) = 
x . A(s), h ~ do.n(s),s(hi)~ Io(hi), I < i< lht, anti 
there exist consi~It emps rl, 1 < ] ~ m of rank < w+l 
= such that v~ila(r/, s, t) = tfg,), 1 < / < m, and 
x = v la(o(h" ? ' ) ,  s, t); 
O otherwise. 
It is clear that s~t a, viil~ are well defined in 20. Moreover, it is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 5.44 and the absoluteness properties 
of ~a' Pa' IPa' and all associated notions in N a, that (7.21) and (7.22) 
hold for all a, such that (J < a < N ~M) 
c, then we write sata(~o, s) instead of s~t(so, s t); 7.23. Notation. I f9 ~ 5to 
similarly for viiltr 
7.24. Corollary. I f  ~$  h ) E 5tea, o(~h) ~ ~c a and s is such that dora(s) = h, 
s(h i) = ahi, 1 < i ~ ihl, then iV  ~- s~ta( 9, s) i f f  ~ ~o, and N ~ va'la(a, s, x) 
i f f  vala(o) = x, where x E l'v~, [3 <~ or< s~M)- -  t'v~ 
7.30. Lemma. (a) The following notions are expressible in _P~ for 
(3 < ~ <~ ~ ~m) : definables by 9, definablee, f-definable a by ~, f-definable a, 
(-f)-definabl; a by 9, (-f)-definablep. nearly definable 0 by so, nearly 
definablea, ,~early-(f)-dGffnablea by so, (f)-definable a by ~o, nearly4 f )- 
definable s, nearly-(-f)~lefinablea by ~, nearly-(-f)-definablea. 
(b) Let o(a h ) E 5rca, and g c_ h; then there are terms aHg a such that 
val~(aH g) = a//~g. (See Def~mition 4.81 .) 
Proof. (a) This is a consequence of the fact that the syntax azid semantics 
o fN  a are, expressible i~ ~.  Therefore Definition 4.80 can be repeated 
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-~o~ We on,it the technical details of this, which are obvious by 
routine methods concerning formalization of syntax and semantics in
object language, s. 
(b) is a consequence of (a) and Definition 4.81. We omit, of course 
the actual desc.~iption of the terms; but we will assume that the sym- 
bols above pert~in to particular terms ,' ith the aforementioned pxoper- 
ties. 
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8. Termination of toil partition formation and relapsed facts. 
We shall now show that every elementary, tail partition in N can 
already be found in some N a fora < 1,I~ M). It will be seen that the 
reason for this is the fact that II~o!t is countable in N, for any ~o ~ ~r c. 
It c,n also be shown that this is not true tbr any ordin~! .? < I~M); i.e., 
there are elementary tail partitions in N,~ which do not exist in any 
earlier model. (In order to see this, just show that for any limit ordinal 
# < ~ ~"), there are reals in N a which are not in any N v , "t </3. By 
example 1.9(c) new reals give new partitions.) 
8.00. Lemma. For any o(ff h ) ~ ~7 c, there exists an ~ < ~ ~M) and a term 
r(ff h ) ~ 5 rc such that 
Ot 
Proof. Since I1~oll is countable in N for any ~o ~ 9 "c , there exists an 
o~< (~I) cm) such that for every 01,02 ~ F, 
zla(O .~h ) = o(02.~h ), C_ :,, 
Now, observe that although sat  is not necessarily defined on o(ah), it 
is defined for every ~, p ~ P .  Hence by considering things in N ,  we 
can take r(~ h) as the following term: 
[w =O.e" h ^ (ap sP )  (p l~ o(0.~,)= o(~ h) ^  
^ (3s) (it C dora(s) ^  s(h i) = %f  
l< i< lh l  ^ s ta~,s)= 1 truth))] 
This is easily seen to be a local term of 9" c (by Lemmas 7.00, 7.20). 
Ot 3 
It has to be shown that r induces in N the partition/-/(o'~); i.e., we must 
show that 
N ~ r(O~ .a h ) = r(O 2.~ ) 
ifr 
N ¢ o(g~ "Yh) = o(0~.~,). 
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Let y e t (N~)(~! ,~h); then by definition of r together with the absolute- 
ness properties, we must ha':e y "- ~'1 ' 0t "ah ; and for some p ~ P such 
thatp Ib o(a h) = o(~l'~h ), 01 "ah 3-satisfiesp. By Lemma 5.44, we have 
N h) = h ). 
IfN~ ~ r(/~l'~ h )= r(02-ah), then also y ~ ~(N,)(02.~,~) and similarly we 
get 
Y = }'2" 02"ah N ~ 0(02.a'h)= O(~2-02"~t'h). 
Since ~,,-0, "~h = k,. 0~ .a~, we get N ~ o(01 "~h) = °('92"fib )" If on the 
other hand ~P ~¢ 0vas(0-~-a£), then for no p ~ P such i'hat p II-- o(~.,'ff h) = 
o(a h ) does g2"ah 3-satisfy p. Thus by Lemma 5.45 we must have ~ 
N 1 = o(0"2.ff h ) ~ t)(~, 2"02 "ah)" 
(For ifN ~ o(02.~ h ) = o(~2-O~-~'h), then by Lemma 545 for some 
p ~ P, such that p II- o(ff~) = o(X2"~)@2"ih :~-satisfie:~ p. Let q ~ p be 
minimal for o(ff~) = O(~2"ffh); then 0~.a h also :l-satisfie~ q and q e P ;  
a contradiction.) Hence if 
.F ~ "t (Na)(Ol oah) , y~%(Nc~)(O2.ah) , 
we get from the above that 
N ~ O(01"ffh) = O(X 1 "01 "a'h ) ^ o(02.a ~ ) * o(~,2"02.ah).  
Thercfore, since X~.0~.d h = k2" 02.ah, we have 
N , ) .  o(#2.ff h). 
It follows that 
"t (Nc~)(01 •ah ) =¢(Na>(02°~h) 
iff 
as required. 
8.10. Corollary. For every o(ah) E 9 "c, there exists an ~ < ~M) and a 
term ¢(ah ) E 5rca such that for all g ~ h, we have aHg = Hg o. 
The following lemma is usef~;1 in showing that certain sets in ~V already 
occur in an earlier stage model, 
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8.20. I_emma. I f  N ~ ~ (ah) ~ N ,  and there is a set o f  terms A ~ M such 
that every member o f  ~(a h ) is denoted by an element o f  A, and for  every 
peA,  lip ~ oil ~P ,  thena(ah)~ N.  
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 8,00 we take: 
r(a h) = (~lw) (qp E A) (~tp E P )  
[p(ah, ) []-- (O(ah.) E o(ah)  ^  
^ (Ss) [dom(s) ~- h u h' u h" ^  
h s(]) = a/, i E h u h' u h" .x 
^ s~t (if, s )= 1 ^  
^ w = val (p,s)] ]. 
This is clearly a local term of ~2=. It must be shown that x('v~)(~ h) = 
o(~v) (a- h ). If x ~ r (~v~) (fib), then for some p(a' h) ~ P ,  P(ah" ) ~ 9" c, and 
assignment s to ~h u h'uh" ' 
P I~ (p)(N~) ~ o, s~t~(p, S) = 1, va-q=(p, s) = x. 
By absoluteness, x ~ o. I fx  ~ a, then x ~ N a by assumption, and for 
some p ~ P, and O ~cy c, x = val (p) = val((p) (N=)) and p I~ (O) ('ca) ~ o. 
Let q c_ p be minimal, for (p)(,v,~ ~ o; then q ~ P,, ; and again by abso- 
luteness and the definition of r, we clearly get x =~(N~) ~ r IN~0. 
8.30. Corollary. I f  ~ c__ K(~h ), then there is an ~ < ~ ~M) such that T .E N . 
8.31. Corollary. I f  ~ c__ Hgo, then there is an ~ < ~M~ such that ~ ~ N=. 
Proof. By Corollary 8.30 every element O of • is in some No~ ap < ~IM), 
and since x is countable, r c_ N ,  where ot = supp~t(ap). Let . ,  be the set 
of p ~ 9"c such that rnk(p) < rnk(r). Since r is countable, there exists an 
a* i> a such that lip ~ r l l c /=, ,  for every p ~ A. The result now tollows 
from Lemma 8.20. 
Note that from Corollary 8.31 we can obtain an alternative proof of  
Lemma 8.00. We shall now prove Lemma 3.54, that val (o) ~ N o iff 
/V ~ Nt,(o), 13 < o~ (see Discussion in 3.53). We first prove: 
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8.40. l .emma, f fval  (a) 5 Na, /3< a, then for some term o* ~ ~7c~ with 
rnk(o*) ~ rnk(o) + ~ ~M). 2. We have/V  = tr = (o*)Ova). 
Proof. The lemma will be proven by induction on rnk(o)va la(o)  ~ N 0, 
thus for some rcc7  c, N~, ~ o = (r)0v0). Hence for some p* ~ Q~, 
p* If- a o = (¢)(/¢a). We claim that for any p ~cja  such that stb,,(p) c_C_/3, 
(8.41) p*C__rtt- p~o implies that p*O/~l t -  p~o.  
Since r II-a P ~ o = (¢)(2v~), stga(p) ~</3, we get by the Lemmas 3.10 
~md 3.04, ~0 it- a p ~ r; but again, by these lemmas/~ It-~, p ~ (r) iN0) • 
ltence p* u ~ IH a p ~ o = (¢)'tca), as required. Let rnk(o) + ~ ~m'~. 2 =/a, 
and note that for a term p, rnk(p) < g, iff the rank of p as an element 
o fM ~ Na is less than u. Using, this particularp*(ah,) ~ Qa, we take o* 
to be the following term: 
o* = (:~w) (3s~M)p ~ Pa) (3,,o ~ ~ a) 
[stg,,(p) ~</~ ^ P* u p(ah,) is a condition ^ 
^ P* O p It- a P(ah,,) E O(ah) A 
t~ (3~o .2S) (dora(s) -- h u h* u h' u h" u ^ 
^ (Vo jEhuh*uh 'uh" )  
A (Sfj) = a i) ^ ~ta(~, s) = 1 = truth  ^  
^ w = vaq~(p, s))]. 
o* is clearly a local term of .6'a and we wish to show that N~ I = (O*)(Na) = o. 
We first show that N t=- (o*) (wa) c__ o; and since N ~ o = (r)UV0), it 
suffices to show that NO ~ o* = 1". I fN  0 k= p ~ o*, ther, by the defini- 
tion of tr*, and the absoluteness of the terms and notioas involved, for 
some p'(ah.) ~ 5rca with stga(p) ~< 3 and mk(p' )  </z ,  and for scme p ~ P0' 
p* u p It- 0 p' ~ tr and val.(p) = val (p'). Moreover, there ,s an z.ssign- 
ments  te the generic real constants of o, p', p*,  ~, such that sO) -': a i, 
J ~ h u h* u h' u h", and sara(/3, s) = 1. Therefore p ~ Qa, whence 
p* u p E Q~, p* u p I~  p' Etr  = (r)(N0). 
Thus A~ ~ p' ~ (r)tJva) , which gives N 0 ~ p' E r, hence also N 0 ~ p ~ ¢; 
as required. In reverse, assume that N~ ~ p ~ t~; then since val(o) ~ N 0, 
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also val(p) 6 NO; moreover we may assume that rnk(o) <-ink(a). By the 
c such that N 1= (p*)t Jva) = p ,  inductien hypothesis there is a term p* e ~7 a
and 
rnk(p*) < rnk(p) + S ~M). 2 < rnk(o) + ~¢ ~M). 2 = #. 
Since we haveN a ~ (p*) (NtD • o, there is by Defin;Aion 4.81 ap ~. Qt~ 
such that 
p* u p I!--~ (p,)(lv~) ~ o.  
Hence by the definition of a*, N~ P (p*)(Nt~) ~ a*, which implies that 
N ~ (p,)(u~ e ~o*)(uo); 
hence also/V ~ p e (o*)(Na); as required. 
It remains to evaluate the rank of o*. Consider the rank of the indi- 
vidual terms. We have 
rnk(/~*) < S~ M), rnk(P0) < ~(g) 
1 ' 
(see Lemma 2.73); moreover, u I~- a v e a, stga(u), s~ta(u, v), vaqa(u, v), 
and ~7 c are given by formulas and terms, of which the bounds of quan- 
Oc 
riflers, abstraction symbols, and terms do not exceed ~ ~M) + ~.  This 
can be seen by reviewing the corresponding definitions that were given 
in th~ M-language and Lemma 2.73. Other quantifiers in o* necessary 
for saying that s is an assignment to the genetic real constants occurring 
in p, p, p*, o such that s(]) = a,, can obviously be bounded by w. 2. 
Hence ink(o*)< rnk(o) + S~ ). 2. 
8.42. Lemmas 3.54 and 3.05 now easily follow from the preceding 
lemma and Definition 2.50. We omit the details. 
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9. In N, infinite sets are id~nnmultiple and orderable 
145 
We now come to tile central theme of this construction, which may 
roughly be described as follows: using Lemma 5.44, every set z ~ N 
can be decomposed in N into a well-ordered sequence of disjoint sets, 
za, which are canonically equinumerous to subsets Ya of elementary 
tail partitioas. With the help of the generic mappings, ~e' of the elemen- 
tary tail pa, titions into generic tails, and I 0 , we are able to construct in 
N an ordering of t.1 a Ya X {or} = y. I fy is infinite, a bijection ofy onto 
y × 2 can also be constructed inN from 
]= {(e, ~e) I e is ~' gt+ l-index ~< ~g)  ). 
Our result will ther, follow from the fact that y is equinumerous to z, 
in N. 
9,00. Definition. Letg ~ h c o~ and define: 
(a)(i) I f~ = (x t . . . . .  xn) E K(ah ) , then 
proj(:~, g) = (xtl  . . . . .  Xim) , 
where { i 1 . . . . .  i m } = g; 
(ii) If Y c___ K(~h ), then 
proj(Y,g) = {x I (3y ~ Y) (x = proj(y, g)) } ; 
(iii) If Y ~ 9 (K(~h)), where 9 ( . )  is the power set operation, then 
proj(Y, g) = (z I (3z' ~ Y) (z = proj(z, g))} ; 
proj (Y, g) is said to be the g-projection o1 Y. 
(b) If Y c__9 (K(~h)), then by the g-section o f  Y based at x c__ K(~g), 
we mean the set 
z = {x' E Y I proj(x', g) = x }. 
z ~s said to be a g-section of Y. 
it will be necessary to consider the following refinements c,f the 
equivalence r lations ~E o and their induced partitions, aHo. 
9.001. Definition. Let o(a h ) ~ g,c, ~ << ~M) and g c_ h. ~,y ~ K(% ) 
are said to be g-equal if proj(x, g) = proj0 S, g). This is clearly an equiv- 
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! 
alence relation and the conjunction of this relation with aEo yields the 
refinement agog of ~E ° defined by: 
.xaE~3? iff proj(.~, g) = proj@, g) and otN~ ) [~71 = otU~ )[~1. 
The partition of K(a h ) induced by the equivalence r lation ~'£0 g is 
denoted by ~Dg. aDog is said to be an elementary g-partition. Clearly if 
g = ¢ then aDog = ~H o . I f~ ~ K(#h) , then ~DOg [.~] will denote the com- 
ponent (z-~ K(~h) I ~-~EagjT) of~D g. On the other hand if.~ ~ K(~g) 
then 
aD~[x] = (y E ~Dgo I proj(y,g ) = {~}} .
is a g-section of aD~ based at {x]. 
9.002. Lemma. An elementary g-partition is an elememary tail partition, 
i.e., for every a(a~ ) ~ ~rc, a <~ ~M) and g c h there exists a term os(~7 h ) 
such that aH = ~Dg o.og 
Proof. Set og (~h) = i°(ffh)' ~gi = ~0, ag, ..... agm)' g = {g l  . . . . .  gm }' (see 
2.26 and 2.27). 
Since ~g(ah ) = (a, fig), o~ obviously induces the partitions aDog. 
9.003. Definition. For o(ff h )~  ~TC,g, fC__ h, ~D~ y will denote aH[g and 
for ~ ~ K(fg), ~ ~ K(~ ), we denote 
aOog'f[.~] = (z I z ~ aH[g, proj(z,g) = (£}}. 
9.01. Definition. If 1/!s a partition, then a subpartition of  Y is a set of 
the form 
l d=(xnz lxE  Y). 
This is obviously a partition of the set (OY) n Z. W is also said to be a 
subpartition of  Y on Z. 
9.02. Definition. For any condition p ~ P denote: 
(a)(i) p K(~" h) = (~ ~ K(~ h ) I y 3-satisfies p ) ; 
(ii) il'~ E K(ag), then 
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pK~(~h) = {~G pK(dh) l proj@, g n h) = proj(~, g n h)} . 
(b) Let o(a h ) E 7 c, f, g c h; then the subpal tition of D~ '[ on p K(a h ) 
is said to be an elementary p-~ub-g-partition, and is denoted by pD~ 'f. 
For £, )7 ~ K(a h ), we denote 
~,Dog'f[~ ] = aOog, f[~ l n pK(a k ) ,  
~Dg'f [~, ] = {Z N pK(ah) l z E aDd,ft.] } .  
~¢f= 0 we omit it, and i fa  = ~M) we also omit it. 
9.021. Notation. l f~  are all the generic real constants occurring in the 
terms ~ or mentioned by the conditions/~, then K(~,/~) will denote 
K(ah). 
9.03. Definition. Let g be a finite subset of co; then g is said to suppor~  
the term r if1" = r(ag), x ~ N is said to be supported by g if there exists 
a term r(ff h ) E 3 "c , such that x = val(r(ah)) and h ~ g. 
9.04. Remark. Note that this does not comply with common usage since 
here g is not unique. 
9.05. Remark. Note also that by the standard Skolem-L~Swenheim 
arguments, if x ~ N is definable in the global anguage from members 
supported by g, then x is supported by g. 
9.10. Definition. Gg £ = {pDg o Ix] I o(a h ) ~ ~7 e, p E P, g ~ h }, where 
g= {0, 1, .... n},~ 'K( Jg ) .  
9.20. Fundamental representation lemma. For every initial segment g 
of  co and x E K(~) ,  there is a function ap g in N with domain ~g,£ such 
that for every z ~ ~2 g,~, 
eg(z) = (z', z". zz., wo ., ,9.), 
where z = z' U z", z' n z" = O, and Z z, is a bi]ection of  z' X2, WOz. is a 
well-ordering o f  z', and 0 z is an ordering of  z. 
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We delay the proof  of this lemma and show how to derive from it a 
proof  of the following main lemma. 
9.30. Lemma. Every z E N is orderable in N; and i f  z is infinite, then z 
is idemmultiple in N. 
Proof. z ~ N; h~;nce for some r(t~g) ~ ~c,  z = val(r). It can be assumed 
that g = {0, 1, ..., n} is an initial segment of w, (for we can always insert 
a v 0 < i < n in any term in such a way as to yield a term with the same 
value). 
Ot~r first objective will be to obtain a natural decomposit ion of z in 
N, into sets z where 
Oz  =z, z nz t~=0,  a4~/3, 
0t 
Such that each element za has a natural bijection ~O of z~ into some 
element of  ~ - .  The manner in which this is done is based on the g,a , 
following idea. ~ssume y = val(a(t7 h ) E z = • and, as mentioned above, 
we may assume that g ~ h; then for some p ~ Q, p II-- o ~ r. Now by 
the symmetry lemma, if x ~ p Ka- s (a, r)=l-satisfies p,  then o[~71 ~ w,.l(r) = 
r[Z]. Set 
z' = (a[~] I x ~ pK~g(o, r) } c__ z. 
z' has a natural bijection ~' onto pDg(ffe). The required decomposit ion 
is to be obtained by repeating the above process, considering at each 
state the remaining part of  z, until z is completely exhausted. The entire 
argument is to take place in N. Since there is a definition in N of all 
terms and notions concerning the sequence Z?,  Jt a, II-- a , a < ~ (M) 
1 ' 
there is a standard well-ordering of all pairs (q, tr). q ~ P, o ~ cj.c. Let 
rnk(r) = ;~. z is to be decomposed, in N, using this well ordering, by 
defining in N the following sequence: 
B(/3) = (qa, oa,p~ za) /3< a<~ (iXi÷) (M) .f. ~(M) 
where qa is a condition, aa is a term with rnk(o) < ~, and Pa' r~ are 
terms such that val(pa) = qaK~(o~), val(ra) c ~. Assume that B(/3) has 
been defined for all 3, </3; we define B(/3),/3 < a. t~ there are no pairs 
q, o(a h) such that rnk(tr) < h, g c h, and q 1~ o E v, and for all ~, </3, 
q It-- -1(o ~ ',,~), then B is to be undefined for ordinals 3, ~ t3. If there 
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are such pairs, let (qa, o a) be the first according to the standard well- 
ordering. Let oa = oa(ffha) and define: 
Pa = ()t~,') (:l,,,.2s) Idom(s) c co ^  A s(i) ~ K(a i),^ 
^ ("s is an assignment to the gen~:ric real 
constants mentioned in o a, r, qa")  ^  
^ A s( / )=w/A A ~(])=a/^ 
/~hfj l~g 
^ s~t(qa, s)= ! (truth)]. 
pa is clearly a local term of ~2. Let h a = (i~ ..... i m ), and set 
~,a = (~w) (~,o .2 s) [dora(s) = h a ^  "(s(i 1 ), ..., S(im)') ~ as ^  
/, vaT(%, s) = wl .  
Define B(t3) = (qt~, oa, pa, ra). Clearly~ B is a well defined sequence in N 
of length ~ < (Ihl)O~t) + ~.~,  because there are at most Ihl ¢M) terms 
of rnk less than X, and at ~nost ~M) conditions in P; moreover no pair 
can occur twice in the sequence. It is noteworthy that B is eve~ defined 
in M. Let 
val(r a) = z~, z* = ~<O z~ ~ N 
(z* = val(T*), where 
• * = (hw) (3u) (3o I v2v3v 4) [u r: ~ ^  B(u) "- <01 , u 2, o 3, u 4 ) ^  
^ w s va (v 4,  g)l .) 
An examination of all the terms p~, to, ~* shows that they axe all sup- 
ported by g. 
We first prove, zfl c_ z, hence also z* G z. I fy  ~ val(z~), then by 
absoluteness, for some x ~ K(q~, o~, z) such that proj(£, g) = ag, and 
satisfies q~, we have y = oo[x]. Since q0 It- o 0 ~ r, we get by the sym- 
metry lemma that y = o~ Ix] ~ r(~g), as required. 
Next, we show that, 
z ,qz~=~,  "r</3<t~. 
If y E za, then, as above, y = oa [xl for some £ ~ K(qa, o o, r) such that 
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proj(x, g) = ag and x satisfies q~. qt~ IP" o~ ~ r~, by definition; hence by 
the symmetry lemma, 
y = %[~] q~ r~ [.:¢1. 
Since ~r~ is supported by g, i.e. T = r(~g), we get 
y = % ¢ = va!(%), 
as required. 
We claim that Oa< a za = z. If not, le ty  e z - Up< a z a, and assume 
that y = val(o), where rnk(o) < ~,. As previously mentioned we may also 
assume that o = o(a h ), wheIe g :_ h. Then for some q e Q, 
ql l - .oer,  ql l--o~r, 
i.e., q It-- o ~ r e, for all # < ~. But by our assumptions B terminated at 
the a'th step; laence such a (q, o) cannot exist. 
It is obvious from the definitions that 
val(#~) = q K,7 z(o a) = qaK~ (ffha), 
and that the partition ~nduced by a a on qa/t~ (%) is denoted by qaDSa(~g). 
We shall define in N a sequence of functions ~k a, ~ < ~ mapping z onto 
qaDSa(ag). For anyy  ~- xa' there exists a member x ofp a such that 
y = o 8 [£]. Define 
~a is univalent because for any .x, y e p~, 
aa[ :~ l=aa[y]  iff qaDgoa[.~]=qaDga[~]. 
~b a is obviously surjective. Note that the functions ~k~ and the mapping 
/~-+ O a, t<  a are all supported byg. 
qaD~a(ag ) e ~z.~, and by Lemma 9.20 there i,.~ a canonic representa- 
tion of each qaD~a(~g), asa disjoint union, 
= W'# lO W[S , 
with canonic univalent maps ]~a of w'a× 2 onto w~, and well-orderings 
~t • g - -  * • 
WO a o fw a, and ordenngs O a OfqaDoa(a~). Then, wa ~0 a, we obtain a 
canonic representation f the z a,/~ < ~, 
' " Z' C~ " = 0 Z# = Z# U Z~, # Z~ 
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with univalent maps ~z b ofz~ × 2 onto z~, and well-orderings WOz~ and 
canonic orderings Oza of za. We simply take 
, - ,  , ,, l(w  
and define: 
Define 
x Y i f f  <wo o 
x - <O# <Oza) iff ~J(x~ if(y).  
z'= U ' z"= Uz" 
Then z = z' u z" and z' n z" = O; moreover, 
, ,,=¢, 
We claim: 
(a) (tz' × 21) (~ = (I z't)(N); this follows directly from the fact that the 
I z,a are disjoint; hence X = Ua< ~ Zz~ is a univalent map in N ofz '  X 2 onto 
Z.  
(b) z" has a well-ordering in N; this also follows easily from the fa,.t 
t t  that the za are disjoint, because a well-ordering can be defined on z'  as 
" " z" then follows: i fx, y6z  , sayxezo ,y6  ~, 
x<y iff [ l~<~/v( t3=3,^X<woz~y) ] . :  
This is clearly a well-ordering siiace any subset of z" obviously has a 
first element according to <. We distinguish the following cases: 
(i) If z' = 0, then z is well-ordered; hence if z is in~stite, it is idem- 
multiple. 
(ii) If z' # ~ and z" is infinite, then z = z' u z" is idemmultiple, since 
in this case there also is c. bijection o fz 'X  2 onto z". 
(iii) i fz '  ~ O and z" is finite, then z' is infinite (since z is); hence by 
a single choice of  an element ofz '  we can map z' u z" = z univalently 
onto z', in which case z is idemmultiple. 
To see this last point, choose an element x e z'; we shall define by 
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induction 
X l , X 2 , . . .  
then x I 4: 
and let 
from ~ and x an infinite sequence of different elements of  z', 
as follows: 
if Z((x, 0)) 4= x, let xj = Z((x, 0)) ; 
i f~( (x ,0 ) )=x ,  letx t -Z(<x, l>) ;  
x since ~ is univalent. Assume xj ..... x n have been defined 
R n = {Z((xi, 6)) t 1 <. i~n,  6< 2}. 
R n has 2n elements because, by the induction hypothesis, the x i, 
1 ~< i ~ n, are different and t2 is univalent. Choose the first (L 6>, (accord- 
ing to any natural ordering of co × 2), such that 
~(~x i, 6>) ~ (x 1 ..... x , ) ,  
and set xn+ 1 = T.,((.':. i, 8>). That such an (i, 6) exists follows from the 
above remark that R n has 2n elements. Note that x t ..... Xn÷ 1 arc all 
different; thus the required sequence X has been defined. Let Y be the 
elements of the sequence, z" is finite by assumption, hence there is a 
bijection of  z" u Y onto Y; therefore there is a bijection ofz '  u z" onto 
z'; and since z' is idemmultiple, so is z. 
That z is orderable is also an easy consequence of the repre~ntation: 
z= U< z~, z nz~=~,  7<f3 ,  
with Oz# ordeIing zo. We can order z as follows, for any x, y ~ z, say 
x~zo,YEZT:  
X~<Oz y iff ( t3<3,)v(~ =')',xx<Oz oy) .  
This is an ordering of z in N. This completes the proof of the main 
Iemma, on the basis of Lemma 9.20. 
9.4. The following notions and their elementary properties will be 
needed to prove one of our key lemmas. 
9.40. Definition. Let K be a tail; then for any x ~ K, the branch o fx  in 
K, denoted branch(x), is the set: 
{y ~ K I (3/~ co) [slasht(.v) = v] ) = {y E K 1 (3 t~ 2 ` °) [appendt(x) =y] }. 
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9.41. I, emma. branch(x) has a natural we!l-ordering defined f rom x. 
Proof. Let -4* be the natural well-ordering of Ol< ~ 2 l, (i.e., t 1 ~l * t2 
iff t I is shorter than t 2 , or they are of the same length; and i f ]  is the 
first integer such that t I (j):g t2(/), then t2( / )> t I (/)). Define: 
appendt~ (x) g*  appendt2(x) iff t l -¢*  t 2. 
This is clearly a weil-ordering of  branch(x). 
9.42. I,emma. (a) appendt(x) =y implies branch(y) c__ branch(x). 
(b) I f  x, y are incomparable wi:h respect o the natural partial order 
o f  K, (i.e., x < y i f f (a l  < co) [sEshl(x) = y or slaShl(Y) = x] ), see 
Definition 1.4), then 
branch(x) n branch(y) = 0. 
Proof. (a) If  appendt(x) =y and z ~. branch(y), then for some t', 
appendc(y) =z; thus 
z = appendr(appendt(x)) = appendr,(X), 
where t E 2 t, t' E 2 r and t" ~ 2 l+r are such that 
tq), /<  l, 
t "q)= t ' ( / - l ) ,  l< /< l+ l ' .  
(b) l fx,  y are incomparable, th~n for no l < 6o does slasht(x) = y or 
slasht:y) = x. 
z ~ branch(x) n branch(y) 
implies that for some t I ~ 2 h , t 2 ~ 2 h , 
appendtl (x) = z, appendt2 (y) = z. 
Thus slash t t (z) = x and slash/_ (z) = y If I s I> l 1 , then slasht2_/t (x) = y~ 
and if ! m ~ 12 , then slashtt_t 2 ~y) = x. It follows that x, y are comparablt;; 
a contradiction. Hence, 
branch(x) n l~ranc~Cy) = 0. 
The set of  all branch(x), x ~ K is commonly taken to be a family of  
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basic open sets for a topology on K. In keeping with topological termi- 
nology, we say that: 
9.43. Definition. A set s included in a tail K is dense in K if for all x ~ K, 
s n branct,(x) 4~ O. 
The following simple but essential fact was recognized at an early 
stage of t'ais research. It was precisely this point, in conjunction with 
the realization that a generic subset of a tail must be dense (see Lemma 
9.45), that led the author to the present solution of this problem. 
9.44. Lemma. f f  s is dense in a tail K, then there exists a bijection o f  
s X 2 onto s definable from s. 
Proof. We first define a univalent map if from s X 2 into s. Let t o = 
{(0,0>}, and t 1 = {(0, 1)}. Since 
s n branch(appendt~(x) ) ~ 0 
for any x ~ K, 8 < 2, we can define if(x, 8) to be the first element of 
s n branch(appendt6 (x)) according to the natural well-ordering of K 
defined above, x ~ s, 8 < 2. That if is univalent is seen as follows: if 
x, y ~ s are incomparable, then obviously if(x, 8) :# if(y, 8'), (because 
branch(appendt~ (x)) c branch(x) 
is disjoint from 
branch(appendt~,fy)) C branch(y),  
by Lemma 9.42). I fx  :# y ~ s are comparable, say x = slashr(y), l > 0, 
then if(x, 8) $ braneh(appendt6,(y)); hence if(x, 8) * ifCv, 5'). l f x  =y  
and, 8 ~ 8', the result again follows from the fact that the correspond- 
ing branches are disjoint. There is a trivial univalent map t*  from s into 
s × 2, namely, 
if*(x) = <x, 0>, x ~ s. 
if and if* have been defined from s. Now, by the Cantor-Bernst-:" 
theorem ,and its proof, there exists a bijection of s X 2 onto s defi..~a 
from if aI:d if*, hence from s; as required. 
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9.45. Lemma. Assume that 
gC_f h, 
and that z is infinite. Let e = (h, f, sao~); then ~e(z) is dense in the tail 
Proof. That Xe(g) C K(Xe(O.~h)) follows from Lemmas 4.73, 4.86. 
We claim that for every x ~ K(xe(O'ah)), 
~e(Z) r~ branch(x) ~ 0. 
If not, let z = val (r) and x = 0(Xe(0.~h)) be such that fox some 
pEQa+l =QnP~' 
(9.451) p Iba+ 1 ~,e((r)(N~ )) n branch(O(Xe(O.ffh) ) =~ ^  
A l(r)(~V~)l =~0 A 
^ (r)(ND C__ aD~.f(~ .Sh). 
By Lemmas 7.30 and 9.002, ~Dg'f(0.ff h) is a term in ~,  and the 
notions of nearly-(/)-definable~, neafly-(-/)-definable,, and their 
negations are definable in o ,  and are absolute. 
By Lemma 3.10, 
Pa I~ I~=~ 0 ^ 1"C--Dgfff(O'ah). 
Let O~'ah, "", O*'ah be aU reals such that Ze(O~.,Th), I < /< re, are 
mentioned in p. Then there is a 0" ~ P such that for some q* ~ Qa, 
q* ~)~, 
m 
/=1 g 
Since ~Hog(O*'ah )~ ¢ c_ ~Dgo(~.~h ), we can assume that q* forces~ 
Hog(O*'ah ) to be, or not to l~e (-/)-definable depending upon l E f. 
Thus by absoluteness, q* t3 p is prepared for Xe(O*-a'h ). By Lemma 
4.86 we know that ~e maps onto !f(ze(O'~h)); hence for some 0' ~ I', 
let 
x = = 
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we can also assurae thatp II-a+ 1 Xe(0"dh ) = 0(Xe(0'~ )). By Lemma 
4.40, 
q* U p U {(e, 0",/, 0', 0)} 
can be extended to a condition/~  P~.I for sufficiently large L This 
yields a contradiction to (9A51 ), because p ~/5, and we must have, 
(/'or instance by Corollary 2.912), that 
^ ~.e(aHag(O*'ah))e branch(Xe(O"ah)) ^ 
A branch(x e ('~'o ffh )) = branch(O(Xe (0" ffh )))" 
Thus ie(Z) is dense in K(Xe(0.$h )), as was to be shown. 
This lemma has the following important corolla.'3,: 
9.50. Corollary. Assume that o(a h )E ~7 c , a < t~ ~t), and that 
z c ~o~,s(~.~h) ' 
where g, fc_ h, z ~ Na and z is infinite; then there is a bijection 
= ~z, oj.g,a,l o fz  × 2 onto z defined in N from z, o, ]: g, a and I. 
Proof. Let e = (h, f, sag). Then by Lemma 9.45, ~e(2) is dense in 
K(xe(O.ih)). By Lemma 9.44, there is a bijection ¢ ors X 2 onto s, 
defined from ~e(Z). The required function can now be defined as 
follows: for every x E z, e < "~ 
~(x. e) = i~ t (~(~ (x), e)). 
o ~ Z is univalent since Xe and ~ are; and since ~ maps onto re ( ) ,  ~ maps 
onto z. ~ is defined from ~e(Z); and since ~e is defined from o, g, f, a 
and/, ~ is defined from z, o, g, fi a and I. 
It has been shown that, 
9.51. Corollary. 7here is a class functton A defined in N such that 
dom(A)={(z ,o ,g , f ,~) la<~g) ,oE~'c  zEN a, Or' 
a = o(~h), ~,, f c  h, 
z is a subset of~Dgo'f }; 
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6(z, o, g, £ a) = (:~,, ~z )' 
whe,e X, z is a bqection o f  z X 2 onto z i f  z is infinite, and X, z = 0 other- 
wise, and <z is an ordering o f  z. 
Proof. I fz is infinite, Xz can be taken as the ~b supplied by the previous 
lemma, l fe  = (h, f. ~g), then Xe is defined on z, ai:d we define <z by 
x <z Y iff ~e(x) < :~e0'), where x, y ~ z and < is the natural ordering 
of the reals. 
The following representation lemma is fundamental. 
9.60. Lemma. For every finite g C to, there exists a function Ag ~ N 
whose domain U consists o f  :dl the subsets o f  g-sections o f  elementary 
tai! g-partitions in N, (i.e., z ~ dora Ag i f f  z ts a subset o f  some Dg(O.~g), 
o(~ h ) ~ 7 c (see Definition 9.02(b)); and 
Ag(z) = <z', z", Y~z', WOz", Oz>, 
where z' u z" = z, z' n z" = O, F- z, is a bijection o f  z' X2 onto z', WOz,, 
is a well-ordering o f  z", and 0 z is an ordering o f  z. (z' and ~" z' may be 
empty. ) 
Proof. Assume : ~ Dog(O-ag), o(~h) ~ 5rc. For each f~ h let zf = z n D g,f. 
By Lemmas 8.,30 and 9.002 there exists an a < ~M) and r(~- n) ~ S rc 
such that/9~gf =lift, hence 
z I c ) c ,,n,r 
By Lemma 9.f 1 there is a pair (El, <f) such that if zf  is infinite then 
Xf maps z X 2 anto z and :~f = 0 otherwise., and <f  orders zf. Define 
z' = U{zf I f  C - g, zf is infinite}, 
Z" = g - -  Z'. 
Set 
Z e = U (Z f  I Izrt = ~ o }" 
Clearly ~z' is a bijection of z' X 2 onto z'. Let ~ be a natural ordering 
of 5 D (h) and define WOz,, as follows: for x,y  ~ z" 
xWOz,,y iff (x,y ~ zf  and x <ry) or (x ~ zf and y ~ z F andf '  -.~ f") 
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WOz, is clearly a well-ordering ofz". To define O z , let e l = (b, f, ~) ,  
then Z = Uf¢ h Xe/is a univalent function defined on Dog = all , .  There- 
fore we can define for x,y ~ z, 
xOzy  iff ×(x)< X(Y), 
where < is the natural ordering of the reals. We have thus defined 
%(z) = <z', z", w%,, 
for every z ~ U as required. 
9.70. Corollary. For every J~nite g c_ co, there exists a function ---g ~ N 
whose domain U consists of  all the g-sections of  elementary tail sub-g- 
partitions, (see Definition 9.02) and for z ~ U, 
~-g(z) = <z', z", 7~z,, WOz,,, Oz>, 
where z' u z" = z, z' u z" = O, Zz' is a bi]ection o f  z' × 2 onto z', WOz,, 
is a well-ordering of  z", and 0 z is an ordering of  z. (z' and Zz' may be 
empty. ) 
Proof. Ifz ~ U, then for some o(a h) ~ 9 "c, g, fC__ h and 0e  P, 
where O~(~.dg)= (y E Dgolproj(y,g)= 0.ag }. Let 
Z *= {yEDg(O 'ag) lyN (Uz)~ t~} . 
Hence z* ~- dom(Ag). Let 
Ag(z*) = <z*', z*", ~, , ,  WOz.,,, O~>, 
and define: 
z' = (y n (IJz) l y E z*' } , z" = {y ca (Uz) l y ~ z*" } , 
~z' = {( (Y l ,e) ,Y2) IY i  =x in  (Uz), i = 1,2, e< 2 and 
((x I , e), x2)c Y'z,' }" 
WOz" = {<Yl, Y2 ) I Yi = x,. n (Uz) ,  i = I, 2 and 
<x l, x2>~ WO~,., } 
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0 z = {(y l ,Y2) ly  i =x i n (Uz), i = 1,2 and <x~,x2>~ Oz. }. 
Clearly ~-~ (z) = (z', z", Ez,, WO f ,  0 z) is the required representation. 
9.80. Corollary. Lemma 9.20 is obtained as a specializatkin of  Corollary 
9,70, because any element of  t'w form t,D~(O.~) is a g-section of  an 
elementary tail sub-(g)-partition. 
9.90. Definition. Let ~ be any cardinal. By the ,:-multiple choice axiom 
we shall mean the following statement (denoted Z(~:)): 
"for every set x of disjoint sets there is a multiple choice 
function F such that for all y ~ x, F(y) c__ y and IF(.v)t ~ ~:". 
By the <~-multip!e choice axiom (denoted Z(<~)) we mean the state- 
ment obtained from the above statement by taking IF(y)I < K instead 
of<K. 
It was shown by L6vy [9] that in set theory permitting urelements 
(where ~ is a Bernay-GOdel type set theory as used in Mostowski [13]) 
the axiom of choice is equivalent to Z(n) for any finite n; but that 
Z(<~ 0 ) does not imply the axiom of choice in ~.  
On the other hand, as L6vy has pointed out to me: 
9.92. Lemma. In ZF, Z(<~¢0 ) implies the axiom of choice, i.e., 
ZF ~ Z(<~0 ) -+ AC. 
Proof. First note that: 
9.93. Z( < 1¢ 0) implies that every ordered set can be well-ordered. Let "¢x 
be an ordering of X. We shall obtain a well-ordering of X from "¢x" By 
the proof of the well-ordering theorem, it suffices to show that there 
exists a choice function for 9(X) (the power set of X). Let 
Y={yXIy} ly~9(X)} .  
Then Y is a set of disjoint sets, and by Z(<~o ) there exists a function F
such that for all y ~ Y, F(y) c C_ y and. rr0j)l < ~ 0" Set 
G = {(x, y) I (3u) (3x') (By') Ix' = x X {u} ^  y' = y X{u} 
^ (x', y') ~ FI }. 
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For all x ~ X, G(x) c__ x is finite; hence using "~x we can choose an 
element of G(x), x ~ X. This yields the required choice function. 
We now u:a~ this fact to show that each R(a) can be well ordered (for 
definition of R(a) see 2.21 (O(iv)). This is proven by transfinite induc, 
tion on a. 
# 
Assume that a = t3+ 1 and that-C 0 is a well-ordering of R(0). Let ~ta+ 1 
be the lexicographic ordering of 9(R(/3)) - R(/3). Using 9.93 we can 
obtain a well~rdering "¢~+I of:9 (R03)) -- R(/3), and hence a well-order- 
ing "ca+ 1 extending "eta' by defining for x, y ~ R(/3 + 1): 
9.94 x,ga+ly iff (x ,y~R( [3)^x,eoy)v  
v (x, y s '  - R (D  ^ x v 
v (x E R(fl) ^  y E :9 (R(/3)) - R(/3)). 
This is clearly the desired well-ordering, 
Assume that a is a limit number, and let K be a cardinal arger titan 
Oa<, IR(13)l, (by the induction hypothesis IR(/3)i is an initial ordinal, 
/3< ~). By 9.93 there is a well-ordering ~* of 9(t¢). Using -¢~" we show 
t that there is a sequence of orderings,~'a,/3< a such that ~'v c__ ,~a, 
F 7~< 13< ,v and-~a well-orders R(/~), ~< a. 
The sequence is defined by transfinite recqrsion. 
(i) Let 7+ 1 = t3 < u, and assume ~'  defined for R(3'). Define '~-r+l 
as follows: let f7 be the unique function mapping (R(7) , -~)  iso- 
morphically onto an initial segment (/3*, < ~ of ~¢. Using ~ * we have a 
choice function for :9(:9 (/3*)), and via f~ l  we obtain a canonic choice 
function for :9(9(R(7))). Hence by the proof of the well-ordering 
theorem, we obtain a canonic well-ordering ~.~+1 of :9(R(7)) - R(7). 
The required well-ordering ~¢'~+ l is now defined from ,~-~+1 as in (9.94). 
(ii) Assume/3 < ~ is a limit ordinal, and that ,4' "r are defined for ~ </3. 
• 4 ~ ' is easily seen to be the required v, ell-order~ng ofThenO<~ "  ='~0 
R(fl) = O t<~ R(3,). 
Now set ~ = Lta<,~ a" "ca is clearly a well-ordering of R(a) = 
Lla<a R(~), as required. 
The question whether in ZF, Z(~ 0) implies the axiom ol choice had 
been raised by L6vy, and remained open till now. In the ne~t lemma we 
show that Z(~ 0) holds in N. This fact in conjunction with the fact proven 
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in Section 10, that AC does not hold in N, settles t~e problem in the 
negative. 
9.95. Lemma. N l = Z(~ 0 ). 
Proof. Let z be a set of disjoint sets in N. Assume z -- val(¢(~)) where 
g = { 0, 1, .... n ) is an initial segment of ~. Let p ~ Q be such that 
p Ik" "r  is a set of disjoint sets", and consider the sequence B def'med 
in the proof of Lemma 9.30, with the following refinements: B' is to 
be a sequence defined for 
8< a < (lrnk(r)l+) ~M~ + ~m 
such that B'(0) - (q~, %, o~, p~, •), 0 < a, where p c_ q~ is a condition, 
o~, o~, p~ and r~ are constant terms such that 
q~ II- O~ E a~ E ¢~, va!(p~) =qKig (%, o'~), 
val(¢~) ~ ~. 
B' is defined by induction at; fo!lows. Assume B'(3") defined for 3, < 0; 
we define B'(0), ~ < a. If there are no triples q, o(a h ), o'(a' h) such that 
rnk(o') < rnk(o) < rnk(¢), g g h, 
p C q It- o~ ¢^ o'E o 
and for all 3' < 0, 
q It- ~(o  e %) ,  
then B' is to be undefined for ordinals 3' i> ~. If there are such triples, 
let (q~, o~, o~) be a minimal triple according to some standard wCl- 
ordering of ~ × ~ X P such that rnk(o' ) < rnk(o ) < rnk(¢), and 
, ~ _ ,~  , 
p ~ q~ 1~ o 0 E o~ ^  o~ ~ ¢~. Let o~ = o0(ah~), o~ = o (ah~), anddefine 
O~ similarly to the O~ of B(0) (see Lemma 9.30), 
t Oo=()4~)(3~.2s)[dom(s)C-¢o^ A s(i)EK(ai)^ 
i~dom(r) 
^ ("s is an a~signment to the generic 
I real constants ia %, %, r, q~) ^  
^ ^ , (s(/) = %.) ^  ^ (s(/)  = a/) ^ 
^ ~t(q~, s)= 1 (truth)]. 
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r a is defined exactly as in the proof of (9.3): 
r~ = Olw) (3~o.2s) [dom(s) = h~ ^  "(s(il ), ,.., s(im)!' E p# ^  
^ v~l(%, s) = w]. 
As seen in Lemma 9.30, B' is a well defined sequence in N (and even 
in M) of length 
a < (Irnk(r)l+) (M) + ~.m.  
Setting za = val(ra), we have, as in Lemma 9.30, that 
z= U z a, zanz  ~=¢,  3 '<3<a;  
3<a 
also 
In N, define the equivalence r lation ~ on P0 as follows: let ~,~ E p#, 
and set 
£.-.~ ~ iff %[proj(£,ho)] = %[proj.~, hal ,  
a't~[proj(x, h~)] = o~[proj07, h'~)| • 
This is clearly an equivalence r lation and the corresponding partition 
of 0'~ is denoted by q~Do#,o,~(E~). Moreover for every Y ~ qaDo~,o~(,ig), 
there is an X ~ ¢~Da~(~g) such that 
proj(Y, h~) c__ X .  
Let X be an element of qaDoa(~g), and define: 
C X = {Y~ q Doa, oh(~g)l proj(Y h~)C X} . 
SetA X = {o~[.v] l y ~ UC x ). Then by Lemma 5.44 
Ax c__ o2 [£], x ~ X, 
and obviously IAxI < N 0 Moreover, i fX  1 X 2 ~ - ~ • , qaDoa(ag y, X 1 4= X2, 
then Ax n Ax2 = O, since 
p c_ qa It-- "r is a set of disjoint sets". 
Set 
A a = (A X 1Xe  q#Dog(ffg) ) . 
§9 
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The multiple choice function F for ~ can now be defined in N as 
follows: i fy ~ ~, then for some unique/3 < a, and 
.X E X E qpDo~(ig) , 
we have y = oo[x] ; hence define F(y) = A x ~ A s, 
F has clearly been defined in N and is the required So'multiple choice 
function. 
The above argument can be carried out in any N ,  0 < a < 1~ M); 
hence 
9.96. Corollary. N~ I= Z(S o ), G ~ a <: l~ ~M). 
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10. Negation of the Axiom of Choice in N. 
This section is devoted to proving that the a:dom of choice does not 
hold in N. 
10.0. The amount o f  choice in a model is determined by the amount o f  
symmetry that the model has. in Cohen extensions, this is e~:pressed by 
the symmetry of the forcing relation. Generally, symmetry is obtained 
by constructing the forcing relation so that it is invariant under certain 
transformations which pertain to permutations of atom-like independent 
generic elements with the fight information. In our case, on the contrary, 
the invariance of the forcing relation pertains to the permutation of ele- 
ments of the same tail with the right information, as expressed t.y Lemma 
5.44. By the amount of  symmetry in a model, we mean: the assure:l 
number of elementary tail reals which satisfy an arbitrary condi~:io:L In 
Lemmas 5.50 and 5.51, the fact that any condition ofP 0 is sati~ fled by 
countably many tail members was responsible for the negation (,f choice 
in N 0. Since the structure of N is so much richer than that of N 0 , this 
conceivably might not be true for arbitrary conditions of P, in which 
case choice would hold in N. Mo~t of this section deals with a proof of 
the fact that satisfiable conditions of P are satisfied by countably many 
reals of the corresponding tails. This will readily account for the nega- 
tion of choice in N, (Note that not all conditions of P ,  ~, > 0 are satis- 
fiable. To see this consider ;(e defined on nearly definable lements.) 
10.00. Notation. (a) I = I~(M) is defined on co as well as for/3+ 1-indices, 
/3< ~M), and l(i) = K(ai)'~f h c ¢o, l(h) will denote K(Jh). 
(b) We remind the reader that if:~ ~ I(h), £ = 0-~ and o(~ ) 6 ~e, 
. " h h 
then o(~ h)[~] stands for the element o(0-~ h) ~ N, where (t,I)O is 
chosen in a unique manner by taking x = (t. t)O(ai ) for minimal . Thus 
for instance C'H ° (0". ffh ) Ix] = ~Ho (0"" O'ih )" 
Also recall that ifp is a condition, then p [:~] stands for the condition 
T~'~/(p). This notation is also employed when p is ~ precondition or an 
arbitrary set of preconditions. 
10.01. Definition. The tail l(i) is said to be dependent on the tails 
I(h l) .... , l(h n) in ,~  if some member of/(/) is supported by h = (h 1 ..... h n }, 
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in N,;  i.e, there exists a term r(a'g) ~ ~c a with g ~ h such that pal  (r(ag)) ~- 
I(i); equivalently (i) has a (-i)-definabl% member. If l(i) is not depen- 
dent on the tails !(i 1 ), ..., 1(i n ) in N ,  then 10) is said to be independent 
o f  the tai,s l(ii), ..., I(i n) in N~. 
10.02. Det'mition, Letg l ,g  ~, h c to; then x "l ~ I(gl), Z A ~ l(g2 ) are said 
to be h-congruent if proj(a'-, h f3 gl ) = P r°j(:~2, h n g2 )" 
10.1. The following lemma is the principal lemma of this section. 
10.I0. l.emma. (a) Assume thot p(ag) ~ Pa is satisfied by ~* ~ l(g) in 1V , 
and let h = g ~ {I }, where l E ~; then the~e are countably many h-congru- 
ent ~ ~_ l(g) which satisfy p in N .  
(b) For no i, h, where i ~ o~, h c w, and i ~ h is l(i) dependent on 
!(h I } ' " "  1(hn) in N~, where h = {h 1 ..... hn } ; (i. e., all are independent 
from each other in N w ~ ~ ~g) ) .  
Proof. Thi~ iemma is proved by induction on ~. 
If p ~ P0, then 
P(ah ) "" P(ah l ) U ... U P(ahn ) 
where p(ahi) are the subconditions ofp mentioning only ahr Each P(ahi) 
contains only coordinate information on ahr Thu~ it is clear that any 
p(ah~) is satisfied by an infinite number ofx ~ l(h i) from every layer of 
1(hi), (see Definition 1.90(a)); therefore (a) is true for ~ = 0. To prove 
(b) from (a), assume 
0%) = val 
where l ~ f; then for some p(ag) ~ (2~, 
)1% = o%). 
Let h = g u f - {l ), h* = h u {l }; then by (a) there are denumerably 
many z-~ l(h*) which are h-congruent to ah* and satisfy p(ff~r). Hence 
for some such z" we have 
proj(z', {/}) = 0*(at), 
where 0 (0 *(at)) ~0 (at), and p[~-] I1-~ o(~f) = O(O*(al)). Therefore by 
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I_emma 5.44, 
N a = = 
This is a contradiction; thus (b) is true f~r a ~ 0. Before proceeding tc 
the general case we first consider an example worthy of  study: 
10.11. Example. Define the partition, H, on •(7) as follows: for all 
x,y ~/(7) ,  define the relation E by 
xEy  iff [x(0) =y(0)=l  o rx (0)=y(0)=0A 
^ (31 ~ 6o) (slash/(x) = slashtfy))]. 
This is clearly seen to be an equivalence relation. Let H consist of  the 
equivalence classes of E. Denote 
R i= ix lxe l (7 ) ,x (0 )= i} ,  i<2 .  
Then H consists of R 1 and the layers of R o , (see Example 1.90). This 
partition is induced by the following term a e g ~ : 
o(a 7) = (>Iv) (~u ~ &) (Vw ~ cb) 
Iv(O) = I ^ a 7 (0)  = I v (v(O) = 0 A a 7 (0 )  = 0 ^ 
a vE •0(7) = K(a 7) a aTOt+w ) = v(u +w))] .  
It is easily seen that for x,y ~ I(7), N O ~ o[x] = o[y] iff either x,y ~ R 
orx, y are in the same layer o fR  o. Set f=  i7) and e o = ( i7 ) ,  i l } , s° ) ,  I '  
e 1 = ({7}, ¢,s°).  Choose the operations: tO, toO, t~O, moo, mz O, such 
that t = (0, 0) e 21 , 11 #/o ,  ml 4= m o ; and take p to be the following 
condition: 
i(7, l 1 , 1), (7, l o, 0), <e o, tO, O, 0), (e t , tzO, O, I), 
(eo,tO,mo,lOO,ml) ).
p says that 
[a7 ( l l )  = 1 A a 7 (I 0 ) = 0 ^ Xeo (tO(a7))(O) = 0 
A Xel(t'-O(a7 )) (0) = I A 
^mo O(Xe ° (t 0 (a 7))) = m, 0 (X% (l°O(aT))) ]
(see Fig. 7). 
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~ / / (7 )  
rng( X e 0 ) K( Xet (l 0 (x)) D rng(Xel) 
Fig. 7. 
p is a condition because: 
(1) for all x: t0(x), toO(x) are in different layers and m o 4= rn 1 ; 
(2) 0 I~ "H o ('~' 0(aT)) and H o (tO(aT)) are in different layers of Ro, 
"o  and Ha(riO(aT)) = R 1 , 
(3) R 1 ~ Ha i~ definable and forced o so by 0, and no laye: ofR o is 
nearly ( -7)-define ole o . We give a brief proof  of this last statement. If
some layer o fR  0 belongs to a finite (-7)-defi: lable o subset of layers 
of R 0 , then, since we have a definable natural ordering of  layers (see 
Example 1.90(a)), we would have a (-7)-definable layer of •(7). Assume 
that for some formula ~o(o) ~ 5r o , with o as its only free variable, and 
not containing the generic real-constant a 7 , and for some x = O (a 7), 
there is a q E Qo such that q II- 0 (31.o) (~p(o)) ^ ~p(Ho(O(aT))). Let fig be 
all the generic real constants occurring in q or ~o other than 7, and 
h = g u (7 }. There are countably many y ¢ 1(7) from every layer satis- 
fying q(aT). Choose ay  E •(7) such thaty  ~ I JRo,Ho(y)q = ~1a(x), 
y #: a 7 and y satisfies q. i f y  = O*(aT), then, by Lemma 5.44, 
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N o ~ (3]v) (~o(v)) ^ ~o(Ho(O(O*(a7)))), 
Since also 
N O ~ Ha(O(a7))* Ha(O(O*(a7))) ^ ~Ha(O(a7))), 
this is a contradiction. 
The other requirements on conditions are trivially fulfill,; ~.~ in this 
case (see Definition 2.50). 
We must show that there are !~c z ~ 1(7) satisfying p, if it is satisfied 
by some x E •(7). Assuming x 1 ..... xn ~ •(7) satisfy p, we she v that 
there is an Xn+ 1 ~ 1(7), Xn+ 1 --# x i, 1 < i < n, such that Xn+ 1 satisfiesp. 
There are N 0 layers o fR  0 ; and there are N 0 pairs of  layers disjoir t 
from those pairs determined by x I ..... x n , for which there is an 
x* E •(7) such that x*(/0) = 0, x*(/ l )  = l, and appendt(x*) is in one 
layer and slash/o (x*) is in another layer. It is impossible to force I , by 
a finite condition of P1, all those pairs to be mapped by leo to elements 
of rng(ieo) so as not to satisfy p, i.e.. to elements YI'  Y2 such that 
Yl (0) * 0, or slashmt (yl) :# slashm2 (y2). (Here is where the genericity 
of the functions Xe comes in.) Hence we can find Xn+ ! as required, and 
by induction (in the universe), there exists an infinite such sequence, 
as required. 
Note that if the nearly (-7)-definable components and the non- 
nearly (-7)-definable components ofH o were mapped into the same 
tail, this argument would not hold! 
'/'he proof  in the general case bears out the simple idea presented 
here, but turns out to be somewhat tricky. 
To continue with the inductive proof  of  Lemma l 0.10, we assume 
the lemma true for/3, 0 < fl < ~ < ~ ~M), and we prove for a + 1. (Note 
that this is sufficient, for i fp  ~ Pv' then for some t~ < q,, p ~ Pa+l ') 
It will be shown later that: 
10.12. If, for every P(ah ) E Qa÷l with 1 ~ h, and arbitrary m, 1 < m < ~,  
there are ~-1 .... , i m ~ l(h) such that z ~ are g-congruent to ag, where 
g = h - {l), 1 < ] < m, and p[~l ] u ... u p[~n]  can be extended to a 
condition, then: 
i0.121. For any P*(ah* ) ~ Pa*l which is satisfied by some z'~ l(h*) 
where i E/~,*, there are countably many z'~ l(h*) that r~atisfy p* which 
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are g*-congruent to z'*, where g* = h* - {1}. 
Therefore we set out to establish (10.12) for arbitrary p(~h ) ~ Qa+l 
such that 1 ~ h, for any fLxed 1 < 60. 
~/h satisfies P(ah) in N . .  t (since p ~ Qa+l); hence it also satisfies ib ~ 
in N ,  By the induction hypothesis there are ~0 ~'~ 1(h) which satisfy 
if '. We shall show that we can find an arbitrary large number, m, of 
these ~'i, 1 < / < m such that U~t p[z~l can be extended to a condi- 
tion. To this end we first enumerate p -/3 '~ as follows: 
10.13. Notation. (a) ql ..... q~ = ~k is an enumeration ofp --/3 ~ such 
~' l' O" !"~ that if (eq, Vq, 2, q,~q. = q ~ p-ff~, then q occurs twice in succes- 
sion in the sequence q'-. 
(b) To eachqi n the sequence we associate a term Gqt = G i as follows: 
If ql = (e!' Or Ji' ~Ji ), where 
ei=eq =(hrgi,¢), ahi=biC-b=ag, 
then 
% = c, = 
~t  t ~t~ tt if qi = (ei, Oi, li, Oi, li ) occurs for the first time in the sequence, then 
G i - ~Hgi[e '. ~ ~" otherwise G i - eHgol (0~'.. bi ) 
- -  o i  ~ i ~ i "  
(c) For any z~ l(h) = K(ah), we denote 
Gi(Z) =aHgi(Oi'ahi)[~-hi ] ,
where z'h, = proj(z-, hi), ffhi = ~,  1 < i < k. 
! 0.14. Note that if there are countably many z~ l (h) which are g- 
congruent to ~g, satisfy/b ~, and Gi(z-) = G i(ah) , 1 ~ i "~ k, then the 
result is immediate. Since we would have 
z i( i" -- Xe (gi.ih); 
hence each one of these z" would satisfy p, (i.e., U~p[Z] c Q~+I ), in 
which case any finite union of the p[z--] would be extendable to a con- 
dition of Q~+I" 
10.15. Definition. An element z'~ l(h) which is g-congruent to ag and 
satisfies ~3 = is said to be proper. 
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Note that for any proper z-, and 1 < i. ] < k, if e i = e t we have 
(10.16) 
iff 
This follows from the definition of a condition, Lemma 5.44, and the 
absoluteness of the notions nearly (-n)-definabl%, and not nearly ( -n) -  
definabl%, n < ~.  
10.161. t3y the induction hypothesis, there are countably many proper 
~E l(h). 
10.17. Notation. Let h + be the set of all 1, 1 < j < k, for which t,%(a- h) 
is nearly (-l)-definable~,; and let h -  be those for which Gi(a  h) is not 
nearly (--/)-definable. (Obviously, {] I 1 < j < k } = h + o h- ,  and 
h + n h -= ¢.) 
If f c--- (] 1 1 < j < k}, thenf  + will denote fn  h + , and f -  will denote 
fNh- .  
10.18. Definition. (a) Let fbe  a subset of ( / I  1 < ] < k}. ~',~' ~ l (h)  
are said to be Gf,-coherent if, for all j ~ f+,  
c/(r). 
(b) z,z' ~ l (h)  are said to be C,,f- -free if, for all i, ] ~ f -  tor waich 
e i = el, we have 
cjC). 
10.2. The following obvious facts are worthy of note t~ere. 
10.20. I f l~  hi, (where e i = (h i, gi" s~)), 1 <<. ]<<. k, then any z-~ l (h)  
which is g-congruent to ~ is G/-coherent with E h . 
10.201. If all G j (~)  are nearly (-/)-definable a , 1 ~ ] ~ k, then it is 
possible that any z ~ l (h)  which is g-congruent to Eg and satisfies p, is 
~k.coherent with E h . 
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10.21. Definition, A set W ~i- l(h) is said to be (Gf, C)-good if 
(a) all ~'~ W are proper, / I
(b) all ~, ~' ~ I¢ such that ~ ~" are Gf- -free, 
(c) for all/'~ W, Gf.(z') = ~iGf?(z-') ..... Gf~n.(z-)) =O, where f+= 
. . . .  
I 
Note that i f f  + = O, then ~! is (Gf, L-')-good if ~nd only if all distinct 
~, P ~ I¢ are proper and ~f  -fr6e; in which case we say that 1¢ is Of-good. 
Our immediate goal will be ~';o show that there are arbitrary large 
(Ok ~h.($h)).goo d sets. First, ~!,e state a few simple facts concerning 
the definabigty of the previous notions that will be needed. 
10.22. Sub-lemma. (a) The notill, of "proper" is g-definable, (see 
Definition 4.80(d)), i.e., there isia formula ~!(~, v) ~ 5r a not contain- 
ing generic real constants uch thlTt ~ is proper iff N a ~ ~1 (ag' z-)" (In 
particular the notion ,of "proper"!is (-l)-definable~.) 
(b) The notion o,/ Gf--free i~i (-l)xtefinable~; i.e., there is a 
formula ~2(~, v, v ), not containin!tg " generic real constants and h*, such 
that I q~ h*; and for all z, "i' E l(h), t~, "i' are Gf--free if and only if 
(c) For every proper ~ there is a ~!~inite (-1)-definable a set V£ ~ A~ 
such that if z~ l(h) is Gf÷-coherent~with x, then Gf÷(z-')~ V£. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are easily seen to tie true by inspecting Definitions 
10.13, 10.18. To see (c), let Vf be fihite (-l)-deffmable sets of minimal 
cardinality such that G/(x) ~ F'/for / la f+; then set V~to he the C~te- 
sian prod~ace of the V] according to inlcreasing index ] ~ f+. V~ = Of Vxf 
is the reqaired set. If It' is a (Gf,C)-gotl~d set, then for all z, ~' ~ W, 
V~ = V~,; h~nce we may denote this se by V w . 
10.23. Ncte that if ~'is proper, then {z-~ 
f c -{ j l  1 g j<k}.  
10.24. Sub-lemma. For ony f C _ {] I 1 < 
empty (Gf, C)-good set W, there is a z 
( gr C-).ooa set. 
is a (Gf, Gf.(z-))-good set, 
< k~, and any finite non- 
¢ such tha~ I¢ u {~-}/s a 
Proof. This lemma is proven by induction'on I f-I .  
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Assume f -  = 0; then either f=  ¢1, in which case the lemma follows 
by 10.161; or for all members z" of W, G (z") is nearly (-/)-definable a ,
/ ~ f=f+.  If there are n 0 proper z'such that G/(z-) = C t (i.e., Gf(z") = ~7~, 
then any one of them not in W will do. We shall .,;how that the other 
aRe;native (that there are only finitely many proper z" such that 
6'£(~) = C) is impossible. Let g w be the set given by Sub-len,~na 10.22(¢); 
and define V* as the set of all y ~ V w for which there exists a proper z" 
such ~that y = Gf(z-'), and there are only ffmitely many proper z' such that 
Gf(~) = 6'f(z-). V* is clearly a finite non-empty (-/)-definable,, set. Let 
A = {z-I z-is proper and G/(z-) ~ V* }. 
A is obviously (-/)-definable a ; moreover, by our assumption it follows 
that A is finite and non-empty. Therefore, proj(A, {1} ) is finite and 
(-l)-definable a . Hence, using the natural ordering of the reals, we 
obtain a (-/)-definable lement of 1(1), in contradiction to the induc- 
tion hypothesis, (see Lemraa 10.10(b)). 
Assum,~- f :/: 0, and that for some finite non-empty (¢J/., 6-~)-good set 
W, there does not exist a z'~ I¢ such that I4/u {~') is (G/., C)-good. We 
shall show that this leads to a contradiction by constructing a finite 
(- / ) -def inable set B containing elements of the form G/(z-), / ~ f - ,  
z ~ W, which is - (- i) obviously impossible. For every ] ~ f , let ~ be 
the sequence o!: rained from Gf by omitting the element G 1 . By the 
induction hypo~:hesis, for every / ~ f -  there is an infinite (G}-;), C~)- 
good set I4//extending W. Let B w be the sets 
{ai(~) I F~ W), i~  f - .  
For every z-~ W i -  W there exists an i ~ I -  such that e t = e i and 
G/(z-") ~ B w ; otherwise z" would be 6'f-free from all Y' ~ W, hence 
I41 u {~) would he (Gf., C--')-good, contradicting the assumption. Define 
B w'~ to be the set of all e lementsy ~ ,w  for which there er.ists an i,i 
infinite (G}-/), C")-good W~ ~ W such tb G/(z-') = y for all ~" E W~ - W. 
10.25. Set B w,d = I J i,~ BiW,] ~ . Then B w'~ is a non-empty finite set. We 
shall show that Bw, c can be defined from C, independent o f  W. First 
assume that there exists another finite (Gf, C)-good W', which is not 
extendible' to a larger such set. We can then define as above the sets 
B w', BW',~ Bw',~, , -. i,/ ,and L /E  f -  We shall show that B w'~ = B w'c  
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Assume y ~ BW'C; then for some i,], y ~ 8~ d. Hence tl ere is an infinite 
(~(:-/), C~)-good set W* such that for all z-~ 'W*, Gi(~ =)i ~ Bw. Since 
W ~ is (_G~-]), E')-good, there must be an infinite su'bset l+'~! * such that 
for all z~ W**, W' o {~'} is (~_}-';),C)-good But since I¢' s not exten- 
dible to a larger set which is (G/, C)-good, we must have r all z'~ I¢**, 
y=G/(z')E IJ B/w'; 
hence y ~ B.w.': E for some i' ~ f - .  Tl-,erefore Bw'E c BW',C A completely 
t ',/ 
symmetric argument gives B w'P g. B w'P. Thus B w'd = B ~ an be 
defined from C only, i.e., B E is indcpendent of the particulalr non- 
extendible good set I¢ which was chosen. Bd is non-empty, ttinite and 
definable from \ 
C,~Vw=V ~, ~W.  i 
(see 10.22(c)). V w is a finite (-/)-definable set. Let V** be thl~ set of 
all y ~ V w such that for some proper z, G[.(z-') = y, and for w~ich there 
exists a finite non-empty (Gf, y)-good set which is not extendil , e to a 
larger (G/.,y)-good set. V** is clearly a finite, non-empty, (CE V**), 
and (-/)-definable set. Define 
B = _L IB  E . 
C~V* 
Then B is non-empty, finite, and (-/)-definable a . This is a contra 
because on the other hand, B contains only sets G/(z-), which are 
(-l)-definable~. 
10.26. Corollary. There is an infinite (~k, ~h,(~h)).goo d set W 
that ~h ~ W. 
This follows from the fact that K(a t) is well ordered in N. 
diction, 
l o t  
SU( 
10.3. The crucial step of Lemma 10.10 has been completed; howevtt~r 
the separation requirement Definition 2.5(e) on conditions i essenttial 
for the success of the next step, in which we show: \ 
10.30. Subdemma./fW = {z ~ } I 1 <~ ] ~ m} is a finite (~k, C-')-good sl;t, 
then p[z -11, ..., p[~m] can be extended to a condition. I 
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Proof. z-~ W are proper, hence N~, I = ~a [z'il, I < j < m; thus 
10.31 p' I1--- a/3 ~ [Z-'] ^  ... A ~a [~m 1, for some p' ~ Qa, 
(where p has been identified with/J, see Defimt~on 7.10). We can also 
assume that p' forces, everything required of the (~k  O-good set W, 
as listed in Definition 10.21. Moreover, we assume that p' c Qa decides,~ 
all the statements 
10.31 I. By Lemmas 4.62, 4.63, we can extend p' to a condition/~  P,~ 
such that 
m 
/--! 
(Note that/~ can even be assumed to be in Q . )  
We now intend to turn/~ o U~-~w (p - ~)  [z-] into a condition. This 
will be done by adding connections to O~ w (p-/3a)[z -] complying 
with the requirements (d), (e), (c)(2), (c)(3) and (c)(4) of Definition 
2.50, and then by shifting coordinate information in accordance with 
requirement 2.5 I(c)(1 ). This will automatically take care of require- 
ment 2.5 l(b); 2.5 l(a) will trivially follow. (The reader will recall that 
by a connection we m~an a pre-condition of the form (e, O, 1, 0', l'), 
in which case we say that it is a connection between the elements 
X e (0- b) and ×e (0" b), see also (4.10).) 
In order to deal with the requirements of 2.51 (d) and 2.51 (c), we 
will have to differentiate between the elements of 
U (p-,~") iF] 
according to the 
It will be seen that since W was chosen to be (t~/~ -good, the Gi(z-) 
are separ~,,ted in a manner enabling us to connect up the elements of 
I.Ir~ w (p -b  ") [z-'] as desired. 
First (/" I 1 ~< / ~< k} is divided into the following disjoint sets: 
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10.32. Definition. 
°aR={ll !<:<k ,  lEgl}, °R={j l l< /<k ,  lq~h/} 
OR, °R, are obviously disjoint; set oR = oR t.l ~R. 
IR={/l l < ]< k,l~g/} 
eIR = {/~ IR I the first component of g~ is e ), 
e is an a + l-index. OR, eIR are disjoint and 
{/1 1 ~ j< k} =OR ,.; IR. 
Note that according to the previous division of 
p-~a= {q/i l< /<k} 
into 
(q] I /~ h +} u {qi I /~ h-}, 
we have 
OR={jlIEh+}, 1R={j l jEh-}.  
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10.33. Definition. 
OR(~-) = 
or(a = 
 R(a: 
IR(zD = 
e an ~ + I-index. 
For any z" ~ l(h), define the following sets: 
(G/(z-) I / ~ °R }, 
0 ~G/(z3 I / e ,~r }, 
{G/(z-) I / e 1g 7, leR(Z':) = {G/(z-) I ] ~ 1 eR }, 
Since W is (G k, C~)-good, we obviously have that: 
(10.34) °R(z-) = °R(~h) , 
°g(z-)=°R(~h), 
Note also that, 
(10.35) leg(z-) n eR(~')= 0 
°R(z-')=°R(~h) , 
for all z-~ W. 
for~,~'E I¢, ~ '~" .  
We now divide Ur¢ w (p -~a)  [z-] into sets corresponding to the 
divisions we have made of 
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^or {Gq(Z)[ q ~ p--p ,E~ W}, 
from which it will become clear how to add the necessary connections. 
10.40. Definition. 
°V-- {qj[~l l i e  °R, z-c 
OV=a {q/[z-] l I E  °aR. ~E 
°v= ~qj[zq t/~ °R,/~ b 
W}, 
W}, 
I¢}, 
W}, 
W}, 
1 V can 1;e extended to a condition, 
e 
e 
We want to show that/~ u o V u 
in which case we are done, since 
~u°Vu~VZ_ U p[Y]. 
We shall successively extend i 7 ~ P~ to a condition in P~+ l, the final 
result of which will contain 
f iu°Vu lVu2V~ U p[z-]. 
First recall that the p[z--] are conditions and that 
u bo[.- -] 
(',tee 10.31, 10.311). Since for all] ~ OR, zE W, qi[.~] = q;, it obviously 
*0 follows that/~ o o V is a condition. Moreover, fi u b V u °'V is easily 
extended to a condition by adding the following connections: let 
], j' E OR be such ,at 
el =el =e, b/=bT = b, 
and that they mention Xe (01" b), X e (0/," b) respectively. Suppose also, 
that 
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then if for z. 7' E W, 
/ J / 
= Gj( . : . . )= oj 
c , r (F  ) g . . . .  = 
= = Hg i  - **  ~ " -  - , oj (o  • ) :  -- 
then the connections (e, 0", I, 9**, l' ), (e, 0"*, l', 0", l), (e, ~;*, O, ~j~ 0), 
(e, 0"*, O, 01'" 0>, (e, 0", I, 0.,, i'>, (e, ~j, l, ~**,/'), are to be added to 
P0" Clearly if the result of this operation isP0 ~- P u 0 V, then P0 is a 
condition. Note that the coordinate information on Xe(0*" b), Xe(0-**" ~) 
will automatically correspond, and al: other necessary connections, 
demanded by the transitivity requirement and (c)(4) will be in Po" Note 
also that since the ~ are proper, requirements 2.5 l(d), and 2.5 1 (e) are 
fulfilled; see (1 0.1 6). 
The.first hing that has to be done in order to obtain a condition 
from ~l u 1 V is to properly add connections between all elements 
Xe (~" b) mentioned ine 1V(~'), ~'~ ~'. This is done as follows: 
for some fixed e, let V 1 ..... V n be all the different 1eV(z-) included 
: V. ICe remark that since W is (~k, C)-good, they are disjoint. Be- in e 
cause if Xe m (0° b) is mentioned in V i and Xem,(O '°b) is mentioned in
Vj, e m = era,, l ~ j ,  then 
~H gm (0. b) ~ ~H gm (0' .  b) 
or n ortl ' 
and in particular 6 #: 0'. If X- is mentioned in V t , then ×e is mentioned 
in each of the V i, 1 ~ i < n. A representative e lement  )Ce(O(i)°b (e)) 
mentioned in V i is chosen for each i, 1 ~< i < n. A connection will be 
properly chosen between Xe(O(i)'b (e)) and xe(o( i+ l ) 'b (e ) ) ,  1 <~ i <~ n- l ,  
1 V will be closed by adding all connec- as required by (d)(4) and then e 
tions that necessarily follow from 2.51 (c)(3), 2.51 (c)(2), and 2.51 (c)(4). 
The idea is to make xe(O (i)" b (e)) and Xe(0(i+l)'b (e)) so far apart in the 
natural tail order that there will be no conflicting information resulting 
from the transfer of initial information as specified in 2.51 (c)(1). Note 
that no connections exist in Pl u 1 V between ×e(0(i)'/~ (e)) and 
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×e(O(/)'b(e)), i ~ j, because ×e(O (i)" ~(e)) is mentioned in some 
q[~] ~ Vi, and Xe(0-(/)'b re)) is mentioned in some q'[F] e V 1 with 
eq = eq, and z'~ z'; (see definiti,m of e V, and the previous remark). 
Let s i be an integer larger than an integer mentioned in V i, 1 ~ i ,~ n 
and define the following set lie of connections: 
Ire = ((e, ~(t), O, ~(2), 2(sl + s2)>, (e, ~'~2), O, ~0~, 2(s2+s3)) ' .... 
<e, ~(n-1), O, ~(n), 2(Sn_l +Sn))) , 
(see Fig. 8). 
/ tail to include Xe (Sk)  
... -"<'. 
~ ..... -~ '~Xe (0 (1). b) 
part of tail to include Xe( VI ) 
Fig. 8. 
W Let Y = U e Ye and consider Pl u 1 V u Y = Pl" Close Pl by adding 
all tlhe connections implied by Definition 2.5(c)(2), (3), (4), and trans- 
fer coordinate information according to (c)(1). Denote the result by 
P2" It is readily shown that P2 is a condition, since sj was chosen so 
large that coordinate information of V/C_el V, i ~ / in P2" (Note that if 
e U is the result el' the closure operations on 1 e V u Ye' then 
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P2=PI  UU e e U .) 
We omit further details which amount o a direct systematic simple 
check of the requirements on a condition, 
Sub-lemma 10.30 has thus been proven. 
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From 10.30 and Corollary 10.26 we obtain 10.12 which can be 
stated as follows: 
10.41. Snb-lemma. For every p(c, t) ~ Qa+l and arbitrary m < co, there 
are distinct 
such that 
z 1 .... .  z m ~ l(l) 
p(a t) [z I 1 u ... u p(a t) [z m ] u p(a i) 
can be extended to a condition. 
(We have displayed only the generic real constant a z mentioned by p.) 
We can now complete the induction s~ep concerning Sub-lemma 
10.10(a): 
10.50. For all p(ffh ) E P~+I which is satisfied by some z* ~ l(h), and 
for  any I ~ h, there are t~ o ~ ~ I(h) which are g-congruent o ~* that 
satisfy p in Na+ 1 , where g = h - {/}. 
Proof. In what follows we only display the generic real constant a t which 
possibly occurs in the conditions or formulas. If the lemma is not true, 
then for some zi = Ol(at), l < / < m, and p'(a i) ~ Q~+I, 
m 
(10.51) p'(at)It-- + 1 I=AI ~(O/(al)  A 
m 
^ (V +lU) (u ~=- 1(l) ^  ~(u)-~ V u = Ol(al)). 
/--1 
By Sub-lemma 10.41, for any n < co there are distinct xi E I(I) for 
which 
p'(at) u U p'[x~ ]
l ¢;i,~n 
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is extendible to a condition. Since the tail members are generic, hence 
non-periodic, there must be such an x = O(a I) for which 
Oi(O(at)) ~ Ok(at), 1 </,  k < m. 
We, may assume that 
^ 0i(O(at)) ~ Ok(at). Q~+I ~P'  Jl-a4.1 l<j,k~m 
Let p" be a condition extending p'(a t) u p'(ai) [x]. By Lemma 5.44, 
m 
p'(a l) Ix] I~--¢, iAl ~(Oi(O(ai))). 
Hence by ( 10.51 ), 
m m 
p'u p'[x] c p.  ff-a+l j~A 1 P(Oi(at)) ^  ]A 1 P(Ot(O(al))) A 
m 
^ A Oi(O(al)) ~ O~(ai)) ^  
k,/~ 1 
m 
^ (V ,+lu) (u ~ I(I) ^ ~(u) -~ IV u = Ol(ai)). 
This obviously yields a contradiction. 
To complete the induction step concerning part (b) of  Lemma 10.1 O, 
we assume this part of the lemma true for all a < 3 < 8 ~M) and we prove 
for/3. If the claim is not true, then for some l ~ ~,  h ~ ~,  1 ~ h, a t is 
supported by h, i.e., there is a term o(ff h) ~ ~r~ such that 
h = a t .  
Thus for some p(a l) ~ Q~, 
p(a t) It--a o(a~ ) = a t . 
For some a </3, p ~ P~+l' thus we can apply 10.50, and as in that proof, 
there is an x = O(a t) q: a t such that 
p(at) u P(at) [x] 
is extendible to a condition p'(a t) ~ Qo; we may also assume that 
Q~ p 11--~ O(a t) 4= a t • 
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By Lemma 5.44, 
p(a t) Ix] Iba o(~ h) = O(a l )  . 
Hence 
p' 1~- a o(~ h ) = a t ^ o(~ h ) - O(a 1) ^  a t ~ o(ap . 
This is a contradiction (by Lemmas 2.811 (a), 2.812). 
Lemma 10,10 has thus been proved. 
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10.52. Corollary. For any p(a l) E Q. and n < ~o, there are n distinct 
z i ~ I(1) such that 
n 
N ~ A p(a I) [z i] , 
i=l 
and such that 
n 
p(al) t2 lJ p(al) [zi] 
is extendible to a condition. 
Proof. Assume n < o~; ff, en by (10.50) there are n distinct z i ~ I(l), 
1 < i < n, which satisfy p. Thus if z i = Oi(al), then 
n 
N ~ Ik ~(Oi(al)) A ~(at). 
i=l 
Hence for some p' ~ Q, 
n 
o' I~- ~(a t) ^  ~1 p(Oi(al)) " 
By Lemmas 4.62, 4.63, p' can be extended to a condit ion p" which 
includes 
n 
p(al) u ~ l  p(al) [zi l, 
as required. Finally, 
10.60. l .emma. There is no choice function in N fc.,r the set {I(i) I i < ¢0}. 
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Proof. Assume that o(~ h) is a choice function for {I(i) I i < o~) in N. 
Then for some p E Q, 
p It- (Vv) (v ~ ~ -~ "lo(Y h) n l(v)t = i").  
Let I be an integer not in h; then for some p' ~ Q, p c= p,, and 0 ~ P, 
(10.61) p'(a l) It- o(Y h) n 1(1) = O(at). 
By Lemrna 10.52 there is an unlimited number ofy  ~ I(I) for which 
N~ p'(a I) [y], and p'(a l) u p'(a l) [y] is included in a condition. Her~ce, 
there is an x = 0*(a t) such that 
O(O*(al))=O(al), N~ p!(a l) Ix], 
and for some p" 6 P, p' u p' Ix ] c_. p". We may assume that 
Q ~p It- O(O*(at)~ O(al). 
By Lemma 5.44, we get from ( 10.61 ) that, 
(10.62) p'(a l) Ix] It- oO-h) n 1(l) = O(O*(at)). 
From (10.61) and (10.62) we get 
p' U p'[x] C_ p" it- o(a h) n l(l) = O(a t) ^  
^ o(Y h ) n I(l) = O(O*(at)) ^  
^ O(O*(at))~ O(at). 
This is a contiadiction, (by Lemmas 2.811,2.812). 
All told we h~ve shown that, 
10.70. Theorem. Con(ZF) imp#es Con(ZF + the ordering theorem + 
the ~ o-multiple choice axiom + every .infinite cardinal is idemmultiple 
+ the continuum is not well-orderable). 
Proof. 10.70 follows from Lemmas 2.91, 9.30, 9.95 and 10.60. 
By Lemmas 9.96, 9.30 and Definition 5.52, it follows that 
10.80. Theorem. In ZF, Z(~ o ) does not imply the ordering theorem, 
nor the idemmultiple hypothesis, nor that the continu~m is well-orderable. 
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Let Idm denote "the idemmultiple hypothesis". It would be interest- 
ing to know if: 
ZF t~ Idm -~ "the ordering theorem"; 
ZF b Idm -* Z(S0); or even if Idm in conjunction with one of these 
two statements implies the other in ZF. 
Pincus has shown (private communication), that 
ZF ~ (Z(~ 0 ) + "the orciering theorem") -~ idm. 
We know that (V m 4: h O) (m 2 = m) is equiwfle.lt to AC; it would be 
interesting to know if there are any weak ch=~ice axioms equivalent to 
Idm. As mentioned in the introduction, Truss [ 24] has shown tha:~ 
ZF b ~ "every cardinal ;~as a 3-successor" -+Idm. 
On the other hand, the author has shown that 
ZF b L ldm -* "every cardinal has a three successor". 
It would be of interest o know whether 
ZF l- Idm ^  "every ~:ardinal has a 3-successor" -+AC. 
It is not known to tLe author whether the Boolean prime ideal 
theorem, or the order extension principle holds in N. It is natural to 
consider the following generalization of Idm. Is it consistent to assume 
in ZF without choic~ that for all cardi~,als m, n, n < m implies nm= m? 
A simple argument considering m = n + ~ (n), where ~ (n) is Hartog's 
aleph shows that this is impossible. On the other hand a straightforward 
generalization of our construction shows that it is consistent to assume 
in ZF ^ -1AC that 
(Vm)(m<~=v~'m=m),  
for any fixed regular cardinal ~=. In this cc~nnection we have: 
ZF F- (Vm < ~o ) (2 in = m ) -* (Win ~ ~o ) (~o m =ra ) ; 
though is it probably not provable in ZF tl~=at 
(Vm 4: ~;o) [V~< a) , '~ .  m= ,, --,. ~c," m=m)]  , 
for any aleph, ~=, ¢= > O. 
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